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PREFACE

.4-

This study was accomplished to suggest advanced computer image

generation (CIG) techniques which will exploittthe capabilities/limitations
of the human visual perceptual processing system and improve'lhe training
effectiveness of visual simulation systems. The secondary objktive of
this effort is to identify areas of basic perceptual research tnat promise
to haVe significant impact on(ftiture CIG technology.' This report should
be of valve_to anyone involved in real-time visual simulation-using com-,
puter image generation.

This stud' was trformed for the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory'

under contract F33615-78-C-0020: Mr. Michael Nicol was the contract monitor
. for the Air Force, and Mr. Anthony Stenger was'the program manager for
Technology Service Corporation. Dr. James P. Thomas of the Universityof
California at Los Angeles and.Dr: Myron Braunstein of, the University of
California at Irvine performed all the work in the perceptual area.
Mr. Timothy A. Zimmerlin contributed the material on CIG algorithms and
systems. ¶Mr. Thomas Murray of the University of California at Los Angele
and Mr. Jack Schryver of the University of California at Irvine perUippeg

\the literature search and prep'aredthe summaries.

..
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1. INTRODUCTION

This final report documents a study that.Technology Service

Corporation (TSC) completed for the Air Force Human ResoUrces Laboratory.

The report is structured to parallel the prijgress of the individual project

phases.

This firsesection introduces the project and provides a summary by

discussing the project's objective, approach, results, and recommendations.

The remaining sections present the findings of the project in greater detail.

The information is intended for computer image generation ,(CIG) system

designers, data base constructors, psychologists, and training p&sonne).

1 .1 OBJECTIVES
.

The study objectives involve applying psychological knowledge of

vistr61"' perception to,improve real-time CIG simulators. The primary objec-

tive is to suggest and identify Vg7;i777thms for visual simulation that

improve the training effectiveness of CIG simulators. The secondary

objective is to\identify areas of basic research in visual perception

that are significant for improving CIG technology.

The objectives of the'project have been met. A numbj of CIG

algorithms are described in this report, most of which can be applied to

existing Simulators with only slight'modifications to the simulators' basic,

designs. Some algAithms involve the scene and environment models and

require no hardware modifications. A few algorithms impact the display

requirements of future CIG simulators.

The algorithms were suggested ?y observing the perceptual limitations

of existing CIG simulators. .The perceptual objectives were further met by

1. Categorizing the perceptual limitations into'common
perceptual areas according to their Underlying per-
ceptual mechanisms and areas of future research for
their potential solutions,

2. Identifying four primary and three secondary areas of
perception that merit further research and experimen
tation because the show promise for. understanding
and alleviating the perceptual limitations.

7
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1.2 APPROACH

The project pr9ceeded in a sequence of three phases. The first

phase entailed observing existing,CIG simulators. During the second phase,

existing perceptual knowledge was studied in light of the capabilities,and

limitations of existing CIG'simulators. In the third phase, improved CIG

algorithms -were developed and relevant areas for further perceptual research

were identified.

For the first phase, three major manufacturers of CIG simulators

were visited on site. Two psychologists with extensive backgrounds in

human visual perception, the TSC staff.of CIG engineers, and the manu-

facturers' personnel discussed and viewed the simulators. The dialoue

involved the-ksigners and ,users of the simulators. Based on the observe-
.

ti.ons and intensive interviews, a list of limitation areas was drafted.

. The second phase involved both interviews with recognized exeerts

in visual Ofrception relating to flight training and an extensive

ature search. This phase was tied to the limitatiOn areas identified in

the first phase.6The limitations were researched in..depth t9 verify their
. ,.

effects and psychological bases. The interviews and retrieved literature'

provided a base',,gf,knowledge for building aproved algorithms and identi-.

fying needed research. Section 2 of this reldbrt describes Phases Vend II

arid'details the identified limitation areas. Summarie, 'of the interviews

'and over 100 li.teratu e items appear in Appendixes A and B, respectively.

The third' phase involved developing improved and new CIG algorithms.

Based on TSC's insight into current, CIG simulators, algorithms were developed

to produce the appropriate display phenomena in a practical way. Based on

perceptual knowledge, general performance goals and undesoable efc^-*c were
'-defined. Some recommendations are based op tentative conclusions, andthere

is ajleed for further applied research. At issue are both the necessity for

implementing some algorithms and the,relative merits of alternative

algorithms. The algorithms are presented in Section 3, and the areas of

recommended research are described in Section 4.

O

L
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1.3 RESULTS.

Aft intensive analysis cAsexisting CIG simulators, including those'

of the three Major builders, defjned 12 limitation areas:

1. Contrast Management and Aerial Perspective

2. Resolution

3. DyrraINRange .

'4. Directional Illuminatibn Effects

5. Raster Effects

6. Color

7. Level of Detail

8. Surface Definition

9. Perceived Flatness of the Display

10. Mintmal Scene Content.

11. Size and Continuity of the Visual Field

12. Hybrid Display and Update.
,

While some limitations reside in the available hardware, others are

in the basic approach., For example, contrast management and aerial perspec

tive are serious limitations in existing simulators. No atmospheric atten-

uation and scattering model is used in the simulators except for bad weather

conditions (e.g., fog, cl'ouds), and the resulting perceptions'are signifi-'

cavtly degraded., As in some of the other limitation areas, Several solutions

are pcissible. These are addressed in Section 3 in terms of improved algo-

rithms, but the available perceptual-knowledge_zrovided in Section 2 is

needed to understand the fufl effect of and, potential soluti9ps for these V

limita'lons.

Many of the limitations ate perceptually related and compound the

dffects of single limitation areas. For example,_apparent size, depth,

and motion are intrinsically related although not directly correlated to

one another, Size, shape,' and surfacenormal direction are also closely

related. The limitation areas, singly and jointly, producecpercePtua.P ,s;.

inaccuracies to the trainee's' response. The findings reported in the

literature help to identify 'both the interactions and the potential

Solutions or improvements.

'3
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Table 1 presents the major areas of improved algorithms as related

to the limitatioi areas. These areas f9r improvement involve the basic

algorithm, free design paraMeters that need to be optimized, and basic

Performance goals. The majority of the ideas need only simpleoodifica-

tions in order to be applicable to existing simulators. However, some of

the objectives (basically in'scene complexity and reflection

shad
)0

wS, specular) may be beyond the capability of current approaches.

The basic polygon approach can definitely be imprOved:--Wiso., there are
.

limitations in the 'current display approaches (e.g., hybr d displays) that

can be removed. or mitigated.

The,limitationszof CIG simulators provide different focuses, for

evaluating perceptual knowledge arid improved algorithms. This information

can aid others that are interested in improving GIG technology. The percep-

tual knoWledge in the interyiews and literature provides insight for require-

Rents and underlying perceptual phenomena. The ipproved-algorithms provide

approacheS for resolving the limitations.

1.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

The most important purpose of this repoft.is to identi fy ways to

improve CIG simulators. One way to accomplish this,is to have designers

and users read this information and make concrete suggestions.. Another way

is to'incorporate a. moderate numb-e'r of t ideas into future procurements s..\

as performance specifications: NA third'approach, which is most applicable
4 '

ft to this program, is to research the improved:LechniqueS'and underlying per-

ceptiOns-in order to judge effectiveness and relative merit. All three

approaches should be pursued.,,

The specific research areas identified in Section 4 should be-cOn-
.

sidered for immediate study. Since there are severa1csomewhat related areas,

the research should also consider theii' interaction. Relating the psycho-

logical and physiological understandings of perception to the study of tone

application methods is a basic way to develpp adequate visual perceptions

in CIG simulators. At issue are both how the human visual 'sytem operates

and hoW to build effective CIG simulators. ,-/

10 49'
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TABLE I. LIST OF IMPROVED ALGORITHMS'

fc I

Algorithms
1 2 3 4

I

Limitation Areas

5, 6 7, 8 9 10
.

11 ,12

Aliasing Controls

Gaussian impulse response

Frame/field conditions

Hybrid picture-stfects

Scene and Environment'Ooders

Atmospheric attenuation
and scan ring

Tone application methods

Reflection models

controls

c f '
Disp,laxkPr'opefties

Djsplay face.

Codtragt managemS-pi

i ,Future Algorithms

Righ density'Of featlires

ReflectiOn-models

X

X

x

X'
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The areas recommended for furtherresearch Tram both perceptual

and algorithm standpoints are listed in Table 2 and briefly described

in the'following paragraphs.

I

TABLE 2. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Pgreeption-Based Algorithm -Based

Aerial. perspective ° SmOoth shading

Texturie Texture shading

Shadows' Shadows

Specular reflection .'General reflection

Contrast management

0.
. -

Although aerial perspective is widely-accepted as a basic cue to

relative distance, virtually. no research has been performed to assess its

% actual importance. It is an obvious candidate for inclusion in Cikbecaue

ftis'easy to simulate. Thus, its true effectiveness should-be investigated...,

Ao important question is whether'aerial perspective interacts with and
4

enhanceS the effect of texture.

There is little research 'on the effectiveness of texture in dynamic

scenes. Also, the effectiveness of three-dim g5cnai texture needs to be

examined. Relative motion within the microstructure of the texture might .

be very important. As mentioned abOve, the interaAnof texture and

aerial-perspective should also be investigated.

The shadows created by'directional illumination are, in theory, a
,

rich source of information to a moving observer. There is relative motion

between the object and its shadow, and object and shadow undergo diffeCent

shape transformations as the viewer moves. Since both of these factors/are

possible sources of informition to the viewer; their actual importance needs

to be established by research. itt

12
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,In n theo/ ry, specular reflections can provide information about

relative mot on, surfate definition and orientation, and 'relative dis-
,

tance. How ver, research is needed to establish their actual importance.

Gou and (or smooth) shading.is the common shading technique of

current simulators. However, Gouraud shading results in an improper

tonal perspective. The inverse-range shading technique recommended for

developmentcorrelcts this perceptual shortcoming. ,

The use of contrast management to maintain the display energy

'requirements within device limits has significant benefits.. The exper-

imental results, which indicate thaj differential filters reduce the

,j energy output requirement for a given contrast perception, should be

extended.

13



.2. RERCEPTUIM. LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING CIG SIMULATORS

The project wAs broken into two phases to investigate and determine

possible solutions for the perceptual limitations of existing CIG simulators.

During Phase I, a study of.existing CIG simulators was conducted. Several

visits were made to sites.of current advanced systems, and designers,an

use of these systems were interviewed. Two psychologists used the data,

gathered from theseeactivities along with their backgrounds ln.ysual

perception to identify 12 limitation areas.:
,

1. Contrasif Management and Aerial Perspective

.2. Resolution

3. Dynamic Range

4. Directional Illumination Effects

;Raster Effects

6. Color

7. Level of Detail

8. Surface Definition

9. Perceived Flatness of t1.4 Display

10:Ninimal-Scene Content

11. Size and Continuity of the Visual Field

12. Hybrid Display and Update.

Although these areas nay overlap.soniewhat, they represent the complete

spectrum of limitation areas in existing CIG simulatorS.°.

The purpose of PhAse II was to consolidate and categorize current

rceptual knowledge as it applies to CIG display problems /limitations
105 .

identified in Phase I. The_chase II work was conducted in.two parts:

1) 'the identified limitations were discussed with experts irk the respec-

tive fields to identify areas of investigation and to propose possible

solutions, and 2) a'searth of the availableliterature was conducted to

identify en is forma,tion/mechanisms. that might be exp ited to solve

each of i e problem areas.

The investigations undertaken in Phase II are briefly described as

follows.,

'

4'
14
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Consultations with Experts. Consultants were interviewed at one

aerospace company and four-universities:

a. Conrad Kraft, Boeing Aerospace Company. (Several
additional members of the Crew Systems Division
.participated in this interview.)

b. Herschel Leibowitz, Pennsylvania State University

c. Allen Pantle, Miadi University

d. Tarow Indow, University of California, Irvine

e. Walter Gogel, University of California; Santa Barbara.

The general format of the interviews was as follows. Prior to the

interview, each consultant was sent Written materials on the purpose of the

study and on the limitations observed during Phase I. These materials in-

cluded the statement of work for the program and the trip reports from

visits to assess various displays. The latter included not only descrip-

tions of the limitations observed, but also tentative analyses of the

psychophysical processes involved. During each interview, the consultant

was ciPeried about the limitati &ns relevant to his expertise in order to

develop and refine the psychophysical analysis and td,identify relevant

literature sdurces. The interviews were sufficiently open-ended and the

consultants sufficiently experienced and knowledgeable that informationl

about additional lithitations wasvolunteered and alternative psychophysical

analyse's proposed.

TSC used the results of the interviews to prepare the descriptions

of observed limitations and, the psychophysical analyses of these limitations,

to select the literature to be reviewed, and to formulate the recommendations.

Detailed summaries of the interview re given in the individual reports

provided inlAppendlx A. \I

Literature Spthmarie: More than 100 articles were reviewed during '

the literature search portion of the investigatiOn. Each resul ing summary

comprises a separate review of'the document /article, a discussi n of its

relevance to the specific limitation, an its implication as a solution

to the limitation. The literature summaries are in Appendix B, arranged

according to the 12 limitation-areas.

15
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The following\subsections discuss the 12 limitation areas definedlk -

by Phase 'Each limitation area provides a perceptually concrete and

coherent focus fora further work. ,ThOs, while some areas are related,

each is resolved-independently in order to focus on the basic perceptual

limitation. In,Odition, the material presented makes use of the know-

ledge gained throu4h.,tlie literature search of Phase II. That is,
,

information from the Phase II -investigation that conderns psychological

bases or the limitation areas, areas.,of perceptual research, And possible

solutions has beeh incorporated into_the discussion.
4,t,

4
2.1 CONTRAST MANAGEMENT AND AERIAL PERSPECTIVE

,

Several different,problems can be grouped together because a combin-

ation of contrast management and 'aerial perspective can be used to mitigate .-

them. Contrast management refers to controlling the appearance of an .object

by manipulating, its physical contrast. A certain amount of this manipujation
. .

V

can be accomplished in the model or data base. Other manipulations require' ;,w

real-time computation and can/be accomplithed by introducing aerial perspec-
.

1 tive. Aerial 'perspectiu.ell'advantageous in that it makes its own direct

contributions to realisat'and perceptual validity as well as contributing
) .

to contrast management.

Aerial perspective refers to changes in contrast and hue which Are

normally produced by the atmosphere. _The light which a viewer receives

from a distant object is altered in two ways: 1) a portion of it is

absorbed by the'atmosphere, and 2) a portion of it is scattered. The

scaetering reduces the light signal fromthe distant object and also

creates a veiling illumination that reduces contast and saturation.

Both formsof alteration are wav le th-selectfve and their magnitudes

increase with viewing distance. Thus, aft- Qbject's contrast, hue, and

saturation are altered as a function of viewing ditance. These shifts

. are commonly recognized as,cues to distance perception.
1

One problem in this group involves point light sources which recede

into the distance. The lights edging a runway provide a prime example in

that beyond a certain distance they appear to grow larger and brighter with "-
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increasing distance. Or, alternatively, they appear to rise vertically

rather than recede into the distance, thus causing thcrunway to "stand up."

It must be noted that runways tend to "stand up" at night under natural

viewing conditions, as they do in the simulator. Similar problems occur

wheriever there is a string of uniforMly spaced lights of equal size and

intensity, such as street lights. The problem is'exeggerated 12y-the simu-

lator, and stems partly from the limited resolutidn of most displays and

partly from the absence of simulated aerial perspective.

Ignoring atmospheric effects, the light entering the eye from a

source of restricted size decreases as the square of the viewing distance.

However, within certain limits, the area of the retinal image also decreases

as the square of the viewing distance. Thus, with these limits, the illu-

minance of the'retinal image (ratio of flux to area) remains constant. -The

limit is approached as the angular subtense of the light source approaches

the resolution limit of the eye. As viewing distance increases, further,

and the angular subtense of the source g4s below the resolution limit; 4

the retinal image remains essentially constant in Size. However, the

illuminance,of the image no42,4 decreases,as the sqUare of the viewing distance.

The source becomes invisible when the illuminance drops below the detection

threshold,

In the simulator, the video image of the light source is decreased

in area as the square. of the calculated viewing distance, thus producing

naturalistic changes in ratinal image ize. However, the video image

cannot be reduced below one pixel. or most displa9s, one pixel)subtends

an angle two to four times larger than the optimal resolution limit. Thus,

the visual system may "expect" further increases in viewing distance to be

accompanied by further reductions in retinal image size. However, because

the display cannot.p1;oduce smaller-images, perceptual distortionJoccursk

tneiapproacito'this problem stems from the fact that the resolutiqn limit

of the visual system depends in part upon the contrast or:Intensity of the

objects viewed. By keeping the contrast between the light source and its

surround low, the resolution liMit of the visual system can be made to

more closely approximate the 'display's resolution limit,



1

Another need is to reduce the luminance of the video image as the

square of the calculated viewing distance once the one-pixel limit has

been reached. If aerial perspective is simulated, the attenuation which

it incorporates may serve the present purpose as well.

The relevant psycho ysical literature concerns 'visibility and bright-

ness as a function of stim us size and shape; contrast sensitivity as a

function of size, shape, and spatial frequency; and th\e optical- neural

spread functions of the visual system.

Introducing aerial perspective may also help to correct the perceptual

distortions involving receding light sources. By decreasing contrast

(intensity) and saturation and shifting hue, as a function of distance, the

perception of,lights as receding into the distance (rather than standing up)

should be reinforced.

A 'related proble concerns a single object moving toward or away from

the viewer, such as another aircraft or a building or vejicle on the ground.

The problem is most noticeable when another aircraft is seen against the sky.

Beyond a.certain distaknce, the object is either.perceived as motionless' or

as moving and changing in size. Again, the problem. is that'beyond a ertain

distance the size of the Video image remains constant,at one'pixel and cannot

be changed as a function of calculated viewinOlistance. With size fixed,

the object is perceived as motionless or, alternatively, as simultaneoUsly

changing in size and distance. If the.objeCt is oblong, it may be perceived

ps changing shape or attitude. Again, two steps are in order: The first is

1.to set the contrast of the object low so that the high spatial frequency

components which distinguish one small'image from, another will be below the

visual .threshold (i.e., reduce visual acuity to match the resolution limit

of the display). The'second step 'is to vary the contrast of the object as

a function of distance, which may be accomplished by simulating aerial

perspective.

401k4.-A third problem involves'level-of-detail switch*. Scene complexity

is generally limited by omitting many features from the scene until the

viewer comes within a certain distance of them. When the viewing distanee

is reduced,to the critical value, the,featureis switched in and generally
\\
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appears abruptly on the icreeh. The sudden appearance is distracting and

introduces an artificial cue to distance which is not present in,actual

_Ilight. Again, there is a,two-step procedure to lessen the problem: .

1) make the'contrast of the video image a decreasing function ofcalculated

viewing distance, and 2) set the contrast of theobject in the data ease so

. that the object will be just at or below the threshold of visibility When it

is switched into the scene. In other words, when building the data-base,

the des'igner should not ask, What is the contrast of this object in real.

life? The questions should be 1) At.what viewirN distance will this object

'1:1 switched in? and 2) Given,both the algor1.924,46ged to attenuate contrast

as a function of distance and the contrast sensitivity of the visual system,

w64.base contrast will put this object at the threshold of visibility when
.

it is switchediin? Therelevant.Rsychophysical literature concerns contrast

threshold as function of the Size and shape of the object viewed.

The final problem in this group involves aliasing. Many objects'

scintillate at a particular distance because ofiinteraction with the sampling

and raster structures. The problem occurs only when the geometrical projec-

tion ofhe object onto the image plane is small relative to the period of

the sampling and raster structure. is almost invariable that the object

in question is at some distance from the viewer. Again, the'same two -step

procedure may be applied: 1) make image contrast a decreasing function of

viewing distance (as aerialperspective would do),, and 2) set the basecon-

trast of the object so that the object does not become visible until its

video image is large enough to avoid aliasing problems.

None of the examined displays iccorporeted aerial perspective,

although, the "weather" algorithm which they all use can provide an approx

imation. Indeed, many users commented that introducing a small-amount df

weather greatly increased the display's realism.'

As noted before, aerial perspective consists of variations in hue,

Saturation, and contrast as a function of, viewing diikance. These varia-

tions are commonly considered to be one of the many types of information

used to judge distance. However, the relationship between these variations

19
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in,perceptual qualities and viewing, distance is not fixed--it changes with

atmospheric conditions. Thus, aerial perspective itnot a reliable cuevto

absolute distance (as a city-dweller quickly-finds out when attempting to
4),

judge the distance of a remote peak in the more rarified and cleaner air .

of the mountains-or desert). However, the role ofXerial perspective in

defining relative distances and surface orientations is not so highly

dependent upon' atmospheric conditionS.

The absence of aerial perspective in a visual display cup,ributes to

the cartoonlike Oaracter and ambiguity of'surfaces. In natural viewing,

hue changes, saturation, and contrast decrease as a function of distance.

Thus, a horizontal surface such as the earth continuously changes in hue

and saturation as it recedes into the distance and-the toundaries between

area and another become less and less distinct. A nonhor- izontal surface

such as the side of a mountain is immediately perceived as such because its

hue and saturation are relatively constant and the-boundary between it and

.other areas changes little inclarity. WhOn serial perspective is lacking

in the simulator, these cues are absent and the viewer must "figure, out"

whether what is seen is the side of a mountain or an oddly shaped farm

field. The problem is particularly noticeable. in ltw altitude flight

:involving high-speed turns, banks,:and normal 'ilots

are aided in maintaining their sense of, orientation because instantly

rerrignizesurfaces and surface orientations. In the simulate ch of.

the information is missing, recognition takes Tbnger, an ay

become disoriented. . .

Whereas the weather algorithms presently used produce changes in

saturation and contrast as a'function pf dfstance,;they do not e
changesin hue. IA addition, because they hredeveloped,to simu at

conditions in which visibit..fty is,substantially 'reduced, they may not

provide an,optimal approximation to the effects of aerial'per,spective

under less restricted conditions of visibility. However, ,weather

algorithms can perhaps be Modified to provide the desired hie shifts

and a better approximation to the effects of aerial perspective .under

conditions of good visibility:-

MAIM
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Two general comments-can be made aboUt aerial perspective. First,

it providesinuch the same inforMation as static, two- dimensional texture

patterns, burat a ower cost. However, no researcp has been conducted to-

. determine whethe dynamic texture gradients are perceptually more effective

(e.g., in rem ing ambiguities of surface 'definiti:on) than aerial perspective

gradients. S coed, full simulati n of aerial perspective requires the use of

color displays since variations in hue and saturation are involved. Thus,

tf introduced, aerial perspective W'Qt44d help to justify the greater expense

of color displays.'

2.2 RESOLUTION

The displays examined Vere limited in resolutiort relative to the-
acuity of foveal vision. In all cases,, the limOtion reflects a considered

canpromise between resolution and field of view. By reducing the field of

view, it would be possible ts match the resolution of the display to that

of the,human visual sytem. However, this course of ac Son is generally

not acceptable because of the judged importance of maintiling a normal

field of view.

The impaCt of Limited resolutionicavbddiscussdd under three

headings. Two of these concern types of perckPtual tasks the pilot must

perform: 1) detection and identification and 2) judgmerits of.position,

orientation, and size. The third category is the more global one of

appirent,realism.

2.2.1 Detection and identification .

Psychophysical research has established that an object or pattern

/ first becomes detectable when.the most visible Fourier component attains

threshold contrast, i.e.,,when the component becomes visible in and -of

.itself (athou tll'not necessarily be consCiouslIt perceived as such).

In/othe'r words, to pr duce normal detection performance it is necessary to re-

produce onlykthe most visible components. For single objects and targets,

the most visible components generally lie within 3 to.6 cycles per degree,

a range that-can be reproduced by current display technology. 'Thus, normal

detection of single objects and targets is possible, although inte41-igent
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contrast'management is required. Repetitiye or periodic patterns are a

different matter. The mitt visible component is usually the fundamental

frequency component,' which may lie outside the display's resolution range

Thus, repetitive patterns may not be resolved at theifs normal distances.

Although there is no soTtitiOn to this problem,data-base designers should-

be aware of the problem and4know which patterns cannot be resolved by the

display until the viewing distance is shorter than that at which visual

resolution normally occurs. In addition to knowing the properties of the

display, the designers need to know the normal. resolution properties of the

human Visual system, i.e., contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial

frequency and orientation.

The.limited resolution of the display has a more Profound effect upon

the identification of distant objects, such as other aircraft or land-based

vehicles or structures. Ginsberg (1978) likened such identification-tasks"

to reading the letters gn a Snellen acuity chart. He calcdlated that the

spatial frequencies used to identify, the smallest.readable letterS lie

between 20 dnd 30 cycles per 'degree. 'Because such Fourier componentS lie

well beyond the resolution range of the visual displays of most simulators,

these displays cannot be used to simulate or train the identification of ,

diitant Objects. However, CJG displays can be used for identification

training if resolution is increasedby reducing the field of view,

2.2.2 Judgments of Position, Size, and Orientation.
ti

Under optimal cohditions, the himidn obserVer carLdiscriminate chaues

in spatial position of'only a few seconds of visual' angle. Changes,in size

olibless than 1 minute of visual angle can be detectedYas can changes in

orientation of lesS.than 1 degree. These detectable changes involve

movements of edges or contours which are small coMpared'to the dimensions
Iof a 'single.pixel. For example, the misalignmel of two vertical contour's

.
need exceed only a few seconds of arc in'order to, be perceived, whereas a

single pixel is on the ordee of 3 to 6 minutes of 'Visual angle mide. This
. .

+._

fact might be taken to mean that this visual task carrot be performed with

normal accuracy in the simulatois. This fact also\explains the observAion
.
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that, in some of the CI4 displays examined, edges were observed to change

position or orientation and objects were observed tdchange size in percep-

tible increments or jumps rather than continuously. However, mailable

psychophysical research suggests' that by using appropriate iMage7forming

algorithms, normal changes in size, orientation, and position can be sim-

ulated and approximately normal perceptual performance with respect to

these changes can also be obtained.

It is Useful to star noting that. the receptors of the eye, i.e.

the "pixels" of the eye, are 20 seconds or more in width and are thus large

compared to the smallest perceptible misalignment. A shift in the position

. of anedge, even if it is only a few seconds of visual angle, oan be de-

te fed because the edge is represented-On the retina not by a step function,

but by aApadient Of illumination extending over many-receptors. This

gradient is the convolution of the edge with the optical spread function

of the eye. Because of this transformation, changes in the spatial position

of the edge are coded as changes in the ratio of illumination falling on

adjacent receptors. Given a good signe=to-noise'ratio within the receptors

('produc d by a high contrast edge), a change in position can be detected

wh' is small relative to the spacing of the receptors or sampling elements.

Rie same princi le can be-extended to the level of the display. By convo-

luting the ed w th a "blurring" f'nction, the\edge can be represented by

a gi'adient ext ndin over several pixels. Changes in the position of the

edge are represen ed by change's in the ratio of intensities of,adjacent

pixels. Research by Westheimer and Hauske (1975) on "hyperacuity" indi-.

cater that the human observer extracts position information from such gra-

dients with an accuracy that is comparable to that obtained when the external

stimulus is a step function. In other words, the visual system extracts

position information from gradients as well as from step edges. (Because

of signal-to-noise considerations, accuracy in localizing the step must be

somewhat better thanitn localizing the gradient.) Resear by.ThomaS and

Kerr (e.g., 1969) indicates that the perception of size is relativel

'unaffected by whether edges are represented by steps or gr ients.

23
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.
in summary,_changesin position-,-Size, and orientation that are small

compared to a pixel can be represented in the display by convoluting the

image with a blurring function.' Psychophysical research indicates that.

v,human observers can extract information about position and size from this.

type of representation.

2.2.3 Realism

Limitations in.resolution reduce the realism of a CIG display,,

particularly. when_ distant objects are represented. In the Fourier domain

a single distant object is represented by a broad spectrum of spatial fre-

quency cETonents. The typicalCIG display reproduces only the lower part

of this spectrum, If the contrast of the_object is high enough and the
aolk /

magnitude of the reproduced components great,enough, the visual system

"expects" to see the rest of the spectrum and interprets, its absence as a

lack of realism. On the other hand, if the contrast ofthe object is low,

the magnitudes of.all the components will be reduced dnd the visual system,

notnot expect to see the high frequency components becose of the low

contrast and the reduced sensitivity of the visual system to high spatial

frequencies. In other words, the .visual system attributes the failure to

detect high frequency components to its own insensitivity rather than to

a lack of realism in the display. Thus, the realism of the display can

be increased by appropriate contrast management. It should be noted that

such management in no waS, increases the amount of.information eontained'in

the display. However, it might imPeove training effectiveness by improving

user acceptance.

The relevant psychophysical research areas.:4re detection and identi-

fication, particularly with respect to the spatial frequency components used

for each typR of task. ,Hyperacbity anal the effects of blur on hyperacuity

judgments are also relevant. Contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial

frequenty is relevant to contrast management'for,incr'easing realism.

o+I
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2.3 DYNAMIC RANGE

'The range of light intensities in the natural world is orders of.
magnitude greater than thpt of any existing or for-seeable-CIG system.
The limited dynamic range of the CIG system manifests itself in several
ways. POint_sources of light cannot be represented with enough intensity
tt have the same visibility or apparent brightness that they have in the'-'
real world (strobe lights are a.common example of thi problem). Another
problem concerns the visibility and apparent

contrasdof,objectsseen A

against Idifferent backgrounds at different .times. ,-In the real world, the
visibility and contrast of an object change drastically from one background
condition,to another. For,example,,a igh-colored aircraft that is illu-
minated by the sun and seen against a shadowed, darOillside appears
'bright, almOst luminous, and is easily seen. kfew, seconds later, the
same aircraft is seen against a bright sky and is perceived as a low-

.

-Contrast, barely detectable object. Under some;conditions, the aircraft
is perceived as a dark object when silhouetted

agaih'stoa bright sky,
--These changes in visibility and apparent contrast result from the i'arge
grange of background and illumination

conditions in the real world. Such
.changes are rarely seen in simulator displays because the displays have
limited dynamic range..

Most simulators omit the windscreen because it. would reduce the
already limited brightness of the visual display. However., the windscreen
is the source of several types of visual distontions, andthe pi-oblems posed
by these distortions,are rembved -from-the training situation when the wnd-

.screen is absent. Some of the distortions are'prismatic in character and
result from curvatures ppd nonuniformities in the windscreen. Other
problems arise from dirt, scratches, insects, etc.; on. the windscreen.
These visual objects proyide stimuli for inappropriate (close) accommoda-
tion, and may also be perceptually projected against the distant sky and ',

momentarily interpreted'as other aircraft. Another source of impairment
is that the multiple layers of thewintlscreen scatter light and degrade
the physical image formed on the viewer's retina. The problems posed by

25
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scattered light increase in severity as the dynamic range of the visual

scene increases. Thus, these particular protllems would-not be duplicated
^

in the simulator even if the'wihdscreen were-built in.

The limited dynamic range also contributesio lack of realism in

the visuai scene and tends tp give a cartoonlike character. The limited

realism is most noticeable at low altitudes and/Or low sun angles.

2.3.1 Remedial Steps .

1111 Some steps can be taken to mitigate the problems posed by limited

dynamic range. Although the human visual system functionsver a wide

range of. light levels, it has a limited response or output range. Thus,

compression of the dynamic range is part of the normal visual process.

In part, normal compression is carried out by changing the gain of the

visual system through proCesses of adaptation. rn addttion, the visual

system also,tendS to differentiate the visual, scene, i.e., tends to be

more sensitive to spatial and temporal changes than to absolute levels

of stimulation. Because of this latter property, the dynamic range of

display can be reduced without causing significant perceptual effect,

pebvidedthat the spatial and temporal changes are not reduced. In other

Words, appropriate high=pasi spatial and temporal filtering can reduce

the display's dynamic range with ot1ly a minimally perceived effect.

The following basic strategy is suggested: the data base or model

shogld approximate the dynamic range of the real world. To do so, Chrte

steps shbuld be incorporated in the image generation process. The first
7

step is an algorithm that simulates the light scattering properties of

`a windscreen (if'inclusion of these effects in the training situation is

desired). The second step is appropriate band-p.ass spatiotemporal filter-

ing to reduc'e the dynamic range requirements. Design of this filtering

.process should be based upon the spatiotemporal impulse respoltse and,

contrast sensitivity:functions of the human visual system. It should

also take into account.light scattering Within th isplay faceplate and

optics. The final step is to apply a compressive tra ormation to reduce

26
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the dynamic range pf the filtered image so thatit will match the range of

the display device. This compression function sheuld reflect the results

of both psychophysical studies that have scaled subjective brightness and

contrast and physiological studies of response compression within visual

receptors.

2.3.2 Relevant Literature 11

The relevant literature concerns the spatiotemporal impulse response

function of the visual system, including studies of spatial and temporal

summation and spatial and temporal inhibttory interaction. Studies of.the

visual system's contrast sensitivity, as a function of spatial and temporal

frequency present this information-in a different but still useful form.

Cornsweet (1970) discusses illusions designed by him, O'Brien, and Craik

that provide relevant examples of -filtered or differentiated displays.

Relevant exampies'were also included in some of Land's papers (e.g., Land

and McCann, 1971) on the Retinex model. The visual "missing fundamental"

is also relevant (e.g., Furchner, Thomas, and Campbell, 1977). Scaling

studies of the power-law relationship between physical intensity and per-

ceived brightness or between physkcal and perceived contrast are relevant

to design of the compression function. However, the best function is -

probably an adaptation of the one u,.0 by physiologists to describe

response compression at the receptor level. The function and its rele:

vance to psychoPhysics are described by Hood, et al. (1978).

2.4 DIRECTIONAL ILLUMINATION EFFECTS

Directional illumination, i.e., incorporating the sun into:the data

base as the source of illumination, has several perteptual consequences:
Ohre is the shadows cast by trees, buildings, vehicles, etc. These shadows

contribute to the "vertical development" of the scene; they help to define

surfaces and the relationship between an object and the surface on which
-it sits., In dynamic scenes, the relative motion between object and shadow
helps to define the spatial position of the object. Only one of the dis-
plays examined incorporated shadows. The absence of shadows detracts from
realism and contributes to the ambiguity of surfaces and distances.
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Specular reflections are another consequence of directional illumi-

nation. Although it is t eorized that these reflections can provide the

viewer with information out rates of motion, distances, and the orienta:

tion of surfaces, there is no body of psychophysical 'evidence on the extent

to which human observer's can actually use such information. On the other

hand, it is established that specular reflettions desaturate 'colors and

cause highlights. None of the displays examined simulated specular re-

flections. The absence of these reflections undoubtedly contributes to

the unnatural-looking colors in CIG displays and may contribute to the

fact that surfaces often lack the character of surfaces or surface mode

Finally, the lack of directional illumination eliminates va us

effects of sun glare. The'task of detecting and recognizing another air-

craft is much more difficult when-that aircraft approaches from the direc-

tion of the sun. Thus, sun glare produces significant problems that it may

be desirable to include in some training situations. FecauSe of the limited

dynamic range of CIG displays, special algorithms are probably necessary to

effectively simulate glare. _n terms of the three-stage process suggested

in Subsection 2.3.1, the glare algorithm would be placed in the first stage.

Two types of information should be incorporated in the algorithm: 1) physiEal

scattering of sunlight by the atmosphere and windscreen, which partly produces

a veiling illumination that reduces the'target's effective contrast, and

2) a bright object's perceptual masking effects on the,detection and recog-

nition of dimmer nearby objects. This perceptual effect is over and above

the physical effects of scattered light. The relevant literature is under

the topics of glare and brightness contrast. Some of the relevant works

are by Fry and Alpern (1953), Diamond (1955,1962), and Owehs and Leibowitz

(1976).

2.5 RASTER EFFECTS

In the displays examined, the CRT was magnified tie the point that the

raster structure (scan lines or dot matrix) was resolvable. The,presence of

a perceivable raster structure has several undesirable effects. First, the
4A,

structure tends to mask or prevent the detection of small objects or fine

patterns. It must be emphasized that this perceptUal problem is in addition

to the purely physical sampling and aliasing problems that arise when an

. 28,
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object's dimensions approach those of the raster elements. The ~severity of
the masking effects, 'which is directly related to the contrast of the raster
structure, can be reduced by demodulating the raster. Although such demodu-
lation may,.notbe feasible for displays in which the raster elements are
defined by a shadow mask, it can be effected in other displays by blurring

ithe electron !gleam.

Another undesirable effect'of a visible raster is that it tends to
define the face94 the CRT as a single surface, orthogonal to the lineof
sight. Thus, it works against the goal of the CIG'display to create' the
illusion of a three-dimensional scene. Even when the illusion is not
destroyed, the existence of the flat raster structure causes distances to
be underestimated. One symptom of this underestimation.is that distant
stationary Objects may be perceived as moving with the observer. Such
false movement was perceived in the Williams Air Force Base display that
has prominent raster lines. WithrespeCt to this particular misperception,
the .relevant literature is by Gogel (1976) and concerns apparent motion as
.a measure of perceived distance.

Finally, a resolvable raster pro'vides a strong stimulus for accommo-
,

dation. Owens (1976) showed thathe middle spatial frequencies (between
about 3 and 8 Cycle's per degree) are the most effective in stimulating
accommodation. The fundamental frequency f most rasters lies within this
range., Because the display optics place the raster at optical infinity,

0the raster stimulates
accommodation toward infinity, which is appropriate

and desirable for out-the-window viewing. The potentitl problem is that
this stimulation is absent from normal flight conditions. Out-the-window
viewing normally does not provide adequate stimulation for far accommodation.
Thus, one set of problems.wRich

pilots normally face arises because their
accommodation is often inappropriate for detecting and recognizing distant
objects. This set of problems is removed from the training situation when
the rasteer prbvides cues to distant accommodation..
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2.6 COLOR

The color of CIG displays is widelyescribed as too vivid and

cartoonlike. Target objects often stand out excessively because of

coloration and thus are too easily detected. In'addition, data base com-

pilers often complain about the difficulty of selecting acceptable colors

for objects.

These prOblems can be related to a set-of common Causes. In the

natural world, aerial perspective and specular reflection combine to

reduce saturation. Further, because of the joint action of.directional

illumination and specular reflection, few surfaces appear uniform in

color when closely examined. Rather, thtre is variation in lightness

and saturation (and sometimes hue) even across flat Surfaces. In the

case of surfaces extending into the distance, aerial perspective also

contributes to the variation in color. When aerial perspective, specular

reflection, And directional illumination are not simulated, colors are too

,
highly saturated and too uniform. One result is the cartoonlike appearance.

Another is that targets are too visible, although this problem also stems

from a lack of background clutter.
..,'

One remedy is to incorporate aerial perspective, specular reflection,
. .

and directional illumination into the simulation prod' A less effective

-way is to approximate the results of the processes by manipulating the data ,

base., Specifically, the saturation of objects can be reduced, the hue can

be shifted toward that of,the illuminant, and surfaces can be graded from

one part to another with respect to lightness,,saturation, and hue.

Although these changes would probably increase realism, they would convey

only limited information to the viewer because they do not change -as a

function of the viewer's position in space. *

2.7 LEVEL OF DETAIL

Two problems were obseNed with respect to level-of-detail switching.

One is that an object does not move smoothly in and out of the field of view;

instead, it abruptly pops out of view as soon as any part of it reaches the

t(

edge of the field. Or, conversely, an object pops in view only when the
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..;; entire object is within t4 field of v ew. Second, an object suddenly pops ///
into or out of view as its distance from the viewer becomes-less or exceeds

a critical value.

Both of these effects provide artificial information that can con-

tribute to negative transfe, e abrupt insertion or removal of an object

may make the object more notice bie and more detectable than is.normalTy

the case. Also, switching objects in or out of the scene at a particular

viewing distance provides an artificial cue to distance.

To solve the first probleM, an algorithm is required that will permit

objects to move smoothly in and out of the field of view, i.e., any algorithm

in which the object is not removed entirely from the scene as soon as any

part of it passes out of thefield of view. The second problem can be

mitigated by contrast management (see Subsection 2.1).

2.8 SURFACE DEFINITION

A number of related problems were observed inregard to surface

definition in CIG displays. Surface orientations with respect to the

observer or to other surfaces' were often ambiguous, as were the apparent

distances and.sizes of surfaces. Some of these ambiguities exist in direct

vision, but the general ambiguity.of surface definition appeared to be

gr6ter inCIG display,. and some specific difficulties appeared to be

characteristic of these displays.

In direct vision the serception of surfaces is usually based on

several sources of redundant information. Most surfaces have visibleo
textures that help define them as surfaces and may also provide gradients

T
that indicate surface slant. Surfaces exhibit brightnessA dients as a .

. result of.variations in orientation to a light source, and t ey exhibit

brightness, saturation and hue gradients as a result of atmospheric

attenuation (see Subsection.2.1), Surfaces may reflect light sources

or other surfaces, and most surfaces have irregularities that produce

shadows. In addition, a surface may be covered with features, that'cast
o

\shadows (e.g., trees), and one surface may cast shadows on another. ,
. .



In current UG displays, almost all of this surface.definition

information is absent. Surfaces are defined by simple polygons that

differ in hue.. This method of defi ing surfaces'produces ambiguities

because it eliminates redundant inf nmati' that is usually available

in direct,vision, and also produces specif misperceptions associated

with displays)onsisting'of simple polygons. The following specific
4P

problems were obsemitd:

A 'hill depicted as a set of adjacent polygons appeared flat unless

it intersected the horizon. In the absence of cast shadows, texture

gradients,, brightness gradients, and aerial perspective, the sides of

hills usually appeared to be flat areas on the surface. The intended

shape was revealed only after introducing contour interruption as a

hill intersected the horizon. This difficulty in perceiying the orien-

tation of sloping terrain from an overhead viewpoint is not characteristic

of direct vision.

Surface elevation was sometimes perceived when it was not present.

in the model. This mistake was due to the presence of misleading infor-

mation that was probably more effective in determining surface perception

. than it would have been if more information about the intended distances\

and,orientation of surfaces had been present. Dark areas adjacent to

surfaces appeared to be shadows; thus, the Surfaces were perceived as

elevated above the ground plane (a misperception that can also occur n

direct vision). Highly saturated colors appeared to be either elevated

or depressed to observers as a result of chromostereopsis--an unlikely

occurrence in direct vision because the requisite saturations would not

exist.

Illusions of surface slant occurred'as a result Of certain shapes

and combinations of polygons. TRe,use of ap acute and an obtuse angle e

in adjacent corners may lead to perceiving the included side slanted

with respect to the lirte of sight. Contour interruption may imply depth

separation. These two effects can work separately, but are especially

effective in combination, as shown in Figure 1. These effe is appear to

be more-frequent,in CIG displays than in direct vision and could be in
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part corrected through attention to the shapes and intersections of poly-

gaffs in the Model.

The sizes of objects, such as buildings, were sometimes ambiguous.

This partly resulted from the ambiguity of distances, but in some situa-
,

dons he ambiguity of sizes was even more notice able. Although there is
--z

---\a close relationihip between.siZe and distance pereeptIon,Oerceived_size

does not always depend on perceived distance. Perceived size may'even

determine perceived. distance when other distance indicators6A absent.

The degree to which familiar size is important in distanceiperceptionis

a subject of-some disagreement, but in general the use of objects of known

size whenever possible wo'r'ld appear. to be a.dood.strategy for the model

b uilder. ,

A final example df a problem in surface definition is the occasional

appearance of a surface area as an area of detached coldr rather than'asa

surface. This is referred to as the aperture mode Of appeararice because it
`4. r, '

occurs when an area oeuniform color is viewed through an aperture., This

mode of appearance can also occur without an aperture if cpes to distance

and other information that usually defines a surface are absent or reduced,

The absence of mic tructure or texture, specular reflectioni, and shading

in CIG displays may c ntribute to the aperture mode of appearance."

. Overall, the problems in surface definttiOn appear to 6e.the result ,

of both missing and misleading infOrmition. Although considerations

would prevent adding all missing' infonmation, it may e possible to add

the information that is most important to surface definftion.Some indi-

cation of which information is most important can be,g340Dedfrom existing

.literature, but4specifit investigations in the C16 context will probably

be necessary. The elimination of misleadinginformatiOn, on the other

hand, should lot be difficult:
4 0

Because the display is presen 0d on a. flat surface, only the

so.-called pictorial cues to depth are present. Binocular,disparity,

accommodation,aand convergence are not available td assist in surface

definition., The literaturon depth perception in static displays

(4Z
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indicates that these three sources of information would not be useful for

surface definition at the distances that are sim lated in 'CIG displays.

However, a recent study with a dynamic display ( everly and Regan, 1979)

suggests that observers are more sensitive to bi cular disparity that is

changing continuously,as a result Of the observer's Motion toward or away ,

-4.

from a scene than they are to static disparity.' Although disparity mayplay
a role in surface definition in direct vision, cost considerations would

'probably prevent its use in CIG displays, and its value'at the distances .

simulated in these displays remains uncertain.

Among the pictorial cu s, texture is noticeably absent in current

CIG displays% Real-world su faces almost always display a texture based

on intrinsic variations in the surface.(microstructurA) and/dr superimposed. .

. ,
elements (grass; trees, etc.). The value of texture in salving problems of

ambiguous surface distance or elevation is quektionable, and there is evi-

dence that statCtexture-jr -
adients are not.useful ,in.defining surface -

orientation unless Ike texture is regular. Texture may be of value in

reducing the occurrence.of the aperture mode of surface appearance. The

major value of texture in surface definition would be asa carrier of

velocity gradient information. The orientation of a surface can, be per-
,

cdived on the basis of the relative veloCities of the texture elements'as

the observer moves past the surface. Ob1ervers may also use the velocity

\ of the texture elements in.judging their velocity with respect' to the surface.

The role of element size and fativillarity.or recognizability in such judg-.

ments is uncertain.

A cond noticlePt)ly absent pictorial cue is shadow. The role of

shadow in su face perception is easily demonstrated: 'turning a photograph

upside down can Cause indentations to appear to,be protrusions. Realistic

shadows would aid accurate perception of hillsides, and thetr presence in

a scene might reduce false elevation perceptions because there would,be

no shadows around a surface that is not elevated. In addition to shadow

per se, surface definition would also be'aided by.the presence of bright-
.

ness gradients resulting from the orientation of surfaces to the light
source.
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Aerial perspective produces brightness, hue, and saturation gradients

that should be useful in defining the relative distances orsur'faces.

(This cue was discussed.in Subsection 2.1.)

Misleading information about surface, orientation and elevation was

produced by the use of simple polygons with certain combinations of oblique

contour angles, intersecting contours that falsely indicated.overlap of

adjacent surfaces, highly saturated colors that are'subject to chromo-

stereopsis, and dark areas that falsely suggest shadows. These sources

of misleading.information should not be Tfficult to eliminate:

2.9 PERCEIVED FLATNESS OF THE DISPLAY

The preceding subsections discussed several types ofjinformatioii

that might enhance the intended perceptions of surface distance, orienta-

tion and size to CIG'displays (e.g., aerial perspective,.shadow, texture

gradients). The types of infOrmation in current CIG displays that inter-
.

':fere.With these intended.perce% Ptions by revealing the flatness of the

display are binocUlar viewing without disparity, isible Monitor frames,

and a visible raster pattern. a

Binbcular viewing' reveals the flatness' of CIG displays because the
.

A

lack of disparity indicates that all points on the display are equally

';distant from,the.bbserver. There is no py'actical Solution to this problem:

dtsplay's with 'correct dispartty.would'be Costly and present new technical

difficulties,.and limiting,the trainee to monocular wiewIng-Would reduce

'the field of view and be a generally unrealistic solution. ,

The presence of visible frames around the monitors i;ther
important,indicator of the display's flatness. (Perceived depth in a

home television)set can be- enhanced by, looking through a tube Oat limits

the field of viewto the picture itself and thus eliminates the visible

fraMe.) The elimination of visible monitor frames should be a consik-

atiori in the design of CIG displays.

A regular two-dimensional pattern superimposed on a simuiated three-
, AW

dimensional scene i creases the perceived flatness. of the scene. This is

one of several reds ns for reducing the,visibility of the raster pattern

(see Subsectlion'.42,.5 A visibleta&ter pattern interfues, with the'per-

ception of the scen as,three-dimensional:
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A simple binary decision does not determine whether a dis'pfay.

appears to be either flat and in the plane of.the monitor screen or three-

dimensional. .There is usually a compromise between these two extreme per-
.,

ceptions, and where this compromise lies on the f1mtness4o-depth continuum
.

1 determines the perception of sizes, slants, distances and velocities in the
display. The greater the tendency to.perceive the display as flat, the

more objects dill appear to have the sizes and shapes projected on the

screen rather than those intended in the three - dimensional, scene. Consider,
for example, a runway that projects a trapezoid-al shape on the monitor.

The perception of the runway may vary from afrectangle at a slant to a

trapezoid in the plane of the monitor screen, depending in-part on the

perceived flatness of the display. Any increase in perceived flatness

will tend to make the runway appear less slanted and more trapezoidal,

thus interfering with the intended pe'ception of the runway's slant and
shape in three-dimensional space.

There very little literature on ".cue>s to flatness." A relevant

topic wouldbe-the relative influence,of f atn ss,and depth cueson shape,
slant, siZe, and motion perception, including size, shape and speed con7.

stancy, andshape-slant invariance.

2.10 MINIMAL' SCENE CONTENT' .

airrent CIG systems display less than 5 percent of the edges that

would appear in a telev'ision picture of an average-day scene.taken, with a

`camera. This figure is based On counts,.(reported by Boeing staff members)q

4 of Sa4000 to 50(21000 edges in a television'Octdre, with an, average of
-a-

100,000. This figure can'be compared to current)CIG capabilities, that

usually run well under 5,000 edges. The edge count in-direct vision would.

be 'considerably greater than the:40,000 figdre, which is limited by the

-low resolution of. television pictUres., . f .

P
.,

, ,.._,

-----The use of displays that prqvide an extremely smATPpercentige of

the scene content available in direct vision hasseveral effects :. First,
,

the perceived realism of\the display is reduced. The iMplicatiOns of

reduced realism for transfer of training will 'depend on the training
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objectives and the experience of the trainees. For some combinations of

objectives and trainee experience, perceived realism may not be important

as long as the critical cues for the task are present in the display.

Under other circumstances, lack of, realism may'reduc,e the trainee's

acceptance of the simulation and thus have a detrimental effect on

achieving the training objectives. The relevant literature would be lh

the training area rather than in the perception area. Studies concerned

with the effects of visual realism on transfer of training or bn display

acceptance would be useful, especially if training objectives or trainee

experience is varied. 4

A second effect of minimal scene content is that training May not

'be possible in taskS requiring detection of an objectsivixcluttered

environment. There are two ways 6 realistically simulate the clutter,

that would be present in the real-world scene. The first of these is to

introduce artificial clutter in order toprovide the level of difficulty

required for the detection task, and thus avoidflthe computational load

that wouldbe associated with a comparable increase in- realistic scene,

content. However, if artifiCial clutter-were used in place of realistic

scene content, its effects on transfer of training in detection", recogni-

tion, and identification tasks would have to be considered. Any regularity

in the artificial clutter patterns that did not occur,in,the real-world

scene might.adversely affect transfer of 'training.

The other approach ta a realistic clutter simulation_ would be to-

provide the clutter needed for detection tasks only in the part of the

scene that is within a specified distance (in visual angle) from the

observer's momentary fixation point. To do thi's would require a contin-

uous monitoring bf direction of gaze. TO feasibility of this approach

depends on the speed and magnitude of eye movements that may occur in

the training 'situation and on the effects ofreducing detail in the

periphery--informatian which should be available in the existing

literature.- Methods to reduce detail in the periphery without causing

distraction would have to be considered. This consideration would in-

volvevalve the observer's sensitivity to various, changes in the' periphery

3
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(e.g., .changes in spatial frequencies) that might be affected by a

red6ced level ofdetail.

,
A third effect of minimal scene content is a possiBle reduction

in the impression of self-motion and in the accuracy, of judging the speed
of self-motion. A .disrilaymay not have .a sufficient number of edges to

produce an impression of\self7motion" appr9priaie tbthe simulated condi-
tions. Velocity judgments .may hot correspond to judgments-in direct

'vision, if the frequencj, of edges or texture density is reduced. More

realistic impressions of self-motion might be obtained by adding more
,--1edges, but an accurate simulation of edges in the environment may not be

required. Less costly alternatives that have been considered include the

use of symbolic patterns at critical locations in the scene (e.g., on

runways) as a sUbstitute for the surfdce irregularities present in direct

vision,, and the use,Of texture tiles of varying densities that approximate
t A

he he densities of natural, textures (grass, trees,etc.) to cover surface)
.

areas:, Thexelevant research area concerns how variations in texture\
4,,density and netognizOility of texture elements affect perceived,sel -&_. ,

otion ariq the
,

accuracy of velocity judgments.
. , -

. , .
-

2.1 SIZE,AND ,CONTINUITY OF THE
i

VISUAL FIELD

CIG displays vary cosr to their available-perheraVtoveeage. Thd
-,.

----t, ,--extent orperipherel coverage may be a major factor in,, r-d0ermining.whettle
..

.i,tpe display creates a realistic impression of sell;Mdt*,-Iteceni-rdiearch

, (Johansson, 1977; Lee and Lishman, 1975) showed that Certain,foMs'ofmotion

in the periphery are sufficient to,create an,impr'es,sion',Of self- motion,
f ......-

''. even in the presence of conflicting information -Hi the-central region of .

the visual field.
, -- ,

The importance of including, peripheral motion in CIG displays fin
-,-

order to create an impression of f-motion depends on the nswers to

several questions, some of whia may beifOUin,existing literatureand
some of which 011 require additional research. First, Is,perpberal

motion necessary as well as sufficient for visually in4uced pei&ived'

self-motion? A sufficiently dense pattern of moving edges-or texture

39 4-
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elements in the central field may substitute for peripheral coverage to

indlice a realistic impression of self-motion in CIG displays.

4 N second question is whether perceived self-motion is important

for transfer of training. As there is very little literature on transfer

of training using CIG displays, an answer to this question may require

new research.

Finally, there is'the question of which information must be displayed

in the periphery to create an impression of self4otibri. The literature

sug ests (e.g.; Koenderink, et al., 1978) that neither realism nor high

'detail, is needed to represent the peripheral scene, a result that-is con-

sistent with the low acuity of peripheral vision. A moving random texture

is sufficient, and even a simple line pattern may be effective.

Although a display with minimum detail in the'periphery may be .

'sufficient to produ,ce an.impression of self-motion, such a display could

reduce the realism of the simulation-if the trainee turns and looks directly

at the display: ''JA potential solution to thio problem is to adjust detail

according to sensed direction' of gaze ('see Subsection 2.10),

Another peripheral- coverage problem noticeable in present CIG systems

is the difficulty of aligning the pict6res on adjacent monitors. The ex-
,

.tremely high vernier acuity of human observers may make it impossible to

adjust adjacent monitors in current systems well enough td prevent notice-,

able discontinutties in edges that continue from one monitor to the next.

Discontinuities are also noticeable in motion paths when an edge moves

from one monitor to an adjacent monitor. These discontinuities interfere

with the realism of the simulation. There is literature on vernier acuity

from which the detectability of discontinuities in CIG displays could be

estimated. Several studies (e.g., Grahm, 1965) have found tnt discon-

tinuities as low as 2 seconds of visual angle are detectable. There is a

similar problem in color matching when a uniform surface is displayed,

more than one monitor.
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2.12 HYBRID DISPLAY AND UPDATE RATE

There are problems specific to hybrid (combined calligraphic and

-raster) displays, and a closely related problem in raster displays whose

update "rates are slower than their refresh rates. One problem specific

to hybrid displays is a tendency for the calligraphically generated points

to appear closer than the raster-generated edges. Runway markings, for

example, appear to be below the level of the runway lights. This effect

is probably due to the sharper focus of the calligraphic portion of the

display. The relevant/ perceptual literature is that dealing with

the effects Of image resolution on apparent distance.

In a hybrid system, adjacent features generated by the two methods

are not displayed at the-same time. For example, there may be a delay

between the plotting of the runway edge lights and the plotting of the

surface markings. Although the lights and surface markings may be

correctly pOsitioned on the display screen, the time delay may result

in a perception thathe lights and markings are misaligned. This mis-

perception probably occurs when eye movements take place between the tiON,..

'of, the calligraphic and raster plots, but the, role of eye movements has

not been confirmed.

Misperceptions resulting from the plotting of. adjacent portions of

a display at .ditferent times can also occur in pure raster displays if the

update rate is slower than the refresh rate. In some CIG displays, the
.

information displayed is updated 30.times per second, while eithen an odd

or even field is refreshed every 1A0 of a second. A dot moving across a

display should appear in a new position at every refresh, whether of the

odd or even field. If the display isnot updated at every refresh,

however,, the dot will be frozen in position for each frame, appearing

once in that position in, the odd field and again in the sameposition

in the even field. This representation is not-consistent with the smooth

motion of single dot in direct vision. It results in the perception of

two dots, separated in space by the amount of motion that,should hpve

taken place between the odd and even refresh times, while only one dot

,41 A
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is'intended in the display.. (The same effect occurs in motion pictures:

a rapidly moving dot appears to double or-triple, depending on whether a

,projector displays each frame two or, three times before moving to a new

frame.)

The perceived doubling of points and edges in raster displaysthat

update at the frame rate rath6r th
/

n at the field rate has at least two

potential consequences. The less serious consequence 'is that the doubling

may be distracting and reduce the display's realism. The more serious

consequence is that the perceived separation of the doubled points or

edges is a potential cue to velocity that does not exist in direct vision.

If a trainee learns to judge velocity on the basis of these double images

rather than on the basis of cues that exist in direct vision, these judg-

ment skills will not transfer to actualflight conditions:

The occurrence of multiple images under conditions similar to those

described above has.been documented in the perception literature (e.g,,

Braunstein and Coleman, 1966). The seriousness of this problem for trans-

fer of training needs to be exami -ned in order to determine the impoi-tance

of updating at the field rate.

43.
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3. ADVANCED ALGORITHMS RELATING TO LIMITATIONS

By investigating existing CIG simulators and the current data on

human perception, we have been able,to identify twelve limitation areas

and their psychological base's, and to suggest methods or requirements for

reducing Or eliminating their effects. In this section, we use our knowl-

edge of the techniquesused in existing advanced CIG simulators and the

technical and mathematical foundations of CIG simulation to derive sets

of algorithms, optimal conditions, and recommendations for reducing or

eliminating the limitations of some current CIG.technigiles.
,

These algorithms, conditions, and recommendations can be grouped

into four distinct areas. The first area concerns aliasing controls.
. -

Certain operations and condition's are necessary for optimal perception

because of the disolaylsAimifled,data format. The second area concerns

various scene and environment models. Existing systems lack important

models (i.e., atmospheric attenuation and scattering) or use methods

(eip., level-of-detail controls) that produce inaccurate models. The

third area concerns display'properties. The display hardware.is limited

in several ways (e.g., resolution), and there are proper and improper

(e.g., visible shadow mask) ways to set up a display. Filters can enhance
; .

contrast perception and thus permit increased,apparent contrast without

increasing the CRT's output. The fourth area concerns future algorithms.

New approaches can eliminate theinheilent limitations in the planar poly-
.

gon approach of existing -simulatOrs. With the new approaches, the density

of displayed information will increase, and the temporal dynamics of

changing. reflection geometry will result in tonal variations aSccording

to more accurate reflection models,, including shadows.

3.1 ALIASING CONTROLS

The basic underlying display model is continuous.acron the screen

in space (i.e., an image is a continuous scalar intensity function) and

time (i.e., continuously varying perspective changes in time). The basic

hardware display model is sampled, with a two - dimensional. sample array
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for each frame and a sequence of fields displayed iequentially at regular

intervals. The difference between the underlying continuous function of

'space and time and the hardware display of dis'crete samples produces

aliasing, That is, aliasing is the error'or misrepresentation that re-
,

sults when a continuous image is represented_by an array of discrete

samples. A classical example of aliasing'is the "staircasing" effect

that results from a discrete sampling of a slanted line.

Sampled data representations of any continuous function suffer some

artifacts because changes in the function's surfaceIthat occur rapidly with

respect to the sampling interval are iMproperly repreSented: The mathemat-

ical theory underlying this effect precisely states what happens in terms

of the Fourier spectrum However, the theory requires sophistication for

a full appreciation and proper application.

The human visual system operas in an illusively simple.way.
ti

While a complete model of the process of human visual percpptibn has not

been developed, thereis extensive, knowledge on how the eye works. This

knowledge dictates how to optimally drive the vision system, especially in

regard to, aliasing controls.

3.1.1 Gaussian Impulse Response

The eye can be heuristically mo led as having a Gaussian response

An'improved.a1g9rithm to reduce aliasing should include this Gaussiantlodel.

The basic algorithm suggested by TSC involves a Gaussian weighted average

of the scene samples around each pixel with th standard deviation equal

to 2/ff multiplied by the sample spacing. Figure 2 illustrates th.is

situation. The two screen dimensions can be handled independently

because they are orthogonal. 4

The algorithm's classical explanation relies on Fourier analysis.

What happens is as follows: 1) convolve the underlying continuous scalar

function with a Gaussian impulse, response of standard deviation 2/ff of the

pixel interval, 2) sample the pixels, and 3) reconstruct the underlying'

continuous function by a lattice of Sinc functions with scalar magnitudes,

each equal to the corresponding sample value. The result of these steps

is that a minor amount of energy is aliased. The worst case of aliasing
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is for,a.delta function such. aS a true point light- -there will beta max-

imum of about 5 percent aliased energy (i.e., spectral energy hove

critical frequency). Since each polygon can be treated separately as

-a pulse, much less than 5 pe'rcent of a surface's energy is aliased in

constant or smooth shading.of
vzt

planar, polygonal surfaces.

Because the'teal process is subtly different from that just delin-

eated, the classical aliasing value represents a' theoretical upper bound

to performance. The underlying function is sampled at a rate higher than

the pixel sampling rate and then averaged. The result is that a Gaussian

weighted average of samples is taken about each pixel (as opposed to the

true convolution in the classical version). Another difference is that

the CRT has a Gaussian impulse response rather than a Sinc'function impulse

response. These differences compound the analysis and cause results that

deviate from the classical results. These results represent an upper bound

to aliasing control because, through Parseval's Theorem in analysis, no

other sampling method can better approximate the function in a truncated

representation based on the sampling rate.

Becaue of the viewing situation involved, the sampled image is

actually not seriously degraded. A human observer is viewing the display

screen in a non-diffraction-limited (i.e., light-adapted) condition with

a Gaussian impulse response.

When the Gaussian impulse response image is viewed, the hardware's

image convplves with the human impulse response. This convolution yields

a. Gaussian impulse response that has a larger spread than does 20/20

Thus, there is an out-of-focus condition, but"there are no Oerrations

(i.e.'s., the observer is effectively made nearsighted but there are no 4'

other consequences).

When viewing the latVCe of Sinc.functions, each Sinc function

individually convolves with a Gaussian response corresponding to human,

visual optics and_receptors. This convolution modifies the individual

Sinc functions towards Gaussian functions. In the Fourier frequency

domain, the Sinc is a pulse from -27rf
c

to +27rfc, where fz is the critical

sampling frequency, as shown in Figure 3. Thus,convoYafon truncates the

Gaussian at the critical frequency. If the critical frequency: fc, is two
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Figure 3. Convolution- of Human Response and Ditpl'ay
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or more times 1/27To
h'

where
h

is the standard deviation of the human

visual impulse, then the result closely approximates a generating lattice

OfGaussians4aateachhaveastandarcideviationfotar,Substituting a
1

Gaussian for a Sinc function on the CRT' face thus does not significantly

change the perceived impulse response as long.athe critical' frequency

is at least two or threetimes the Fourier spectral frequency 1/271.011.

The above discussion-is based on standard signall'analysis. As such

it is important but unduly pessimistic. The reliance on global operators

limits the results to global information. However, the CRT is composed

of a two-dimensional array of local pixel areas. For the sampling approach

just described, the aliased energy is within a pixel of its correct position

and the variance of the amount of aliased.energy decreases with the number

of samples if there are no aliasing controls. Figure 4 shows the case of

a point light displayed using.unifdrm sampling. The point is near the

common corner of all four pixels so that all foUrshpuld have about equal

illumination, but only pixel (2,2) is bright. 'Effectively, 75 percent of

the point's energy, is aliased. The observed impact is minor if Ithe apparent

resolution of the pixels is small with respect to human resolution. There

are .two points here: ,1) classical rounjer analysis is useful but unduly

pessimistic and not directly applicable to CIG, and 2) uniform weighting

produces a large amount of aliasing.

pixe11,1

(0)

pixel
1,2

(0)

pixel
2,1

(Q)

®
pixel

2,2

(bright)

Point Light

Figure 4, Point Light.Usling'Uniform Weighting
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The Gaussian impulseresppnse kivolveversampling jUst.as is done

in existing systems. The samples are summ with the proper Gaussian

weights (Note: bino-mial in good approxim on to Gaussian), and the value

is displayed at a point in the frame. The added cost of the GaUssian

weights ishard to estimate, but they will not require a hahware approach

that differs much from sting oversampling approaches. Actually, it may

be significantly. cheaper to use the Gaussian weights, since oversampling can

be reduced with potential reduction.of the number of samples by 75,percent%
(e.g., from 8 x to 4 x 4 oversamples for each pixel) and a §ignificant

improvement in image appearance. The same level of improvement cannot be,N

accomplished by defocusing the CRT because the underlying aliasing effects

occur prior to the CRT display. Based on the experience of several research-
.

ers who found that edge detection is basically unaffected by the Gaussian

impulse response (see Subsection 2.2 and Ltebowitz in Appendix B), the
. -

practical resolution will ygmain.the,same. This algorithm will become more
-:.......---- &

important as displays grov.k denser with features. .Constant or other weighting

,.can never achieve they accuracy of Gaussian weighting becauSe the latter

1) povidss aliasing control, 2) matches the human impulse response, and

3) does'nat degrade edge detection ability beyond signal-to-noise effects.

Frame/Field6ndltions

The underlyin9 hardware lay model involves a sequence of frames L..\

that each have the Gaussiah impulse reS e described above. The sequenced

frames, are displayed ,one at,a time, id, der, and at a fixed rate. Typically,

30 to 60 frames/sec are dispied.

The frames are llsually divided into '1/13-fields (one Of even lines and
,., ........

'one of odd lines) that are displayed sequentially,in order to double the /

,4 ,
....

effective refresh rate The intedtof this protedure is to avoid flicker
, 1

t
..,..

perception and concomitant eye-straip; 4t 30 frames/sec, pr longed viewing

VPcauses eye strain with accompanying .symptoms such ..as fatig e and headaches. .

e- At 60 frames/sec, unlimited viewing at typical illumination levels lor the

screen and background'cauies no significant fatigue. A frame divided into

a sequence of two fields may be acceptable for most applications, but the

use of one eye position for both fields.of a, frame causes serious perceptual

difficulties under dynamic motion conditions.

1
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Figure 5 presents the problem of dual.competing **ages*, which is

an aliasing problem and a mismatch at the man/machine inteiIace,in the

area of multiple4displays of each frame. Several eXperiments have shown- .

that test features s,uch`as points'break 0 into .sepirate features when

moved more than a certain distance between frames. The human isable

to track one separate, smoothly moving feature for each showing of the

same frame. The only appropriate s lution is to shbw each frame once.
,"

'The best approach for high vi ual fidelity is to displaya frame

--as a ingle field. The display is a 9uence of frames shown at a rate

of 60 ames/sec or faster. The full fr)me display drives. the visual

system properly with no noticeable temporal delays in any local area'of

a few degrees, which is what happens in an actual scene. . The rate of 60 ,

-Or.more frames /sec is fast enough to avoid flicker. This frame rate also

.reduces the incidence of temporal aliasing such as strobing and motion

reversal.

An tbyious (and.poor) approach is to display a.frame as two fields

ith separately computed perspective geometrT. The display is a se- 14

uence of frames shown at a rate of 30 fram [sec or more, with a field

rate of twice the frame rate. The display of alternate rasters causes

_problernswidivisualperceptionbecauseofthecharigesoccurringan the

frame in a local area of alternating rasters about the receptive field

of each receptor cell. The effect is notes simple as multiple competing

images because there will be aliasing effects due to temporal changes in

the image. Features will change shape or even disappear under some motion

conditions. Thus,.the use of two or more fields per frame is not percep-

tually acceptable for high dynamic motion applications if the refresh

rate per field is 30 frames/sec.. There is no evidbnce.of deleterious

effects, however, when the refresh rate is 60 frames/sec even wi'h

split fields.

Implementing a single field per frame at 60 or more frenes/s c is

more expensive than the standard'video format. The bandwidth is basi-
,.

cally doubled for this high bandwidth *channel. While the cost can be
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reduced by lowering the frame.resolution for,some appilcatjoris, it must -

betorne for high performance simulations so that allasin effects on.

images will not'oqcur.
k

3.1.3 Hybrid Picture Effects

The-basic underlying hardware display model i a sequence of 60

or more frames/see in, which each frame has a SinglOield and a Gaussian

impulse response as discussed above. With hybrid picture displays,'

several special effects are used,in addition to the display model.

These involve using combined raster and calligraphic writing (e.g..,

minirastera for selective high resolution. Howeier, as explained

nexlt, serious difficulties result fr6m 4.1sing'both.genera1' calligraphic

and miniraster hybrid displays.

The use of combined rester al.ki calligraphic displays produces im-

proper perceptions which are very no-diceable undedynamic motion condi-

tiops (see Subsection.2.12). For example, point lights simulatedby

calligraphic elements see to float in space and shift aroundleading or

trailingthe rest'of the scene. This problem is caused by the timing and

resolution variations between the'raster output and the calligraphic,oUtput.

The timing, delay between the raster features and the calligraphiq:,

features can be up to 31 msec in any local-screen area. This delay results

in a net motion due to aliasing of calligraphic and raster picture elements

Under'motion conditiohl.

Because the calligraphic features are overwritten on the ra4ter'dis-
.

play so that they are not subject to the aliasing affects,of the rasters,

they appear in front of th.4 raster pattern with its imagery. The lack of

raster effects for calligraphic features actually works agaihst acvalid

integrated perception. Using a higher resolution calligraphic 'Aim N4141

further separates the raster and .calligraphicfeatures perceptually.

The use of hybrid raster/calligraphic displays is inherently

limited to low dynamic motion simulations. The air(ing and resolution

mismatches cause 1(gnificant errors in perceiving motion and distance.

The lack'of a raster aliasjng mask for calligraphic features also sepa-

rates the two formats perceptually:
....
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The basic ground rules are 1)°set the timl g,of all feature

exactly the same ip any local areas of several degrees of apparent reso-.
,

lution, and 2rkeep_aocOnstant resolution for tal- gets,an their immediate

backgrounds. These rules restrict the use of,hybrid raster and calli-

,graphic displays to simulations in which the detrimental effects are

,acceptable.'

3.2 SCENE, ENVIRONMENT, AND, ENSOR MODELS

The simulation model kliwolves a scene, an environment, and a sensor.

The scene model includes surface geometry and materials together with

special pointers and parameters applicable to the environment and sensor

models. The environment model,includes point and extended sources of

electromagnetic energy in a spectral band(s), atmospheric conellons

(e.g., attenuation, temperature, rainfall rate), and albedo conditions.

The sensor model,
4

includes re tive (or emissive) material properties,
.

scanni format, impulse response, spectral band(s), and fiel _pf view.

xiSting real-timeCIG simulators necessar4,implement only the

crudest models in order to reduce cost:and maintain real-time throughputs,.

The present study identified areas of these models that can significantly

improve human perceptual accuracy if properly upgraded. In,tife scene
. .

model, the use of artists to build data bat-es can improve the realism of
__)

the scene, and some improved level-,9f-detail,algorithms can eliminate the

frequency jumping of objects into and out of the display image. In the .

.enviroriMent model,,the use of an atmospheric attenuation and defocusing

model should considerably improve perceptual accuracy-et The sensor mod;)

comprises the reflection (or emission)" models for scene materials and tone

application models. These models involve the sensor measurement and dis-
. .

play of received energy-(e.g., mond- or multispectral, polarized, intensity,

ran-0). DOIuse reflection And emission models and Gouraud shading are'

now used, but'there are serious limitations with these models. e

O
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3.2.1 Atmospheric Attenuation and Scattering

/Electromagnetic energy transmitted through the atmosphere interacts

with the homogeneous gases and-locally'vaniable gases and aerosols. Molec-

ular absorption attenuates energy at a negative exponential rate. Aerosol

and particulate scattering attenuates energy at a 'negative exponential rate

along the line of sight and.also defocuses the energy via multiple.scattering.

These effects are due to inhomogeneities, but then are only significant at

vary. long ranges or low grazing angles near surfaces where convective heat

transfer causes atmospheric "boiling."

This subsection discusses three atmospheric model: an attenuation

model, a defocusing model,"and a color model. These models are more com-

plex than those in-current CIG siTulators. The perceptual benefit added

by these modgls should be evaluated (see Section 4) before they are in-

cluded in future CIG simulators.

An attenuation model determines what fraction of the energy travel-

ing along a ray from a transmi ting point (on a surface or in a volume)

continues on the ray to a second eception point.- Molecular absorption

and first-order scattering along the ray are modeled by a scalar attenua-

tion coefficient, a(r). This model is a first-order linear differential

process: NN.'
4

exp a(r) dr ,

0

whereI0 is the intensity (i.e,, radiance or Power/Projected Area-

Steradian) at the origin 1 point; TR is the intensity at range R;

a(r) is the attenuation rate (1/dr) due to absorption and scattering

(i.e:Ya(r) = aa( r) + a
s
(r)) at range r; and r is the range variable.

The atmosphere is adding energy in its own characteristic spectrum

along this ray due to molecularemission'by atmospheric gases and to aero-
.

Sol scattering of other energy from various sources in the scene. This

-101 addition of energy is a first-order linear differential process:
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I
R
=.113(r) ekp -ji a(u) du dr

0 0
A .

, ,

where I
R

is the intensity at the receiver point (R units from the trans-

mitting 15bint), Wris background intensity rate dI/dr, and the background

attenuated energy is summed from ranges 0 to R. For practical purposes,
..--!---..---,a and S can be set constant so that - -----\

and

I
R

= I
0

exp(-aR)
.

R

= S 1 exp(-ar) dr

0

=
a

- exp(-aR)T .

,/
,.

Setting 1
a

equal. to a/a, the received energy along the.ray from a trans-

mitting point to a receiving'point is

I
R

= I
0

exp(-aR)`+ Ia [1 - exp( -aR)J

This attenuation model is useful for determining the attenuatedo
Une-of-sight intensity of point samples in the scene. It is inaccurate

in how it models aerosol scattering, but it produces an accurate percep-

tion of aerial perspective. This attenuation model appears to be the

most acceptable in-terms of computational simplicity.

The real situation is more complicated. For example, some nights

the moon has a halo and street lights blur into the distance--a case of

higher-order sqattering-effects that are not handled by the above attenu-

atpn model because it only deals with first-order scattering along the

lie of sight. .If no other'scattering occurred, the scattering photons

wou\d never be received, and the attenuation model would be accurate.

0
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First-, second-, and higher-order scattering of a point's,radiation can

occur in amounts large enough to produce bllos and defocusing (different

effects, due to scattering phenomena) when atmospheric conditions produce

signifi5ant scattering rates.

A defocusing model determines the effect of scattered photons in

terms of their angular distribution about a point source. This-situation

is simple: very few of the- photons maj<e the journey to the receiver point

'without incident, and the remaining photons are eithr 1) scattered away

or.absorbed or 2) scattered but able to subsequently travel tp the receiver ,

point (i.e., general first- and higher-order scattering). Figure 6 illus-
.

trates the situation. The attenuation model presented above is used to

determine the unaffected fraction of photons. Tpese photons can be focused

into a valid perspective image that is only limited by the receiver's

aperture. The remaining photons are those that either disappear or are

scattered to the receiver. These photons can never forma focused per-
-,

spective image.

The defocused energy can.image into a variety of point spread func-

tions depending on errergy spectrum, distribution oeparticle sizes, and

geometry. The common, point spread result'ys close to Gaussian. There

are specular scattering effects such as,rainbows and halos, but these

seem unnecessarily difficult to model. The Gaussian point spread func-
.

tion for the defocuskg model seems physically accurate based on models

of higher-order scattering that assume diffuse scattering of.photonsoff

particles.

The best defocusingmodel is a Gaussian point spread function:
.

ti exp(-aaR)
IR(Ax,Ay) = Io exp

2.
gnu -2a
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where I
R
(Ax,Ay) is the intensity at a (Ax,Ay) screen displacement from tyre

c

imaged point; d'is the fraction of the transmitted radiance (r0) that is

scattered toward the receiver point; exp(-aa,R) is the attenuation frac-

tion for the absorbed energy (i.e., 'a as +'a
s I
, where a

s
= scattering

rate and as = absorption rate); (1/27a ).exp(u/26 ,) is the spatial dis-

tribution of received scattered energy with standard deviation o; and q

is the-projected displacement in the scene\at range R to-the transmitter

point. The free parameters d and.a.are'deter.mined in the following ways.
4"6" is greater than zero; it is 1/2 for diffuse surfaces and '1 for

omnidirectional point lights. It is the ratio of the total transmitted
27 Z7

energy integrated over the sphere (i.e., r c In(c1),A) sin(e) de (4) to

47 I0. 0 0Hence, for .a diffuse surface, ,

7T

2Tr2-

ifI
0

sin(e) de d¢
00

=
I

0
47

and for an omnidirectional light,

27 Tr

11 Io sin(A) de d¢

00
I 4

This defocusing model is physically accurate for diffuse surfaces

and omnidirectional lights up to diffuse scattering. The underlying

random walk, of scattering and the associated Central Limit Theorem in

Probability Thedry produce a Gaussian distribution in the limit of a,

distant point source. This distribution-is closely approximated whet-,

ever defocusing is perceived. The o is associated with as (i.e.,

a = as + aa) via the Central Limit Theorem in that the intensity of the
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first scattering is a radially varying function of range r, and is a
2

negative exponential distribution with mean zero and variance as = 2/a_2 .

s

Each point in space of first scattering becomes a .new energy transmitter

with the same statistics (as long as the receiver range is two or more

times the distance a =
s'

so that a spherical geometry can be used).

The Central Limit Theorem states that the effective defocused energy

distribution is Gaussian with a = V-2-/a
s.

The defocusing model is difficult to compute using existing- polygon

shading techniques because range to each sample point is required.

(See Subsection 3.2.2 for further discussion.)

,A color model treats spectrally varying effects of attenuation and

defocusing. The absorption and-scattering rates vary spectrally over the

visible band, a fact that is apparent in the red sunsets and sunrises and

the blue sky albedo. Mie and Rayleigh scattering models represent low

scattering changes as a function of aerosol particle sizes and wavelength.

The average attenuation rate, ai, the averagescattering rate, asi, and

derived parameters such es
Tai

and aican be computed for each spectral

'band, f. These 'bands are red, green, and blue for color displays.

The implementation cif-a color model involves independent attenua-

tion and scattering "compbtations _for each spectral band. The effects

include hue gradients due to a'erial perspective and changes in source

illumination hue due to transmission .through the atmosphere to the scene.

There are three interrelated atmospheric models: 'attenuation,

defocusing, and color models. They require the-range to each sample in

addition to the atmospheric parameters a, as, and Ia: The tone applica-

tion methods presented next discuss how to apply these models to points,

lines, apd surfaces in,the scene.

3.2.2 Tone Application Methods

The scene consists. of a set of primitive surfaces. The commonly

used surface primitives are planar, polygonal] bounded surfaces and point

lights. A tone. application method i$ an algorithm forapplying the

sensor tonal measurements of a primitive-surface to that surface's

projection on the image plane.

Go
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A tone application method involves computing a primitive surface's

display value at a set of its points and interpolating between these

sample points. There are a number of tone application methods used

for primitives that are points, line segments, and planar polygons.

The simplest tone application method is constant shading. One

surface point (e.g., the'centroid orthe first vertex) is modeled and

the computed tone is applied across the surface. The tone application

proceeds raster by raster, placing the surface's tone in pixels where

the projected surface lies.

A common tone application method for line segments and planar poly-

gons is Gouraud (or smooth') shading. This method relies on the sensor

measurement being colyauted at each vertex. The method first linearly

interpolates tongs along edges between the vertex endpoints and.then..

linearly interpolates between edge tones for individual pixel tones.

The difficulty is that the interpolations are computed for the pro-

jected surface vertices, edges, and interior points (i.e., the tonal

interpolation-is linear when viewed in the image plane). The linear

appearance is perspectively invalid. There is no perspectively proper

tonal gradient compression, and improper foreshortening results, as

shown in Figure 7. (See Appendix for rspective literature.)'10.e

The case of even incremental samp in the scene space is shown. .

in Figure 7a. This typh of sampling results in uneven increments in the

image plane (i.e:, the display). Thus, if the scene has a linearly vary-

ing tonal gradient, a linearly vrying tonal gradient in the image plane

(as with GOuraud shading) can result only-wlth unequal sampling in the

image plane. The companion case is shown in Figure 7b in which even pixel

sampling in-the image space results in uneven sample increments in the

scene space. With the example of a linear tonal gradient in the scene,

a nonlinear tonal gradient exists in -.the image plane. Figure 7c shows

a perspective view in the image plane of a rectangle in the'scene space.

(e.g., a runway). As discussed for Figures 7a and b, there is a tonal

gradient across the surface in the imveplane, as sketched in Figure 7c,
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which results In a perspectively proper tonal gradient compression.

Gouraud shading, however,"samplei the projected surface and thus results
in the linear tonal interpolation of Figure 7d.

Although Gouraud.shading is used on advanced CIG simulators, if
produces a significantly

erroneous tonal gradient that contributes to
aperture mode_ perception suchas surfaces "standing, up" orthogonal to
the line of sight.

Another tone application method (not used on- real-time CIG simu-
lators) is Phong shading. This met is similar to Gouraud shading in
that, on tM image plane, the surface normal is linearly interpolated
among vertices (instead of among computeetones). The surface normal
at each pixel is used to compute the tone there. This method suffers
from,the same perspectivd-illaccuracy as Gouraud shading.

T5C developed a new shading method during the current program.
This method, which belongs to the family of smooth or untextured tone'

2
application methods,is perspectively accurate (thus producing fore-
shortening)eand provides a range to each Oxel sample. It-ls discussed
next, .6nd.then textured tone application methods are discussed.

The shading method denoted by. TSC as the inverse range shading
method applies tb line segments and planar polygons and requires that
the sensor tonal measurement and.the, boresight (i.e., z -axis

range be computed for each vertex. The method linearly interpolates
1/range on the screen along projected edges and uses thb actual -surface
positionto linearly interpolate tone back on the surface in the environ-
ment three-dimensional space. The method linearly interpolates the
1/range values,along the raster, at each pixel sample, and-linearly inter-
polates tone in the surfacein three-dimens.ional spa9e. In this way, the
surface tones are interpolated

across the planar extent at pixel sampl
but are interpolated on the surface in the unprojetted three-dimensional

'space. This technique can be Used to interpolafg surfacg northals apply
texture, etc. Figure 8 presents the underlying perspective geometry.
The computational complexity for each sample cantbe reduced to an additibn
and inversion for Jtie z value and two additions and a multiplication for
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the tone. The z value can be used for range in atmospheric models if the

field of view is narrow; otherwise, slant range can be calculated by SORT

L(N.Z)
2
+ (MZ)

2
+ Z

2
].

The use of textured tone application methods goes beyond linear

interpolative methods to precomputed and stored tonal maps. A tonal map

can be represented as a sample array,.a function, or a set of locations

and texture primitives. It consists of locally varying tona modulations

around the mean.s'

Developmental studies were performed pn two- ensional tonal texture

(Steftger, Dungan and Reynolds, 1979) and three-dimensional elevation texture

'(Dungan, 1979) using the texture tile approach.' Various CIG manufacturers

have developed periodic modulations, bombing patterns, and model features

such as trees. ,

All these methods share one'perceptual effect. They produce a

statistical (or deterministic in some methods) distribution of detectable

features or areas in ontrast with their surroundings. This aspect of

textured tone application methods is a distinct perceptual advantage over

smooth shading methods because the textures, under dynamic motion, drive

the human motion-field visual system with a high density of small. moving

targets.

it 4
' Although there is a significant amoun research on textured

shading, much of it is not available in the literature. This research

area, is important. The issues revolye around a the need for texture

if tonal gradients and hue gradients via inverse-range shading are not

sufficient, and 2), the effects of candidate textured shading methods in

humah perception (see Appendix t).

3.2.3 Reflection Models

Existing CIG simulators use the simplest reflection (and emission)

model: LaMbertian or Cosine Law reflection. The surface radiance is

constant over the hemisphere, above the surface.

There are more accurate reflection models. Some are diffuse

plus specular in that the Lambertian diffuse component is used as

before, but a specular component, reflecting the spectrum of.the
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source is added to the diffuse. Others are general
A<:,7

bidirectional in at

the angular locations of the energy sources and the receiver are modeled

in a somewhat unconstrained model. There is some literature on these .

models.(e.T.,, Torrance and Sparrow,, 1967).

The rklection and emission models that are not simple Lambertian

constant radiance modelsprovide perceptual information at a subresolution

level. Under dynamic motion conditions, specular reflection provides
4 /I

motibn perception -information.of high precision at an effective resolution
744 finer than the pixel extent. The perception'oceurs as-surfaces translate

and rotate in a continuous manner. Thespecular peaks and angular tonal

, gradients provide rate of motion and surface orientation information.

There is no one best reflection model for CIG,simulators. Since

more advanced tone application methods may be used, it is important to

consider 6ndfffuse reflection computed at pixel sample points. This

combined reflection and tone'sampling apprOach permits nondiffuse model-

ing in a real'-time simulator with an algorithm that is truly linearly
.

complex and can be pipeliried. The resulting simulation wouTa-be a

significant improvement over the cartoonlike and dull appearance of

present imagery.

0

One other reflection model is shadowing,
,

which can be performed r

off line for a specified sun position and then left clone or updated

periodically. Atherton, Weiler, and Greenberg (1978) produced an algo-

rithm that provide; shadow computation by projecting surfaces from a point

source of energy onto the scene's surfaces. Shadows can be important'at

some times of day for some missions, so that the ability to compute

shadows.andstore them as surfaces is necessary for some training

simulations.

3.2.4 Level-of-Detail Controls

The level-of-detail controls in existing CIG simulators are used as

a data overflow protection. To keep surface and edge density within hard-
.

'ware capability, the range for switching an object's level-of-detail model

is adjusted. This adjustment causes objects and their higher resolution

detail to visibly jump into and outof the frames.
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There is no cure for improper level-of-detail transitioning.

A minimum acceptable transition range for increasing level of detail

exists and must be respected regardless of overload conditions. The

use of proper .al lasing controls and atmospheric models can signiffcantly

reduce the minimum level-of-detail transition range by reducing contrast

and .eliminating al iasing. These two factors (discussed in Subsections

3.1.1and 3.2.1) shobld improve the situation.

The extension of the set of primitive surfaces to include points

and line segments along with planar polygons reduces edge and surface

requirements. The reduction in requirements can be very high because

the major portion of the scene fn the field of view is at long range

where whole objects appear as simple point' and line segments. This

representation is much easier to compute than are box or other low

level -of-detail representations.

If level-of-detail controls do not bring in the object level of

detail at the required rang e, transitions will ..be observed. Contrast

management and more efficient low leve -of-detail representations can

.considerably 'reduce the disNy requirements. In this way, level-of-

. detail _transitions can `oCcur at proper ranges without overloadinj the s.

CIG simulator.

3.3 DISPLAY PROPERTIES

The diSplay hardware has ari important. role in detennining% how the

human observer-perceives the sltnulated imagery on the display face.. One

problem is the perceptual impaOt of the 'display face itself, disassociated

from the imagery. Anothqr cotarast management of displayed

tonal range. 1,
,

, ,
3:3A bisplay Face .

. `,'
"

. , ,.. , .
s .The ',display face can detract "from theperdeptual accuracy of the

...

...3,1a

"`-; imagery. Sectioe2 Prdsented this° si uat'iori: in tens of limitation ,areas:

.. raster, effOts (1AeCtion 2.5), pexceived flatness of the 'display
..

T (Subsection 1219),,, al nd size and 'contihuiiy ,oi..the visUal field
.

. 4., , 4. .
4

. :,

(Subsection 2.11) .*
-... .

.
.
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4,

The _Ability of the human to see the boundary-of the display's face

is a Significant false cue to distance and motion the image.25ually,
c

having the display face imaged at infinity compounds the perceptual error,

Theboundary of the display face should be hidden from the human obsokt.ii:

The boundaryOf the field of view should.be*the cockpit window or: irf,that

is not practical, blinds or curtains should be hung to perceptually '

, ,

isolate We displayed imagery for-any ileld-of-vieW boundary. ..

The ability of the human to see the raster patteili is a significant

false cue:: The presence of a raster.pattern imaged at infinity sets'the

human observer's visual accommodation to infinity when normal accommOda-
, 4'

tion.in the absnce of stimulation is around lln: It also masks the under_ -.1 _

lying image in the sense of a veil through which one sees the image. The

p'resence of the raster pattern pergeptually maskS low contrast and smA.11

features and prevents tbeir"detection.

Proper construction of t e raster scan pattern or shadow mask can

significantly reduce the mas ng effect. The human visual system is con-

siderably more sensitive to horizontal and vertical lines than to diagonal.

lines. Thus, the traditional raster display produces perceptual masking

that is Worse-than it need be. A horizontally and vertically offseedis:,

play Would produce a less perceptible raster.pattern.

3.3.2 Contrast Management

The tondl range of e display Wprdware cannot meet the range of

'real out-of-window scan There are, wiyS,to improve the situation-by

111/arefully matching the display to the human, observer.

In many training simulation9,13 log (energy) output scale can be

used. The resulting, display has proper relative contrast but is com-

pressedin the high intensities who're humans are less sensitive to
,

intensity variations. This apyroach is acceptable for most applications.

Another approach -is to rely on atmospheric defocusing to-blur small,

high intens1tfeatures so'that the energy is spread over more screen area.

This approach helsin Modeling,point lights as they closely approach the

9pSerVer. 10 At present, the light4s siie 3s adjusteld to be larger or some

. other trick is employed to produceperceptually..valid point lights.
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Imageltering is a potential wart() manage contrast and obtain
o

a perceived tontl range beyond the capability of the display hardware.
I ,

Cornsweet's illusion (1970) is a key to the contrast management of the

human visual system. A high-pass filter with proper shapjn9 might
,

eliminate the need for much of the display energy, while retaining much

ofAhe apparent contrast of the imagery. Figure 9'presents the-situation.

along one raster with and without rfiltering by the Laplacian of the'nega-
.

tive eAdonential distribution. Although the situation shown in this

figure is only hypothetical, it ,indicates the tonal range, reduction

possible with contrast management via filtering matched to the humaA:

visual system. This area needs research and-has the potential .for

large improvemeneover the ltmited dynamic tonal range of ditplaY.devices.
4.

3.4 FUTURE ALGORITHMS A ..
. .

.!,

The present state-of-the-art in CIG simulation involves poin ts and

planar pOlygons, diffuse reflection and emission, and only low v'isibi'lity
...,

atmospheric attenuation. There are areas for improvement in the presentL

. approach.0 the set of surface primitive's should incTude points (e.g.;
.

spheres, circles, and directional light's), line segments (e.g., cylinders

and
. tapeN andplankr polygons. The reflection and emission models might

.

include speculars, .and shadows. The atmospheric models mi Onclude

'attenuatin, efocuising, and color effects. The tone application Methods

might iivolve textured shading. Improvements in these areas, which were

.- di ussed previdusly, could benefit CIG simulation based on linear

survace prjmielms.

Thet-ifitent-lere, is to identifysomegbats-ifor these-new 4proaches.
.

These methods.must be perspectively valid. For example, random noise not

'fixed to the' surface is not a valid simulation appro ach. There muste

aliasing control since as little as.5'percent aliasingnoise can mask

comtrastcAid-thus destroythe appearance of texture.

The central ,objective of any method is to accurately drive the

human, observer's perceptual system (see Appendix B, Liebowitz). This

concept is difficu)t to measure'and is the central area for' future per=

ception research, applied to CIG simulation.

r.

I
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3.4.1 Hish Density of Features

stimulation of the human visual system involves a sufficient-1

densityAf -identifiable features at contrast with their projected surround

(i.e., textu . Research indicates that a'density of feature's (e.g.,

points, blobs,vertices, edges) on the order of 0.5° to 1.5° of apparent

resolution is sufficient for accurate motion field.perception in the total

absence of contrast imagq infprmation. This work involves human observa-
,

tion of dot fields in motion on a CIG display.. Research also indicates

that perspectively accurate tonal (and hue) grhients across surfaces can

produce'accurate depth perception, but the* human visual mechanisms need to

be further clarified. The dynamic appearance of textures\and tonal gra...-.

d4nts seems to stimulate visual perception of subjective realism as well

as of a feature's motioh and 'distance.

3.4.2 Reflection Models

The use of diffuse reflection and emission results in an information-
(

poor display. Nondiffuse reflection-under dynamic motion conditions produces

motion and distance information at a resolution higher than that of a diffuse

diSplay. This effect stems from the increase in contrast,' the temporal

variation in tone, and the motion of specular areas and tonal gradients

across large projected surfaces as the surfaces move relatime to theeobserver.

The'total reliance on diffuse reflection is a mistake in that reflectance

computations have truly linear complexity that is fii(ed according to the

number of pixel samples taken. The over-reliance on polygons results in

a higher density of surface primitives in the scene with associated higher
.

algorithm complexity and statistically variable raster computation..

Reflection using nqndiffuse models, texture, and shadows can fmlirove''

the observer's perception while using considerably fewer surfaces. Ilistor-

ical developments in the CIG community have driven designers to completely

rely on diffuse reflection and emission, but it is time to reconsider

'tradeoffs. Diffuse reflection eliminates a considerable density if, motion

and distance information 1$n dynamic motion CIG simulations.
.
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4.- RECOMMENDED RESEARCH AREAS

Section 3 disCussed the CIG algorithm implications for each of
the 12 limitation' areas that were introduced in Subsection 1.3. This -

section describes the areas of basic perceptual research that have the
most significant impact on the identified limitations.

Subsection 4.1 presents an overview Of the research that should

be performed, including the basic perceptual questions that the research
is to answer. Subsection 4.2 discusses these research areas from an
algorithm standpoint.

4.1 AREAS OF PERCEPTUAL RESEARCH

The most pressing,need is for research using dynamic scenes: Most
of the. basic psychophysIcal research has been conducted with Static stimu-
lus displays in which the viewer and the objects viewed'do not move.

Thus, there are probably' severe limitations on applying the conclusions

drawn from such research to situAions'in which the viewer (pilot) is

moving rapidly through his environment. For example, although the static

chophysical research indicates that texture contributes littleto the
accura f perception, it may play a far more important role in dynamic
scenes. Braunstein's_work (1968) /would suggest so, but More research
is needed.

The proposed research would not require the use of rea -tipe CIG
simulator systems. Instead, it could be conducted with laboratory C1G
systems or with systems that:use motion-picture or video-disc animation,
or motion pictures converted to videotape. PsychophYsical judgments
could be studied using abstractions of the information present in C G
displays. Once sufficient research is conducted using simpler patte

additional experiments using actual CIG systems might be considered to

confirm the conclusions.of theSe proposed experiments prior to making
any final design decisions.

Four areas of major ithportance to perception are recommended

for further research: aerial perspective, texture, shadows, and
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specular reflection. These areas are related and any further research

should make use of their interaction:.

I. Aerial perspective. Although aerial perspeCtive is widely

accepted-as a basic cue to relative distance, virtually no research has

been performed to assess its actual importance. It is an obvious candj.-

date for inclusion in CIG becaUse it is easy to simulate. Thus, its true

effectiveness should be investigated. An important question is whether

aerial perspective interacts with and enhances the effect bf texture.

.2. Texture-. There is little research on the effectiveness of

texture in dynamic scenes. Also, the effectiveness of three-dimensional

texture needs to be examined. .Relative motion within the microstructure

of the texture might be very important. As mentioned above, the inter-

action between tex e and aerial perspective should also be investigated.'
4

.3. Shadows. In theory, the shadows created by directional -illumi-

nation are a rich source of information to a moving observer. .There is

relative motion between the object and its shadow, and object and shadow

undergo. different shape transformations as the viewer" moves. Since both

of the-sie factors are possible sources of, information to the viewer, their

actual importance needs to be established by research.

'4. Specular reflections. In theory, these can provide information

about relative motion, surface definition and orientation, and relative

distance. -1HOwever, research is needed to establish their actual importance.,

Two types of dependent measures can also be used. The first type,

which assesses the apparent realism of the display, consists of viewer

ratings of features such as sense-of self-motion, sense of depth in the

display, definition of surfaces, and apparent clarity of the orientations,'

and distances of surfaces and objects. The second type 'assesses 'the ob-
,'1,110-

server's performan6e on basic perceptual-judgment tasks. Such measures

would include accuracy of judgment_,of motion, absolute and relative.
,

distances, and orientation o.surfaces and objects.

The recommended research for the four major areas is presented

next, followed by recommendations for three areas-of secondary importance:.

flatness cyes,operceived self-motion, and update Tate.
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4.1.1 Aerial Perspective

Although aerial perspective is always cited as a cue to distance,

there has been virtually no empirical or theoretical analysis of its role

in perception. Thus, the research should probably begin with an a priori .

analysis to define the possible-boundaries of the role of aerial-perspec-

tive. In such an analysis, aerial perspective should be fully defined- -

for example, it involves a shift in contrast, hue, and saturation as a

function of distance and,.elevation, Although the role of elevation is

ignored in most perception texts because they deal with ground-bjked

perception, elevation is an important variable for the flier. Consider-

ation should also be given to the possible roles'of aerial perspective in

various basic perceptual tasks (not just distance perception) and piloting

activities. In addition, the possible interactions of aerial perspective

with other types of cues (such as texture) should be considered. Finally,

/Consideration should'be given to the ways in which, the perceptual impor-

tance of aerial perspective might be either increased or decreased by the

special properties and constraints of computer-generated imagery (e.g.,

limited resolution, limited scene complexity). The goal of this phase

should beto define the full range of possible roles of aerial perspec-

tive and, consequently, the full range of experiments which might profit-

ably be undertaken. It should also be possible to establish priorities

for'the experiments.
. OF .

The next, part of the research is directed toward establishing the

importance of aerial perspective in performing basic perceptual tasks and

judgments. The research can -be- -the -1abaratorp, but-would-

best.be done using computer-generated imagery-similar to that used in

simulitors.

The independent variables should include not or,ily.the presence of

aerial perspective in various degrees, but also the independent manipulal
44*.

tion of its contrast and chromatic (shifts in hue and saturation) components.

If the chromatic component is fount' to add little, present weather algorithms

can probably be used. Similarly, the dependence of aerial perspective on
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\. ground distance and elevation should
4

be independently manipulated.

Finally, other cues should be manipulated in order to.study their inter-

actions with aerial perspective.

The dependent variables should include measures of accuracy for

perception of distance (relative and/ absolute), size, movement (of observer

and other objects), orientation and composition of surfaces, and detection

and recognition of objects embedded in the environment.

Another goal of the research is to establish the importance of

aerial perspective for a representative set of piloting activities.

This part of the research would be best accomplished in a simulator.

Although this research on pilot task performance would probably

use the same independent variables that the basic perceptual skills

research uses, the dependent variables would be measures of pilot-per-

formance in various piloting tasks: Such tasks mightinclude low- and

medium-altitude tactical maneuvers (including aerobatics), detection

and recognition of ground-based targets, weapons delivery to ground-

based targets, detection and reco§nition of airborne targets, and landing.

Another important part of this research would be to measure user-acceptance

as a function of the presence of aerial perspective.

491.2 Texture

Adding texture to a CIG display may be a useful way to reduce the

ambiguity of surface definition, particularly that of surface slant,

distance, and relative velocity. This usefulness, however, cannot

adequately_he detenniftedirom the current perception literature because.

little research has been done on the effectiveness of texture in dynamic

(as opposed to static)' scenes. Relative motion within the microstructure

of the texture might be very important in dynamic scenes. The'effective-

ness of- three- dimensional texture and the
\
interaction between texture and

aerial perspective in reducing ambiguities 'of surface slant or curvature,

distance" and relative velocity are important issues that have received

virtually rio attention in the perception literature.
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Research on static 'textures has generally found that while regular

textures are effective in c nveying surface slant to observers, irregular

textures are definitely less effective, and sometimes completely.ineffec-

tive (Degelman and Rosinski, 1976; J. J. Gibson, 1950; J. J. Gibson and

E. J. Gibson, 1957; Levine and Rosinski, 1976; Newman, Whinham, and

MacRae, 1973; Rosinski and Levine,1976). Although research with random

textures in dynaMic scenes has shown good correspondence Lisuallyarth

some underestimatiOn) between displayed and judged slants (E. J. Gibson,

et al., 1959), this accuracy appears to be based on the velocity gradient

information carried by the'texture rather than on the texture gradient

per se (Braunstein, 1968).

Farber and McConkie (1979) suggest that the velocity gradient

may reveal degree of slant while the texture gradient reveals direction,

but this hypothesis remains to be tested. This issue is part of an unan-

swered question that is important to the design of CIG displays: Is

texture effective primarily (or exclusively) as a carrier of velocity

gradient information, or does the texture gradient itself provide

infarmation.that reduces the ambiguity of surface definition?

Additional psychophysical research using simulated texture surfaces

in motion is clearly needed. The basic research could be conducted with
displays produced by motion-picture or video-disc animation. The stimuli

would be variously curved and slanted surfaces moving toward or away from,.

parallel to, or obliquely to the observer. A major independent variable

would be the relationship between the texture gradient and the.yelocity

gradient. The two gradients could be made to provide reinforcing or con-

tradictory information, and the relative weight thafthe observer gives

to these two gradients'in making various psychophysical judgments could

be assessed. Of particular interest would be any differential effect

that these two gradients have on judgments of degree of surface slant

or curvature:as compared to judgments of direction of slant or curvature.

For example, the velocity gradient might serve as an indicator of degree

of surface slant, but the observer's accuracy in judging which part of

the slanted'or curved surface is the closer might dependon the texitire

-gradient.

4.
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The type of research outlined above would be useful in determining

whether texture should be introduced into CIG displays, and what the spec-

ifications for this texture should be. If the texture elements serve only
.

as carriers of velocity' gradients, the texture gradients may not need to

be accurately simulated. Recognizable texture elements may not be necessary,

and symbolic texture elements may be sufficient. If, on the other hand,

the texture gradient is itself of importance, then questions of element

size and recognizability would need to be addressed. The key-question is:

Are symbolic texture elements and approximate texture gradients sufficient,

or is accurate simulation of element size, gradients, and recognizability

necessary? The answer to this question will have a major impact on the

cost and increased complexity of CIG displays that would result from

adding texture.

.4.1.3 Shadows

It should be possible to use appropriate shadows to reduce, the,

ambiguity of surface definition in CIG displays. Shadows should be

especially upful for reducing ambiguities in surface elevation, slant,

and curvature. In.- theory, the shadows created by directional illumina-

tion are a rich source of information to a Towing observer. Two possible

sources of viewer infordation are the relative motion between the object

and its shadow and the different shape transformations that the object

and shadow undergo as the viewer moves.

The value of shadows is dramatically illustrated in the space

shuttle sequences, produced b' an Evans-Sutherland system, and in

the percept ion-demonstretion_that_upsi de-down viewing of

a photograph with strong shadows can reverse the apparent curvature of

the photograph's surface features. The research on the effectiveness

of shadows'in surface perception is extremely limited. The few studies

available concern shadows tf.at do not change dynamtcally with changes .

in the observer's viewpoint; i.e., the stimulcare either still phOto-

grapbs (Hess, 1961; Yonas", Goldsmith, and Hallstrom,J978) or. moving

objects on which fixed shadows have been painted (Cross and Cross, 1969).
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.Research,is needed on the:effegiveness of,shadow for easing

the accuracy of judging surface ele(tion, slant, and curvature i dy amic

scenes. Some preliminary research' with static scenes would bp useful both
/I

in developing response procedures for the dynamic scene research and in

establishing baseline data sgiOt which the results with dynamic scenes

could be compared. The need for this preliminary research with static

scenes is due to the extreme paucity.of data onthadow effects in the

.perception literature, as contrasted to an adequate amount of data,T,

texture effects in static scenes.

There are at least three shadow conditions that should be consid-

ered in both static and dynamic scenes, and a fourth condition that is

applicable only to dynamic scenes: 4

I. No shadows

2. Correct shadows for 'the expected direction
of illumination

3. Shadows corresponding-to the reverse of the expected
direction of illumination (analogous to the upside-
down photograph example)

4. Shadows that do not change dynamically with the
observer's viewpoint.

The judgments of interest would include the height of surface fea-
o

tures above the ground plane,.slant of surface planes, and surface curva-
ture. Since cast shadows are likely, to affect judgments of the altitudes

. and velocities the pilbt's and other aircraft, these judgments should
also be studied.

This research would provide a basis for assessing the value of'

modeling the direction of illumination and introducing cast shadows in

CIG displays. It should also provide a 6a-sis for determining the impor-

tance of accurate, dynamic changes in thee shSdows. AR alternative

approach would be to add shadows that do not change dynamically with 'the

observer's viewpoint. These shadow's would probbly'be-somewhat valuable

in reducing surface ambiguities, and they would be less costly than

..-dynamically changing shadows. On the other hand,' because shadov. that

do not change appropriately"with anges in yiewpoinf are likely to
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r,esult,in illusory perceptions of direction of motion (Cross and Cross, 1969),

a choice between no shadows and dynamically changing shadows may be necessary.

4.1.4 Specular Reflection

. There has been virtually no empirical or theoretical analysis of

speculan reflection's role in perception. Thus, the research should start

by defining, on a priori considerations, the perceptual tasks and piloting

activities that might possibly be affected by specular. reflections. <The

analysis should also consider how specular reflections might interact with 4

other perceptual cues, and how the. importance of specular reflections

might be increased or decreased by the special properties and constraints

of computer-generated imagery (e.g., limited resolution and limited scene

complexity). This first step will define the range Of experiments which A

AN should be undertaken and should provide some indication of priorities.,

This step needs to be carefully conducted so that too many possibilities

arenot overlooked.

The goal of the next part of the research is to establish the impor-

tance of specular reflection, on its own and in interaction vith other dies,

'in the performance of basic perceptual judgments. The research can be con-

ducted in the laboratory, but would be best done using computer-generated

imagery%of.the fyPe.Used in simulators.

Tel major independent variable is the presence or absence, of specular

reflection.
41;

However, since interaction with other cues is of interest, the

other cues should be.manipulated.as independent variables. These other

variables might include texture, aerial perspective, shadows, and various

degrees of scene complexity.

The dependent variables should include measures of accuracy for

perception of distance (absolute and relative), movement (of.bbserver and

other objects), orientation and composition of Surfaces, and detection

and recognition of distant objects.

Another part of the research seeks,to establish til'e importance rof

specular.reflections with respect to a representative set of piloting

activities. This work would best be accomplished in a Simulator.
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The independent variables for this research are the same as those

described above for testing basic perceptual skills, The dependent,vari-
.

ables should be measures of pilot performance ,on such tasks as low- and

meth -level course navigation, low.and
,

medium tactical maneuvers (includ-

ing aer atics), air-to-ground target acquisition and weapOns delivery,

atr-:to air target acquisition and weapons. delivenJ,, and 1.;nding*" In this

pha of the research, it would alsO be important to measure hoW"user-

cceptOce i affected'bthepresente or absence of specular reflections.

Current ZIG displays provide several cues.to image flathess which

may. interfere with perceivingAthe displayed scene as three - dimensional.

Instead, the displiymay teed to appear in the4plane of the monitor screen.
. .

"If these flatness cues are present, the perceivedshWet, sizes, 'and rela-
.

tive velocities will deviate from those intended in the simulation. This

deviation will be in the direction.of the projected shapes: sizes, and

relative velocities.
k

The.visibility of the monitor frame -i-sone flatness due' that could

4,1.5 Flatness Cues

be,virtually eliminated. A'second'cue, visibility. of the raster lines,

could be minimized. It is probably infeasible to eliminate thethird

cue, binocular vision, because to do so would require either major,tech-t
nological changes to.provideaccuratedidisparity information or the useof

monocular vision during training. It is important to determine the serious-
.

ness of flatness cues as-a l,iroitation in"CIG displays because the first two

cues could be eliminated or reduced if an improvement in trainin0 were

drected.

,The appropriate research would conside how flatness cues affect

the perceptual judgments involved in pilot trai ing. These judgments

would include those of surface slant, object size and distance, and the

observer's velocity relative to the displak. All three cues'should be

studied: the presence or absence of a visible framearound-the display,

the presence or absence of visible raster lines, and the use of monocular

C vs. binocular vision. Although the effects of the:last variable would

L
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not have immediate implications..for CIG desiyn changes, they would be

useful for.comparison to the effects Of the,first.two variables and.for..

predicting the residual flatness perception in CIG di,splays that might%

be expected after eliminating the f*St two flatness cues. Other than

a weld -known study.by Schlosberg .(1941)',a st no research has directly

concerned the.effects.of flatness cues on de ft perception. Flatness

cues are .discussed by Braunstein (1976', chap, 1).

4.1.6 Perceived'Self-Motion

. Most CIG systems*do not produce a'strOng impression of self-motion.

Recent perceptual research demonstrated that an impression of self-motion

can be induced entirely-by'visual'stimulation, and that this visually

induced.perceptiom
s
Of self- motion dominates conflicting information from

other sensory v§tems. A combination of central and peripheral stimula-.

don was found to effectively induce perceived circularyection if enough

moving texture elementtkre present (Brandt, list, and Dichgans, 1975).

Peripheral stimuldtion was fou9A to be both necessary and sufficient for

perceivedlineapection in-either the up-down (Johansson, 1977) or the,

forward-bfickward (Lee and,LiAmani, 1975) direction. This research
. .

suggests that some,combination of perfpheret stimulation and moving

texture elements in th.e central field may be necessary and sufficient

o induce an'impressial of self4lOtion, (This 'suggestion As also

supported by. informal observations of a strong self:motion impression

produced by a Simulator ustng.'a wide- angle, .motion- picture display'that

provided both ;texture and peripheral stimulation.)`

Rese rch is needed to determine the importance of visuallyeinduced

'perception of self-motion in CIG displays. The relevant queglions concern

the immedi to effects of perceived self-motio on the perceived realism of

the simulation and on velocity judgments in the simulator. ,It would_lie

useful to'con,sider'. the.possible tradeoff between adding texture to the

central field and providing peripheral stimulation. Initial feseara

mfbilt elitit judgments of realism, perceived self-motion, and approach

and landing speed in the presence of combinations of varying levels of

texturesAn the central field and the presence or absence of peripheral

stimulation.
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The parameters of the per,ipheral stimulation to be_tetted (eccen-

tricity, field size, etc.) can be obtained from existing literature.

The relationship between the effectiveness with which.self-motion;is

visually induced and the aeptance of the simulation would also be of

interest. Finally, the relationshtp of visually included motion peecep-

tion to mechanical motion systems should"bedsted since recent

research (Lee, and Lishman, 1975)% indicates that visual information over-

rides proprioceptive information. An, effective system for visually in-

ducing self-motion perceptfionmight reduce the need for mechanigal motion'

'systems. The perceived realism of motion simulation should 4e investigated

using combinations of optimal visually induced, perception of self-motion,
_./

and mechnical systems. In this way, the conditions (if any) under which
*the addition of proprioceptie information to visual systems improves

.0&pildt perce ption and performance can be detennised.

4.1.7 Update Rate ,

Although most state -of- the -art CIG systems are capable of updtting

at the refresh rate (usually 60 frames /sec), slower update rates are

currently used, even in some new systems, to increase the number of

edges that can be displayed. It is known that refreshing at a multiple

of the update rate can result in the perception of multiple images. For

example, a rapidly moving spot in a display updated 18 times/sec and 1-e-

freslied at 54/sec is perceived
a

as three distinct spots moving toge4her

(Braunstein and Coleman, 1966). This, perceptual multiplication of images

'114. 'can be expected to decrease the displdy's reatism! It also provides a

cue to velocity that is not present direct vision: The spatial separa-

tion of the perceived_ images of a moving spot is.a*function of that spot's

velocity. Thus, if o'ne.runway edge light is perceived as two lights, for

example, the perceived separation Qf the lights movides an artificial

cue to landing speed. ,

Since this limitation does exist and can be eliminated, the issue

of interest is the tradeoff between accepting this limitation and the

4additional computing load'or reduced number of.edgesthat its elimina-

tion would cause. Some system designers have accepted the'preence Of
AMP
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- perceived multiple images in order to increase the number of displayed

edges fOr-a constant compUting capability. To objectively evaluate

, such design decisions, research is needed to determine how detrimental.
-.?_.

mUltirAe'images are toe training.

The required.research would ase comparable displays that differ

1 'in update rate ('30 /sec vs. 60/sec) burare constant in refresyte

'., (60 /sec).. Judgments of realfsm and trainee acceptance should be obtained'
9

... t

= . forthe two.update.rates. The most important issue is how well training

transfers firm displays at each update rate to,direct vision. To 'assess

/-

the prpbable effects of update rate variations on transfer of training
s 0

-without using actual flight e,, transfer of,training in making_acEurate

. . velocoty, judgments could b essesSed by using displays with either the .

- . .,

same or different update rates. That is,
.

subjects trained to make veloc,-

ity judgments at the 30/sec or 60/sec update rate Auld be subsequently
. .

tested at fhe.same.or the'other rate. If there is a significant decrement

in goirig from the 30 conditioh,tethe"60 condition, it, would be reasonable

to suspect that cues aee-prvent in the former thereto not transfer to the

t.%

latter, and that a Nar decrement might arise,in going-from the 30 con-
.

. ditlbn to direct visidn. The nontransferring cues might then be investi-
,

gated,in more detai) to detenmIge whether they could be reduced without

increasing the. update rate, '
.

,,, 4.2 AREAS. ALGORITHM RESEARCH
f

k
. . \

Several,relevant.areas. .foie algorithm research are important to both.

current arid advanced eIG simulation technology. The TArst.area needing

: rfarch is'smooch sheding Methods; since the Gouraud 'shading used since'
.

.
- i

1971 is,perspectlyely inaccurate. The secohaarrequiring investigation

is textured `shading, since there is some"psychplOgical evidence to. .indicate
. ,

Ilr

-;,- that simple torial gradients can be just as effective as the severafabOroaches
- .,

. ,

--to textured shading that have mahyveriable parameters associated With them:
, --7\_--- 4, . . ,. ...

Untilwork.bn perspectively valid smooth shading and some known textured .

..
shading apprdeches.is performed"ancrcompared,:important'information will

.
. woo- .

.

be lacking
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The third area
i
for research is general.reflection. While present CIG

simulators rely totally on diffuse, Lambertian reflection, the need for more
Al, .

scene complexity in the form of edge capacity has been pressed. However,

general specular reflection can add significant display complexity without

edges, and the reflection algorithm (unlike edge processing algorithms)04s

truly linear in complexity without buffer requirements.
. .

_ The fourth research area cone-erns shadows, since they are difficult

to compute for polygon-based systems. The fifth and final area concerns

CO

1(

rant management. There is psycholdgical evidence (e.g., Cornsweet's

ill that processing can produce the perception of high contrast,'

without the corresponding need for high energy output on the display.
...

4.2.1 'Smooth Shading

If GoUraud shading has significant negative impacts, they need to

be identified. Gouraud shading is the common algorithm for smooth shading,

even though it is perspectively invalid (Subsection 3.2). The inverse range

shading method is Perspectively valid but involves more computation. Thus,

analyses and tests of.the psychological impacts of these two smooth shading

methods are needed. iv '

The analysis of smooth shading methods is based on perspective

geometry and human spatial perception. The geometry is simple -to compute

in both scene and scheen spaces, but the perception is not easily analyzed

for generalcirCumstaices. At issue are theMasic mechanisms used by the<'

'human to.perceive the scene (e.g., flat surface, source of perceived

gradient).

The experimentation with shade application methods should involte

'dynAmic scenes in order to provide the types of displays used in flight'

*simulation., Otherwise, false conclusions based on static displays may

. occur. Subjects can be shown the displays and asked what they saw,

what motion occurred, etc. The display can be a single flat surface.

with either Gouraud or inverse range shading along some.motion path.

*.The motion, paths might include straight lineS, with and without rotation,

and hyperhblic Ascent. Different geometries need to be tested for

8
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sezitivity to"apy improper perceptions due to Gouraud shading. These

tests and their analysis can be the starting po?nt for a family of exper-

iments. By designing experiments that, present the,test subjects with

.dynamic scenes shaded according to the different shade application methods,

the perceptual performance resulting from the different methods can be

determined.

4.2.2 Textured Shading
a

There is a-need to rediEt the relative merits of tonal gradients

and texture patterns both s arately and together. Although several

efforts' have been started to analyze and develop texture methods,
.

pychologicaT evidence indicates that simpler tonal gradients provide

strong motion gidlistance cues which maybe as strong as.those prov4ded
,..

by textui'e. Thus, analyses and tests of the psychological impacts of

these two methods, are needed.
.

The analysis. involVes perspective geometry and human spatial per-
.

ception. The analytical bases are the same as needed for evaluating .

Gouraud shading (Subsection 4.2.1). The difference is in the evaluation
. .of texture. The important variables used

,

in texture are element size,

density, and hierarchies. There are several very different approache2

to textured shading such as texture tiles, bombing patterns, periodic

/functions, and fandom generators. Analyzing 'and controlling the vari-
ables in each texturing approach is. important.

Tft experimentation with smooth and textured shading should proceed

much as described -in Subsection 4:2.1. Dynamic motion sequences of 5 sec

or more can be.shown to subjects who are then questioned on what the scene
r

consisted of, what motion path they took, and other relevant aspects of

distance and motion. The motions. paths sh uld be simple; e:g.,'straight

lines with and without rotation and peed changes, hyperbOlic descent to

the grdund-plane,4or "S" turns. The scene should bea simple, single
,

ground plane surface, for this research. Thus, all the subject sees is

the shading method on the surfite and the horizon. This approach has

worked very well becau'se no other cues are available to confuse results.
as .
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The different texturing mqthodi should be compared to tonal gradients

for accuracy of cues.

4.2.3 Shadows

Although the inclusion of shadows can make significant differences

in human perception, shadows are hard to compute and tonsume valuable

edges in polygon-based CIG simulations. However, other approaches to
,

tIG simulation may permit shadows to be used within system constraints.

The analytic and experimental work with shadows should deal with

DefenSeMapping Agency terrain. This type of scene is difficult to model

and thus represents,a limit on simulation performance. The use of shadows

may significantly improve the human perception of terrain in advanced 4,

simulation, Standard test procedures should be used to study terrain dis-

plays 'with and without shadowslincluding the motion paths deVelopedfOr the

research areas described above. TF* subject views a 5-second motion sequence

and is-asked what the scene consisted of, what 'Motions occurred, and wheXher

shadows helpdd interpretation. This procedure should'be used for gentle and

rough terrain.and high and low scan angles.

4.2.4 .General Reflection ;

The use of nondtffuse, hon-Lambertian reflection could lead'to the

need for few edges aQd to better human perception. 'Because diffuse

reflection yields atureless surfaces without internal structure (or even

visible boundaries in some areat), unreaistic.and.cartoonish imagery

results and there is an absolute reliance on edges to carry scene display

information. The several reflection methods th4t can be used instead,of,

diffuse reflection.can produce realistic surfaces that appear to be dynamic

and Olt highl(ights (i.e., specular) that follow the moving -observer around

the scene. c-) . .

--The.analyses and experiments parallel those described in Subsec-

tions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. A single ground plane-with or without texture

should be displayed with a general bidirectional reflectionmode. The

s ndard motion sequencer should be used: All experimental results.

obtained for the-different algorithms--1) Gouraud vs. inverse range .

ea,



shading, 2) attenuation gradient vs. various textures, and 3) one general

'reflection model vs. another -- should be compared to determinewhich combi-

nation(s) of algorithms produces the best perceptions...

4.2.5 Contrast Management.

Display deviCes have limited energy output whicfi results in limited

dynamic range. The use of contrast management to maintath,the display
.

energy requirements within device limits has_significant benefits. There'

are°eXpertmental results--e.g., Cornsweet' (1970)--which indicate

that differential filters reduce the energyoutput requirement for a given
1

contrast perception.
-

The analysis involves human retina, lateral ge4iculate, and striate

cdF.tex physiology: It seems that the response of the visual system to

imaged.light is, the Laplacian of the Gaus.iian-distribution,involved with

the image. Given this information, an attempt might be made to devise

special lters that are blind to the visual system and reduCe. cOntrast.

he experimentation based on these analyses involves-dynamic dis-

plays. of standard.patternssuch as bars, crosses, Circles, hinge's, and

aleckerboards. If these ditplays produce good results, live and simulated.

-"Imagery should be / tested. Unlike the four research areas discussed'.above,

this work may not lead iO'elevint algorithms; however, it does offer the
. ,

opportunity to significantly improve CIG displays.

9

fit
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Appendix A

"- CONSULTANT INTERVIEWS

This appendix presents detailed reports of iiKerviews with perceptual-.

knowledge experts.. These reports viere written by mercers of the program.

The experts interviewed include:

1. Conrad Kraft and additional Members of the
Crew Systems Division, Boeing Aer91spce Company

2. Herschel Leibowitz, Pennsyt(iania APte University 4
. 3. 'Allen Pantle, Miami University

4. Tarow IndoW, University of California .at Irvine'

5. Walter Gogel, University of California at Santh Barbara.

. A.1 INTERVIEWS WITH BOEING PERSONNEL (19-21 April '1979)

*A large number of issues relating to perceptual aspects of CIG

displays were discussed with Dr. Conrad Kraft and other Boding,personnel.

The points brought out in the discussion are organized into three categories:
. N

CIG,problems, that remain in state-of-the-art,systems, issues for the model -.

builder, and research are-expected to contr ute to improvement

of CIG displays.

A.1.1 'CIG Problems

Image Doubling.

Two conditions-are necessary for image'doubling;to occur. 'One is

that the update rate must,be slower than the field rate, i.e., a given

object's position is updpted'or changed only on every n
th

field, where

n41.
t

Second, the angular velocity of the object must exceed a critical'

value. For commercial aircraft, objects on the ground'(such as runway

lights) exceed this landing, takeoff, and even short

radius turns on the gt-ound. The critical velocity would be exceeded

more-ofted in tactical Aircraft. The problems caused by this phenomenon

are reduction of realism; negative transfer because artificial cues to

.,velocity are given, interference with visual recognition and identifica-

tion tasks, and possibly the oneration of false motion information-

through strobe e'ffects..

91 ":
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A possible perceptual analysis is as follows. The odd fields shOW

the object moving smoothly through the fjeld'of.view, i.e., position is

changed e.t.a uniform rate froM one presentation to another. -The/result

is a percept of a single, smoothly moving object. The.,,,even fields act

similarly,generating a second percept of a'single, smoothly moving

-object.- flowever,these two Percepts are not fused'inio one because

there, is not coMmensurate motion of the object from the first field to
o

the second. To fuse the two per` pts,:it'would be necessary to,perceive

asingle object moving,, halting, moving, halting, etc.,across the field.

Instead, the visual syste6 organizes the information as two separate but

7 smoothly. moving objects. 'The, repeated move-halt pattern can be..treated

as the result of a smooth mciement component and a sawtooth umponeAt

having a fundamental frequency equal to the fraMe rate. The visual

'system treats the smooth component as representing mot-fon', but inter-

prets'the saWtooth component as representing two spatially distinct_

obfets.

Earth Model X '

)7 fiecatisecurrent data bases`use a flat (rather than a spherical)

//- ear'th?iOne result is that the distance between the end of a runway and

the 41eilitzon distorted.' That is, igseparation.is.greater than would
f I .

be-the case W'it*1 a spherical earth. The effects of aerial perspective

'rnuld also be distorted. Unknown effects on the perception of distance

'and orientation may be resultingfrom the artifactual flatness and

distorted position Of theilorizon.

Color-Temperature Changes

Present' systems. do,not represent the substantial changes in'color

temperature of the illumination Which eCurs at dawn and dusk. '"Perhaps
- .

more important,'wheg the sun angle is low, there aee marked color tem-

.;pera ure changes depend* on whether flight is-into or away frOm the
4

sun 'These changes might be particularly helpful in low-altitude
,---/

-tactical visual flight guidance.
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Lack of Directional Sun

Visibility, glare, and light scattering effects change drastically ,

as'fligght'heading is altered with respect to the sun, These effects,

-which are not represented in present syStems, are probably very important

for certain kinds df.,,tactical 'training because they can- be exploitedtby

a pilqt (or hts enemy)' topreventAiisaal-detection and recognition..

Other CIG Problems.

An algorithm is used that causes displayed lights to grow in an

area up to a maximum size. An illusion of shrinkage occurs when the light

size redeCriets maximum and is held constant.

'Saturated colors may make object detection too easy. The'view was

e4ressed that.more edges May bg needed to make detection more realistic.

Color matching for multiple-monitor displays was considered tbe

near,ly.i4ossibld due to pecUliailties in picture tubes and driving:char-

acteristiCs. If two monitors are adjusted so that color matches are

satisfactory at ope luminance, the matches may be unsatisfactory at other

Ttle distancesat which runway Markings btcome visible was considered

critical to performance. In the simulator, this distance varies with

luminance settings, thus making realistic simulation difficult.

Aljasing problems may serve di. distrattors in air-to-air and air-,
to-ground 'tasks., The pilot's-attention may be attracted to some area of

the display becuse*of an aliasing problem, thiis causing a decrement in

detection of a target elsewhere in the display. A
!

A combi9ation of fading and blending was considered to be a

probable solution to tiie CIG Problem of making lights gradually disappear.
.

.

A.,12 Issues for the Model-Builder tr
_

. I. ShOuld the maximum visibility be limited, perhaps to 40 miles?

2. Should there bepres,et configurations of atmospheric condi-
tions from which tqe instructor would select, rather than

'separately variable parameters?,, . -:
.,,

-3. .There seemed to 1)6 'general agreement- that asun'mOdel would
be useful to provide realistic 'shadows and some simulation'
of 'glare ,--' .,

-.. -

. -

. N
. . .
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4 In developing the final data base for a new simulator,
it was necessary to pare a larger available data base to a
manageable size. Two criteria were'used, one of which was
the maintenance'of realism, especially through the inclusion
of specific features needed for training purposes (e.g., . ,

a specific.buildihg. that plots .used as a cue for turning):
The second criterion was themaintenance of essential visual
cues, which was sometimes accomplished with artificial
features rather than with features that attempted to match
the real world.

5. Enough dettil is needed in the far periphery and forward
to.provide're)ative motion cues. Farther out, the rect-
angular pattern of the runway with some differentiation

should be sufficient.- Regular patterns in the far
periphery or straight ahead should be avoided as these can
cause perceived movement reversals.

A.1.3 Suggestions for Needea Research

1. Present data orb contrast sensitivity functions seem to be
1dequate in form.. Adifferent format is not suggested.,

'2.- Th e effects af curmeLl_and flat horizons on judgment$ of
iqance, shape, and orientation. Fligheperformance
'tasks do Oot need to be used as measure's.

3. Effect of the size of the field of view on the accuracy ,.

of motion perceptidn, perception of self-motion, and
performance of various flight and gunnery tiasks.

4. Questions' about thresholds for'motion-perception and
linearvection based on motion displays presented to the t

'far periphery inciude,a) What are the latencies 'fork,
these perceptions? and'b) Are some pilots moresensitive

, than others to movements in,the far peilphery? '

5. Other questions'hout motion perception include: What
A

*" 'individual :differences exist in pilots' use of vestibular,
vs, visual,timotion'cues and in resolving peripheral vs.

---. Central motionlperception conflicts?

The effect of update rate on the accuracy of motion and
velocity judgments, .perception of self:motion, and perfor-
mance of detection and recognition tasksinvolving objects
.With riideclerate and high angular, velocities.

7.: Size and contrast thresholds .tor peripheral vision.
-How much detail is needed for adequate peYceptionof.
orientation and motion? (See Leibowitz.tntenvieiW:
Subsection A..2.).

PM
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as.

8, Effect of blur and reduced resolution on performance of
various flight and 'gunnery' taskS. Lmportant for setting
display specifications and for evaluating anti-aliasing

--algorithms which reduce resolution.

9. Additional Information is needed on the detection, recognition,
and orientation of distant air and. ground targets. What are
the real deteEtion and recognition rangeS? What stimulus
properties (e.g., Spatial frequency components) are actually.
used? This Information is "needed for fitting ZIG systems to
specific training requirements.

10. Assessment of'individual differences with respect to.
detection and recognition performance, use of peripheral
vision, and perception of motion. An important question
is whether pilots, .as a class, tend to differ from, the
general population with respect .to these characteristics.

11. A need was-Xpressea for a measure of, scene complexity.
,

12. There is a need for transfer-o-iraining.studies. The
same perceptual and performance measures should, be taken
in actual" flight and ,in simulators.

13. Can aneed be 'demonstrated for the use of color?

14.- What is the optimum, tradeoff between resolution and
field of view? \

.

15. For detection and recognition tasks (e'.g., air-to-air
combat), data are needed on the recognition 'of attitude

' changes of a small spot, possibly produced,in the simu-
lator withapserts

16. Research is needed 6n the importance of using the side -

windows. . a .

171 Defining the, side of a hill might be improved by the use
of shadow, surface shading, and rounding, of contours.
Research ,is needed, on whether texture would be helpful,

...A,..1_...
18. Some of theneeded research could use perceptual measures .

. (e.6. , Inagnitude estimates) instead' of, transfer of training.
a. F

A ' N ,
. .

. 41.
. ..

. ,
,

..° .. . 1

,A.)2 INTERVIEW WITH H. LEIBOWITIZ (28 April 1979)
(

/Professor Leibowiti discussed te, stimuj4tion
..

requirdd 15y, the ,p'
- .

''.° ambient syft4R11. fac-EMS indAenp:ng acCbmmadatiOn,, ihe'intmct4on of, ,. .-. .

..

° the'yisiofi system. and the perception of_motion," and the impact pf size4.
. ' ' 0 t 4 1 ' /'-. and Appe tonstlincy-on;:c.IG. displaxs..In addition, Prbfessor LeMovit.z,

. i,

.4 Nt . . ,.' sfat6d-ttli,,19,5tereo,4iiilays, colbra,displays',' and the inclutlprOof : ..

2
1.,chrompatereopsis-are iCar necessary, for _flight simuaators. ; ,
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A.2.1 Peripheral and Aibient Vision

Much recent evidence suggests we have two visual Systems:

, r1) the focal system, which a lY
. \

1

uses' the Central part of the Visual
.

,

field amkprovides informa ion. about fine detail and form, and 2) the 4**

ambient system which uses the
1

peripheral part of the visual field and

provides information about motion and spatial location and orientation.

Bec4use many problems in,flying involve orientation in spaKit is
. .

important to provide adequate stimulation f4 the ambient system, However,

it is prgipably not necessary to provide detailed inforMation. For^example, '

circularvection--the
.

perception/of self-motion pfoduced by rotating the
.

uumal field--is unaffected by severe 'bilurririg of the retinal image or by
,

,

large variations in lumi,nance,(Lefbowitz,,:podemer,*and Dichgans, 1§7t):
. ,

Stimulation of the ambient system probably requires a large field of'view. -

.

but little detail. i.
/ . ..

.

%
s - 0.

N. A hypothesis about night-driVing acCidenls -is relevant to:siMUfater
.

displays. At night, the,ambient system is'adequateTy stimulated despite.. ,

low ,illumriance-s: The driver receives adequate inforMatiani about hi-S

location and Movement iftspaqand therefore feels cohfident. However, .

.
. .

14ecauSe the low illuminafion hampers .the focal'system,-the'dHver'does'-
.

- .

not receive adequate information about obstacles, road 'defects,'and other, ' ,o

,

. features which cause accidenks: Although,the visual
.

dtSjoldycon a simulator-. 4,

may provide enough inforrptiort 6 the system.tO,produce afeeling t `,'

.

of,realism and confidence ; - 4 deodate dktail folhe hia)syeli and for
' performing the tasks it mediates .may be lacking: :Thus%, i),.4 -krIci.0q 'lf '. .

..

'. o, , . 4V ro*:, A ' 4..t o.
ejt .godckrolism.Wnot 'an,ade4uatd. as:sdssillent2, , .%. . -.., ,

. .
-os. .

..
. :. .._. -.,-,- % 6 0

p At. jr,., ,.

4 ,A4'.2 1k4Vomodation .. . .

-,,- . t:, - ..s. ,
2 "k" SI -2.

. r !"
r.,,, , tr.:Val.:the absence of" fiRproprlate sti#141 ion; aCcommOdaTlioffseti<s.,a

4 ...'resting-state;whiCh vaties froM one indIvfOua+ ,a.n0her: Alfhough thq.,,,

.:'',. range of variaVon. is4argd, the resting state-fdr the makrity.otpersoqs:
. :, %

tested is ithjn one meter. The resting state-is measAtred:in'the dark;4, "
'''. . . .

* howeve , tndividbal accommodation in certain other Situationsis hiphly,,.certain .
O . 4 '

v correlated with the daft state.- Thesd other situations include night .. "
4,.

settings.apd empty - field. situations (such as a pilot encounters w ilen-, '
.

inothe air).
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In other situations, 4ccommodation is always a compromise between

the dark focus and'the accommodation-appropriate
for the object fixated.

The variables which control accommodation have not'been,completely worked
out. However; as illumination and contrast increase, the compromise moves

. from the dark focus, towards the locus of the object fixated. For high
contrast' patterns, Owens found that the intermediate spatiA frequencies
(thb1e atthe peak of the contrast sensitivity curve) more effectively

4
-control 'accommodation than do either 'high orow spati41 frequencies.

'. Peripheral stimuli (such as the edge Of the cockpit window) play a role
as well. Thus, accommodation may be viewed as a three-way compromise

among the individual's dark focus, theloCus of the object fixated, and 2

the locus of peripheral objects. Stress also- appears to play a role.

Some attempts have:been initiated to improve visual performance '

at night be providing the viewer with an individual Optical correction .

equal to one-half the dark focus. The results appear promising.
The finding by Owens (1976) that the middle spatial frequencies most

effectively stimulate accommodation rejects an earlier s eculation that -

the 'absence of high frequency component's from a CIG display mig t
,

its Capacity to stimulate accommodation.
It would appear that the major

probleh max be quite,the opposite; i.e.; if the raster is resolvable, it
may pf-Oildeo.;, stimulus for accommodation

,
distant objects'which would

be absent from the normal cockpit scene. .Thus, distant-objects and air-.
, craft would be detected-end recognized

more quiqkly in the simula 'tor
. than in ar4,actual aircraft.

A:2.3 Perception of Motion:

Perception of motion involves interaction of the' visual and ves--
tibular sytems. HoWeNer, in may cases it may be che-aper to produce-per-

ceptions'of motion by means of visual dis'.plays than by means of mechanical
motion. FurtherliOre, certain kinds of information are signaled only by
the visual system (e.g., constant velocity motion is not signaled by the
vestibular system).

ira
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A.2.4. Size and Shape Constancy

Size and shape constancy yrefer to the ability to accurately perceiVe

an object's size and shape regardless of &e viewing distance&.viewing

angle. This ability provides an index of complex perceptual performance

with respect to the judgment, of size, distance, shape, orientation, and

(sometimes) motion.

Blurring-of the retinal image and reducing the stimulus4luminance

and viewing time do not affect size constancy, although reducing the size-
.

of the visual field does. These facts,support.the hypothesis that size ,

constancy mediated by the ambient visual system. They also suggest

that, An the visual simulator, the size of the field of view is more

important than the amount of detail for the-kinds of visual judgments

represented by size constancy. Oa the other hand, blurring and the

reduction of luminance and viewing time do reduce shape constancy.

These latter facts suggest *both that shape constancy is mediated by

focal vision and that, with respect to display systems:good resolution

and detail are important to the perception bf 'shape and orientation.

A.2.5 Stereo Displays'

Leibowitz has written a report showing that the information pre-
.

sented in a stereo display can also be obtained from a nonstereo display- -

without the extra expense and loss of resolutiol6wtich stereo entails.

Thus, stereo displays-do not appear worthwhile.

A.2.6. Color

Leibowitz believes that color adds little, essential information.

There may also be a report on this topic. Leibowitz.suggests contaotlipg

/
Dr. Milton Whitcomb.

A.2.7 Chromostereopsis

Leibowitz believes that this phenomenon is not critical fo:r.flyin

situations and flight simulators Since the effect is iarbe only when

the viewer's pupils are'small, in a natural viewing situation with

natural pupils, the effect is small.
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A.3- INTERVIEW WITH A. PANTLE (7 May 1979)

Professor Pantle'discussed the masking effect of the raster attern,

the effect of,kpdate rate on the perception of motion,, the correlation

betwten spatial f- requency and motion detection, andtile correlation of

dynamic texure.

A.3.1 Masking

Masking refers to the fact that the presence of-one stimulus or one

4.stimulus component may interfere with the perception-of a second stimulus

or component. The phenomenon is'relevant for two,reasons. First, to the
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extent tlAt the raster is resolvable, the raster structure may interfere

with the perception of objects represented intthe display. ,.A knowledge

of masking is needed for selecting the optimal characterisfi-c.s of the

raster and for ameliorating any masking effect of the raster by appro-

priate modificatibns of tIde data base. Second, masking is the psycho-

-.physical research area most relevant to the effects of "clutter" on

detectiorrand recognition.' A knowledge of masking is needed to' optimize

clutter effects while still remaining within the limits placed on the

amount of deta 1 ible in C1G displays.

The basic findings on masking are summarized'in a-techNcal report
(by Pantle (1974). There ha;ie been no fundamental advances sine then.

. .

However, Sansbury and Leage recently did some:imObrtant work, and their

results are presumably now being prepared f6i4,publication.

To a large extent, masking cit.' be treated as filtering. The effect

of the mask is equivalent to filtering out or selectively attenuating coM=

patients which are similar to the mask in orientation and spatial freqUency

(or orientation, size, and position). dinsbergia work is highly %levant;

he has looked at the effects of various-kinds of seAtive filtering On

the perception of Complex scenes and patterns. His worki:s summarized
7-

in an Air Force Technical Report which is'presently being prepared for

publication. However, Ginsberg does not deal with the dichotomy between

sustained and transient mechanisms (see Breitmeyer and Ganz, 1976; '

Tolhurst, 1975), nor does he deal with dynamic scenes. With respect to

the latter, high frequency masking stimuli may interfere with the per-

teption of micromovements:

A.3.2 Update Rates

Good apparent motion can be seen with low update rates. However,

a motion aftereffect is not produced if the object moves too far from one

presentation to another, i.e., if the update rate is too low.' The lack

of adaptation is important with respect to simulators. A low update rate

might leave the pilot unprepared for the effects of,adaptation.which

occur in the natural situation., The .lack of idaptatiOn, 'also suggests
MI
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that -the mechanisms being stimulated at low update rates are different

from those at high update rates..

In addition, a high update rate is needed if micromovement is to
. ,

be perceived. Micromovalient is themovement of a small object within a

large cluster, e.g., a tank. within a group of tanks. -The critical inter-
.

val between presentations is 50 msec or even less (see Shepard and Metzler,

1971; Pantle and Picciano, 197 ). Further, the capacity to perceive a

)Complexly on randomly textir erill surface as a segregated entity depends on

high update rates (Persik, Hicks, and Pantle, 1978). This fact is rele-

vant
. .

vant to the use of textures to "define surfaces in CIO displays.

Pantie believes that the basic mechanism of movement perception

responds to small displacements preserited within short periods of time.

'The displacements must be 30 mint of visual angle or less, and the time

between presentations must be 50 msec or even less if the basqc mechanism

e is to be activated. Pantle believes that the motion perceived at slower
.

update rates is mediated by_a higher-order, learned mechanism. A 30-Hz

update rate has 33 msec between presentations. Pantle's data suggest .

that this is a borderline interval, sometimes adequate and sometimes not.

A.3.3 Contrast Sensitivity to Moving Patterns.

One source of information on this 'topic is the literature on the

detectioriof gratings which flickerin coonterphase.' Sucha grating is

° equivalent to two moving gratings. There is 6 correlation between the

spatial frequency of a component and the rate of motion at which it is

,

\

\
best detected (Watanabe, et al., 1968;Anfle, 1970). One consequence

.

of-this correlation is that as the velocity of an object changes, the
\ spatial frequency components that are impprjtant for the object's.detec-

tion and recognition will also'cliange (Pantle,,1970; Breitmeyer, 1973).

A.3.4 Texture

A moving., random texture pattern is perceived as a single, moving

entity or surface only if it is quite noise-free. Experiments indicate

that if the correlation between the pattern at successive presentations

is less than 0.95, the pattern will not be perceived as a segregated

entity.
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A.4 "INTERVIEW WITH T.'INDOW (22 February and 29 March 1979)

The discussions with,Professor Indow centered around the question

of how, ideally, the colors in a CIG display should be determined and

calibrated. He. made the following recommendations:

1 Five to seven colors should be selected from the real-world
scene as the colors to be used in the matching procedure.
These colors should be seletted,according to their impor-
tance in the performance of the task of interest. For
example, the selection of the colors to be matched whn.
the task of interest is landing might be determined by
asking pilots what col'Ors are most *portant to them in
performing this 'task. (This question would be asked in
`terms of environmgptal features--e.g.,.the color of the
runway surface.or of various lights--rather than in terms

a
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of color names.) The five to seven colors selected as
standard colors should cover the entire color space, in
addition to being of importance in the task of interest.

2. Psychophysical matches, rather than matches based entirely
on physical' measurements, should be used to match the per-
ceived colors in the CIG display to the perceived real-
world colors.'

3. The psychophysical -matching proedure should not rely on
the observer's memory of the real-world colors, since
colors tend to be remembered at more ,saturated than they
actually are in the real scene. Instead, the following
generl Oocedure should be used:

a. Color matches should be madelunder varying conditions
of illumination in the-situation to be simulated
(e.g., during an actual aircraft landing). The .

observer should Match the directly perceived colors
to color chips,, such as the Munsell chips.

b. The,observer would set the colors in the simulator to
match chips of the-same color, using a standardproce-
dure for setting up the colors in the CIGsystem,and
for calibrating monitors. -

4. Specification Systems: With respect to discrimination and
just-noticeable differences, the Commission Internationale
de l'Eclairage (CIE) Uniform Color Scale is useful for prat?-,
tical appliCations, except perhaps in he violet. However,
for suprathreshold differences such as those involved in
judgments of similarity and realism),, Munsell specifications
are more useful. It is important to observe the-differences
between matte and lustre finishes.

5. Shading: Objects in the real world a
)
re

t
no- t unifoj3mly

colored; rather, there is considerable variation from
one part of a surface to another. This variation arises
mostly from nonuniform, illumination. Indtw believes that
it is more important. to provide some shading than to get
the basic colors right. Lack of color gradients is a
major problem With present displays.

A.5 INTERVIEW WITH W. GOGEL (9 February 1979)

Professor Gogel discussed a number of aspects of distance

perception:
.

/1. Because at high altitudes there are few cues to distance
in the actual flight situation, distance is probably
often misperceived (underestimation is most likely).

1
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The'relatigrns,hip between errors in distance perception
and the a ompanying errors in size perception is
delineated in the literature on the size-distance
invariance hypothesis.

2. One distinctiongwhich is important when studying, the
literature is the difference between reported and
registered distance. A pilot must learn to correct
registered distance, and this process may be involved.
One task of simulators might be to teach pilots to use
cues, such as resolution criteria, which are not usually
used in perception.

3. When distance cues are minimal, two perceptual tendencies
become :important. One is the equidistance tendency
(objects, tend tobe seen at the same distance), which may
-cause a runway to appear tilted upward. Henry Mertens
has studied the probleM of judging the orientation of a
runway on approach. The second tendency is the specific
distance tendency (objects tend to be registered as being
at a specific distance rather than being processed as
indeterminate in distan

4. Outline gradients and outline perspective appear to be more
important than texture. The relevant experimentaTiwork is
by R. Freeman and there wat an interesting exchange between
Freeman and Flock. The existing work has been mostly with
static scenes and thus does not really assess the importance
of accretion and deletion of texture,in dynamic scenes. In

a reduced cue situation, texture may contribute to the equi-
distance tendency.

5. One issue is how much peripheral stimulation is needed to
produce a full' perception of motion. The experimental Work
in this area is by Johansson and his colleagues.

'6.; There is evidence that the perceptual effects of shadows
depend on the assumed location of the illumination source.
The oNer ork in this arelbis by Gogel and Hess on chicks;
the more recent Work 4s on human infants. Sources to look
at are I. Rock's text on perception, andthe aeveiopmentai
text by Cohen and Selapetek.

7. Lew Harvey published a study on how changes in the apparent
size of approaching lights affect distance judgment.

8. Aerial perspective may provide some relative distance
intonation, but not absolute distance information.

I

9. In dynamic scenes, the changes in perspective and shape
over time may provide a great deal of information.
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Appendix B

LITERATURE SUMMARIES

Aqh

This appendix contains summaries of,the literature on perceptual
knowledge that relates°to the limitations identified in .Section 2% The
summaries are ,arranged to parallel the major topics delineated in that
section. Each-summary briefly describes the wo.rk and results reported in
the document /article, and highlights the applicable,implications for CIG.

The summaries are arranged as follows:

B.1' Contrast Management and Aerial Perspective ....

8.2 Resolution

p.\- 106

p: 149

B.3 Dynamic Range
p. 162

B.4 Directional Illumination Effects p. 179

B.5 Raster Effects 4 p. 184

8.6 Color
p. 196

8.7 Level of Detail p:, 203

B.8 Surface, Definition p. 217,

B.9 Perceived Flatness.of the Display p. 278
B.10 Minimal Scene Content 1

p. 283

B.11 Size and Continuity of the-Visual Field
-

p.
30,

8.12. Hybrid Display and Update p. 320

Subsettion 8.13, Bibliography, provides additional sources that
were not included 'in the summaries.

';
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B.1 CONTRAST MANAGEMENT AND AERIAt PERSPECTIVE

Several CIG- problems Identified in Subsection 2.1 are grouped

together because their ameli,orat:ion involves more effective contrast

management. Contrast management refers to controlling the visibility of

an objeC't by manipulating its physical contrast. A certain amount of this

manipulation can be accomplished the model or data base. Other manipu-

lations'requ'irereal-time computation as the object's distance or appafent

size'changes. Both strategieS are intended to circumvent certain unreal-

istic percepts that result as objects approach the re o ion liMit of a

display system. The perceptual and display characterisii s that contribute

to these problems are detailed in Subsection 2.1.

In brief, these,problems may be-summariied in the following way.

When an object recedes into the distance, its angular subtense decreases

and the object gradually disappears as the resolution limit of the eye is

approached. However, in 'a video image the angular subtense of an object
,

cannot be reduced below one pixel., a size that is two to.fourAimes larger

than the resolution limit of the'eye. As a result, perceptual dqtortion

of the object occurs. However, sinte the resolution limit of the visual

system partly depends on the contrast or intensity of the object viewed, a

combination of the following methods can be emplOyed to lessen the resdrt-

itig -perceptual distortions:

, 1: The contrast between ail.object,,,arld its surroundings can, be

kept low in the data base. )J.

The object's contraslt mite repliced as the square ofthe
calculated viewing distance, once the one -pixel limit has

been reached.
.

3. Aerial perspective can-be simulated and the attenuation which
it incorporates wilb serve to reduce contrast as a'function,

of viewing distanct.
4

ktleVant psithophysical literature concerns 0sibility and,bright-

ness as a function,of stimulus size and shape; contrast'sensitivity as a

function of size,.snape, and spatial-frequency; and the optical'-neural t

spread functions of the visual system. Other relevant literature describes

the contrast attenuation produced by tne'atmosphere which q...equired for

the simulation of aerial perspective. The articles summarized in this

subsection deal-with-these topics. . ""Ic

C
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Barlow, H. B. Temporal or spatial summation an human vision at different '

background intensities. Journal of Physiology, 1958, 1958.141, 3'37-350.
.

Key Words: 'Temporal and spatial summation

Increment thresholds have been- measured in a retia) se9jon 5° 10'

from the fovea with test spots of varying sizes and durations superimposed,

on backgrounds of various intensitieS.-

The total amount of summation (asMieasured by the ratio of. lowest'

threshold qUantity of light to lowest ihresholdintensity) decreases con--

tinuously as backgrOund.intensity is raised. This decrease occur ?in the

phgtopic as well as the..scotopic range.

.The upper limit of complete temporal summation is decreaslp by in-°

`--

i -,

.

creasing the area of the Stimulus'and by increas-ing the backgrodhd . .,--

.

intensity.

The upper limit. of complete spatial summation is decreased by in-

creasing the duration of the stimulus and tyjncregsing the backgrdund

intenitt. °

c. The increment threshold lies a6ov6the limit set by quantal fluctua-
.

tions'of,the background light, except._ _hossibly f(:1 a single set of conditionsj

,, Ns,

factors which might prevent attainment of the limit aN suggested. t. ,

*, /:' - .0
. .

CIG Implication's: Contrast thresholds areaffected by the temporal'and 4_

spatial summations of the hulMan visual system which in turn are affected by
.

,, . .

the level of baCKground illumination Implementation of the suggested pro-

cedur4 for contrastmanagemerA (see Subsection 2.1) depends on a knowledge
',.

,-.
1 /---

of how these stimulus parameters-affect .Contrast,sensitivity. The present
1.

. 1
1 .

article contains a sqstantial portion.of these data. for .a peri9dic stimuli.
.*.
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garon, W. S.,'and G. Westheimer. Visual acuity as a function of exposure
duration. Journal ofthe Optical Society of,America, 1973,63% 212-223.

Key Words: ,Vernier acuity; expoSbre durations

'Changes.of.visual acuity with txposure durations shorter than the

critical duration for detection can be'attributed to simple light summation.
.

(
.

:

.

HOwever,
.

changes of 'visual- acuity with longer exposure durations must be

c,_

otHerwise;accounted for:. -This paper shows changes of photopic acuity with
.., ,

i ..

'prolonged exposure durations, and considers several possible underlying
. .

. .

mqchanisms. ;I'he,aeuity threshold was And to decrease with ,exposure dura-
. -. .

up to 400 ms and possibly longer. ThuS,.pupillaryand accomtodative

fluctuations were, investigated, L'mechanisms concerned, but were found to

. .have no effect on the phenomenon. A task- specific summation period was

. .

sought; however, no evidende for such was found. Also, similar results

were fou'n91,whether the presentat4on consisted of a single. uniform exposure

or two discrete exposures with some interval between.

GIG Implications: The reason for the decrease in vitual acuity thresholds
,

.

with longer stimulus durations is not well unde>god: Nevertheless, the

pheriomenon can,be effectively exploited to control the appearance of dis-

played objects as a function of calculated viewtg dntance. If objects

are .switched in" at-or near threshold contrast when some critical distance
m

. is reached, their detectability should increase in a gradualand /natural

manner after they are first displayed.

s
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Blackwel1, H. R. Contrast thresholds of the human eye. Journal of the-
Optical'Society of,merica, 1946, 36, 624-643.

Key Word: Contrast thresholds.

Experimental data are presented representing approximately(450,000

responses made by trainer' observers undlaboratory conditions Contrast

thresholds are presented for stimuli brighter and{ darker than their back:

ground and for two values of stimulus exposure. In each case, wide varia-

tions Were'studied in the iiarameters;.., stimulus Eontrast, stimulus area,

and adaptation brightness.

CIG Implications: An extensive study on contrast thresholds that provides

the basic data required for contrast management in terms of stimulus

variables and individual variation.



Breitmeyer, B., and L. Ganz. -Temporal studies with flashed gratings:
inferences about human transient and sustained channels. Vision Research,
1977, 11 861-865.

Key Worms: Transient response; contrast sensitivity; spatial frequency

The'temporal response /properties of the human visual system to low

and high spatial frequency gratings were investig-ated by two contrast detec--

tion threshold techniques. With the first technique the contrast threshold

for detecting vertical sinusoidal gratings at spatial frequencies of 0.5,

2.8 and 16.0 c/deg was deterMined at exposure durations ranging from 20 to

400 msec. It was found that the critical duration, at and below which

reCiprociity between Mitt-At and a nonunity power Of duration holds, in-

creased from roughly 60 to 200 msec as spatial frequency increased from

0.5 to 16.0 c/deg. The second technique involved subthreshold summation

of two 10-msec flashed. presentations_of either a 1.0 or 10.0 c/deg grating.

The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) separating the onsets of the two pulses

varied from 0 to 210 msec. The results revealed that the subthreshold

interaction of the two flashes at high spatial-frequencies can be oharac-

terized by monophasic sustained excitation,and inhibition; at low spatial

frequencies, however; this interaction can be characterized by a multi-,

ti

phasic oscillation of excitation and inhibition-superimposed on a mono--
.

phasic excitatory-inhibitory interaction. The findings are related to

properties of transient and sustained channels assumed to exist in human

vision.,

4
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CIG Implications: Transient channels produc nonlinearities in the

spatial and temporal sensitivity of the vi a1 system that should be con-
.

sidered in the development of contrast may agement algorithms.

s.
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Breitmeyer B:,and B. Julez. The role of on and off transients in
determining the psychophysical spatial f4quency response. Vieion

i'Research;'1975, 15 ;' 411-415.

Key Words: Visioni transient response

.** -

Two experimentsmere, run to investigate the contrast sensitivity of

the visual system to sinusoidal grating's of variable spatial frequency when

onsets and offsets of their presentations, lasting about 500 msec, were

either abrupt or gradual. In the first experiment, it was found that a pie-

sentation having abrupt onsets and offsets, relative to one having gradual

onsets and offsets, increased the contrast sensitivity at low spatial fre-

quencies but left unaltered the sensitivity at hi gh spatial frequencies. -

is reultis consistent' with previous findings which indicate that

visual channels preferri porally transient simulation are predomi-
,,

nantly tuned to low spatial frequencies. In a second experiment it was

food that the increase in contrast sensitivity at low spatial frequencies

his primarily due to the leading abrupt.onset;°i.e., at low spatial fre-

quencies a presentation havimi.an abrupt onset and gradual offet increased

contrast sensitivity relative to a presentation having a gradual onset and

abrupt offset. This result suggests that the spayotempora) frequency

response of the visual system, like its temporal or spatial frequency

response, must be specified not only in terms of a modulation transfer

function but also in terms of a phase response...

CM Implications: In several simurator displays:objects appear to suddenly

pop in or out.Of view as they reach the edge of the display. The results



A

.

of this article indicate that abrupt onsets will pro4ce amore unrealistic

perception than abrupt offsets. Therefore, priority may be given to the

stimulus onset in efforts to mitigate this problem.

es,

at
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Brown, B. The effect of target contrast variation on dynamic visual
acuity and eye movements. Vision Research, 1972, 12, 1213-1224.

Key Words: Dynamic acuity; contrast

Contrist is important in determination of dynamic -'Visual acuity._

(DVA). Reduced contrast produces decrement of performance because of two

separate effects, one on static acuity and one on eye movement control.

The effects of reduced contrast on eye movements for the experiment

reported here are not marked, except at.low contrast levels; decrease of

target contrast produces increased latencies (for the initial eye movement

latency and the subssequent saccadic movements) and a decrease in the'final

pursuit velocity of the eye movement.

In the present experiment the effect of contrast on eye movement

control is masked b he compensation brought about by.the increased sue

of targets presented. A stu without the complicating effect ofthis

'increased target size would be of interest. AnNequivalence between the

effects of reduced target contrast and increased target image velocity on

OVA can be calculated. The data of the present Paper allow the*derivation

of threshold'sizes of targets with contrasts between 70 and 20.percent,

moving with angular velocities from,0 to 90°/sec.

CIG Implications: An ,accurate simulation of real world relative contrast

is \important for increasing the degree of positive transfer to actual flight

conditions in terms'of eye movement control. Unnaturally high contrast in

the display caused by the lack of aerial perspective andLtte veiling glare

of the windscreen may not adequately prepare the pilot for the difficulties

of eye movement control encountered under low contrast conditions.
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Campbell,' F. W., J. J. Kulekowske and J. Levenson. The effect of orienta.-
-tion on,.the visual resolution of gratings. Journal of Physiology, 1966,
187, 427-436.

-Key Word: Spatial orientation

The effect of.orientation on the contrast detection thresholds of

'sinusoidal gratings were measured for spatial frequencies between 1 and

3S c/deg. Contrast thresholds,are higher fos...40eque gratings comvred to

either.the horizontal or vertical orientations, and the difference is

somewhat more pronounced at higher spatial frequencies. The orientation

effect is attributed to neural rather than optical factors of the visual.

system,

CIG Implications: Provides baslic data required to implement more effective

contrast management as a function ofIstimulus orientation.
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Duntley, S. (T., U. H. Culver, F. Richey and R. W. Preirenctorfer. Reduction
of contrast by,atmospheric broil, Journal of the Optical Society of
America, 1963, 53, 35/-357. ./e-

Key Words: Atmospheric attenuation; aerial perspective

at

It is shown that the probability of receiving' light from an object

viewed through a turbulent atmosphere follows a normal Gaussian distribu-

tion. Furthermore,the'root.4ean-square angular deflection of the points

of any object will be proportional to the square root of the object -to-

observer distance. From relations of the type described in the examples

it is possible to predict the, apparent contrast throughout a gi'ven scene,

provided the inherent contrast distributior4ethe optical air state, 'and
(

the range of the target anknown. The optical air state for a given.con

ditjon of atmosph'ere can_be measured by using a telephotometer and a series

of long thin black bars of \;aryin widths.

CIG Implications: Contains a portion of the basic data and prs ed es

required for adding aerial perspective to simulatqr displa s

o
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Farne, M. Brightness an indicator to distance: relatiVe brightness per
se or contrast wit' the background? Perception; 1977, 6, 287-293.

Key Words:. Brig ess; contrast; distance p;rception

A black- a white target re displayed', in five different condi-

1

.

//''
tions, on five ay backgrounds ha 10 different degrees of brightness

. . . .
.61, 0 .

(from. very bright to very dark). The results show that the target havin g

, r
the higher contrast with its background is perceived as the.nearer. With .

the off-White background, for example the black target appears as the

nearer to the observer. This contradicts the vell-known concept-according

to Which the brighter target should in any case be percetved as the'nearer:

("relative brightness" cue). The conclusion is that the fameof reference
\,

must be taken into consideration: stating that an experiment was conducted

in empty'space or with relative brietnes,s,is. not sufficient.

IN CIG Implications: Distortions in distance perception result because\-the

angular subterite of an object cannot be reduced,below thessize of one pixel.'

These distortions may be ameliorated by reducing the contrast of an object

after the one-pixel limit has been reached. The results 'show that this

.

strategy will indeed produce the perception of an Object receding. into the

/ ..

, distance.
.

J.
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Ganz,.L. Temporal factors in visual perception, In Ed C. Carterette
and Morton P. Friedman (eds.), Handbook of perception, V,169-231,
New York: Academic

,
Press, 1975.

Key Words: Time integration; Block's Law: temporal threshold

A This tutorial review,,,js concerned vitli the time-integrative func-

tions of the visual system. Light quanta are,integrated bj,,the system in

time bins of17 to,100 msec orionger. The effects of,these parameters on

contrast detection thresholds, flickerithresholds, and perceived duration

are described.

variety of-temporal perceptual phenomena can be described by-

Block's law which states that for threshold phenomena, the same visual

effect will be obtained. if the product of the intensity and duratibn is

held constant,'.so long as the duration.time is less than the critical,

duration (estimated as 100 msec).

Recent research indicates that,the effect of target size on

critical duration is .negligible but that the effect-of background is

large, Another variable affecting critical'aration is-sthe'nature of

the task when integration time increases to as high as 400"msec during "

movement of, the test target and for judgments inyob./ing Laridolt-C test

targets., Patterns of results suggest that when higher stages of the

perceptual system are involved, longer criitial arations 'result.

It is suggested that the temporal properties that comprise Block't

law are determined within the receptor's themselves and possibly involve

the diffusion of ions as a mechanism.' Changes in time constant with

background luminance can'alSo be attributed to,receptor' mechanisms.

120
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If a double light pulse varying in stimulus onset-to-onset is .

presented rather than single bight pulses, the results are more complex.

The main'coMplication Appears to be that, in response to a very brief light

pulse, the visual system goes through a benevolent sequdnce of excitation

followed byinhibition which will attenuate the impact of the second

impulse tf the interval is befWeen 4o to70 msec.

If it is assumed that the visual system is linear,onecan pre-
it*

dict the response of th'e'system to any temporal transient if one knows the

system APresponse to the sine wave components into which the transient, can

be decomposed by Fourier analysis. This transfer characteristic is the

"temporal modulation transfer function" (TMTF). It is determined by,pre-
.

renting 0's with sinusoidally flickering light and measuring, for each

'frequency of flicker, the amplitude needed to obtain a standard ampli-.

tude response. A number of articles are reviewed with the following conclu-

sions presen

system respon

At average retinal illuminance of 4.3 td, the visual

a simple low pass filter with a corner frquency of 7 Hz.

Above 10 Hz thethreshold of a flickering target of any waveform is.entirely

predictable from the threshold to the fundamental frequency of the.sinusoid

ofthat wavefOrm, with higher harmonies not affecting the threshold.

With higher average luminance levels (43, then 403 td), relative

sensitivity to higher frequencies improves and a peak of sensitivity develops

at 8 to 10 Hz, implying that at higher photopic adaptati'n levels, the ,

visual system begins to resemble a filter with both high

121
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cutoff properties. The system operates such that humans are Jess

sensitive to; slow flicker Wen-the field is large. The reader is

referred to several sources for theoretical treatmpnt'of flicker.

A number of inferred impulse responses of the visual systeM to,a

brief transi.ent pu4e a're shown for four levels of background luminance,.

'These unit-'lliplse responses are the'Fourier transformofthe TMTF. They

indicate tha larthe highest background leN,,f1 the visual system responds'

even to a brief pulse with
a latency rf approximately 20 msec, with a

positive-negative Sequence occupying an additional 60 msec. The impulse

response becomes slower as backgound'luminance
diminishes. The relation-

,ship between "131oCk''s law and temporal modulation is descri-W.

The studies of, critical Ouration and unfit- impulse respone are

related to visual persistence, perceltion.of succession, and visual
P'''

ilumerositY.

Empirical studies of homogeneous light masking are presented. The

effects are attributed to temporal integration.in. the y)sual system

S.imilarly,,emoirical studies- of metacontrast are reviewed with the cb6C16-

sion that metacontrast involves lateral inhibition Airticularly among

contour-sensitive mechanisms.

44

Several'theOries are presented'in association with metacontrast:

1) the overtake hypothesis, 2)-lateral inhibition, and 3) fas.t inhibition,

,slow excitation.

A
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Lastly, the efffcts of visual -noise masking and several theoretical ,

interpretations of the phenoMenon are explicatedd. Among those theories

=discussed are: 1) processing interruption, 2) integration theoi4y, and
)

. . "ft
,

.
3) encoding time hypothesis..

Spatiotemporal interactions involving ,braIof'Block's law fclr

moving objects are described. -Predictions regarding apparent motion are

deriled./

CJG Impljcations: Reviews a large portion of thedata which must be

cpsidered^when implementing contrast management, such as temporal threshold

phenoMena, effects of lumtnance on flicker,:effects of critical duration

on unit-impulse responses, and spatioftmporal, interactions for moving

objects.

6

4
-.
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Higgins, K. E., and E. J. Rinalducci. The spatial Broca-Sulzer and
sensitization effects fo'r foveal.viewing. Vision Research, I9'5;
15, 423-425.

Key Words: Threshold sensitivity; contrast detection
-

Under certain conditions ja small circular stimulus field will appear

-briOter (the spatial Broca-Sulzer effect) and produce a higher increment

41preshold, (Westheimer's sensitization effect) than a larger stimulus field

of the same retinal illumihance. In this experimen6, a two-stage procedure

was used to compare the two effects for foveal viewing by determining if

the different stimulus area-retinal illuminance combination that4s*a per-

ceived as equally bright produceequivalelt states of'incr ent-threshold
,

sensitiVity. The results indicate that, while both effects are fobsNwed at

comparable levels of retinal illuminance,- the two effects cannot be

considered synonymous.

CIG Implications. Describes the conditions, where contrast detection

thresholds and apparent brightness°4onojt adhere to the typical contrast

sensitivity functions of the visual system.° These special circumstances

must be Considered for implementing effective contrast management. Other-

wise the abrupt and unnatural appearance of some objects will persist.
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Hirst, A. N., R. L. Beurle, K. I. Beverley, and C. L. Pool6('Contrast

.thresholds for patterns of dynamic visual noise. /,ision Research,
1979, 19, 721 -725.,.

Key Words:, Contrast threshold, visual noise .

. Lt has previously been suggested that when using a cascade image

intensifier there is an optimum gain above which contrast detection

thresholds increase. This paper shows that this is only true for very low

scintillation densities. At higher densities detection thresholds remain

constant above the optimum gain which,occurs when'2but 100 photons enter

the pupil from each scintillation. The verylow scintillation density

regime appears to be a special case.

CIG Implications: Noise from quantal fluctuations need not be considered

for effective contrast management except at very low light levels which are

typically outside the normal operating range of simulator displays. Howl

ever, scintillations derived from nose in the system itself may make this

issue relevant to the quality of some display systems.
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Kelly, P. H. Adaptation eiyfects on spatio-temporal sing-wave threshold's.
Vision Rearch, 1972, 12, 89-101.

Key Worci,s: Adaptation; spatial frequency sensitivity; flicker

The photopic amplitude threShold (AB) for a stimulus that is

sinusoidal function of space and time shows both linear and nonlinear

behavior as the background level (B) is changed. Flicker adaptation is

linear at high temporal frequencies (AB = constant), but obeys a Weber type

of nonlinearity (AB = kB) at low temporal frequencies. Contrast adaptation

is nonlinear at all spatial'fi-equencies, changing from Welr's law at low

spatial frequencies to a OeVries-Rose type of nonlinearity'.(AB = kB1/2) at

high spatial frequencies. In this paper, these regions of linear and non-

linear adaptation.are.mapped in-a general way by varying both spatial and

temporal frequencies as well as the background)evel. The resulting spatio- .

tempoi-al adaptation maps are interpreted in terms of retinal mechanisms.

CIG Implications: Contains a complete representation of the contrast sen-

sitivity surface as a function of temporal and spatial frequency as well as

background illuminance. These are the data required to implement contrast

management algorithms tailored to the modulation transfer function of the

human visual system. These data are most relevant when the contrast of
;

periodic patterns is at issue.
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Kelly, P. H. Theory of flicker and transient responses,I. Uniform fields.
Journal of the Optical Society_of America, 1971, 61, 537-544.

Key Words: Modulation transfer; flicker

Photopic flicker data are explained in terms'of a Aheoretical model

of two retinal processes. The first is a lindar diffusion process (presum-

ably in the receptors) with 5 large dynamic range (-105). The second is a

nonlinear inhibiting network (neural feedback at the synapses of the plexi-

form layers) that adaptively controls the sensitivity and time constants of

the model. The magnitude of its transfer function fits the flicker data

quantitatively at all frequencies; over a wide range of adaptation levels.

The corresponding small-signal impulse responses are also calculated: their

latencies and leading edges (associated with receptor activity) are invarint

with adaptation level; and the remaining phases of these transient waveforms

(associated with the graded potentials of secondary neurons) adapt strongly,

in accord with current histology and microelectrode findings.

CIG Implications: presents basic data on the perception of flicker., Tile

article is useful for determining -the required update rates'to eliminate

flicker and when aliasing problems will result in\an undesirable flicker

response. Furthe more, the simple theory presented may aid in the develop-

ment of algorithms to deal with these issues.
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Kitterle, F. L., and T. R. Corwin. Enhancement of apparent contrast in
flashed sinusoidal gratings. Vision Research, 1979, 19, 33-39. 4

Key Words: Apparent contrast; exposure duration

The apparent contrast of suprathreshold grating targets was measured

as a function of their spatial frequency and exposure duration. For targets

of low spatial frequency, apparent contrast reaches a maximum at exposure

durations of 80 to 100 msec relative to its value at shorter and longer

durations. Contrast-duration curves thus resemble brightness-duration curves

when the Broca-Sulzer effect is pi4sent. For gratings of higher spatial

frequency, apparent contrast increases monotonically with duration. Thus,

temporal contrast enhancement occurs only for low spatial frequency targets.

The enhancement effect occurs foveally as well as for peripherally viewed

targets, but it is abolished 'by decreasing the vertical extent of the

Ar
grating.

CIG Implications: The temporal parameters required for effective contrast

management apply to the apparent contrast of suprathreshold stimuli as well,

as to visual forms at threshold contrast levels. Thus, in order to maintain

real-world values of relative contrast within the display's limited ,dynamic

rang , an object's presentation duration must be considered for low spatiair

frequencies.
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Koenderink, J. J., M. A. Bowman, A. E. Bueno de Merquita, and S: Slappendal.
Aor Perimetry of contrast detection thresholds of moving spatial sine wave

-patterns, I. The near peripheral visual field. Journal of the Optical
Society of America, 1978; 68,'845-349.

Key Words: Peripheral vision; contrast detection

....Contrast detection thresholds for moving spatial sine wave gratings

were obtained'for two subjects at the fovea and at eccentricitiesof 1°,

2°, 4°, 6:0, and 8° on the nasal horizontal Meridian. The target field_

subtended 30 x 30 min of arc. The spatial frequency range extended from

2 cpd up to the spatial resolutiOn limit; the temporal frequency range from

0.1 Hz up to the CFF. Mean'tetinal illuminance was 10 trolands. For these

conditions: 1) contrast detection thresholds are higher, the higher the

spatial and/or temporal frequency of the-stimulus; 2) acuity appears to be

independent of the temporal frequericy-and the CFF appears to be independent of

the spatial' frequency; and 3) the higher the eccentricity, the higher the

contrast detectibnthreshold for any drifting sine wave pattern. The

threshold doubles roughly any 2° to 3° for spatial frequencies of 2 to 20 cpd,

except that the visual field for a given fineness of grating is blind beyond

a certain critical eccentricity. This critical eccentricity is a monotonically

decreasing function of the spatial frequency of the grating. These measure-

ments do not support the hypothesis that coarse patterns are preferentially

detected at extrafoveal sites in the visual field.
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CIG ImpYications: The data indicated that peripheral contrast thresholds
-

may be ignored for setting contrast levels in the data base since fovea]

vision is more sensitive. However, if it were known where on the display.

a pilot Was looking, the level of detail displayed in peripheral fields

could be sub antially reduced.

1

t
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Koenderink, J. J., M..A. Bowman, A. E. Bueno de Mer,pUita, and S: Slappendal.
Perimetry-a Contrast detection thresholds prmovingisvatial sing wave

.
patterns II. The far peripheral.visqal field. Journal of the Optical ,..

. .

Society of America', 1978,'63, 850-853.

Key Words: Peripheral contrast detectio6c
t-

/ 4

Contrast detection thresholdsfor moving sine wave graings were

obtained at the fovea and at eccentricities of 6°, 12°, 21°, 32°, and 50°

on the nasal horizontal meridian. The field subtended_4° x 4°. Spatial

frequencies ranged from 0.25 cpd up to the resolution limit; temporal

frequencies from 0.1 Hz up to the CFF. Mean retinal illuminance was 10

trolands. For these conditions: 1) for any eccentricity there exists a

unique-combination of spatial frequency and.velocity for which the thresh-
.

old is a minimum (extrt are 2 cpd and 2° s-1 at the fovea, and 0.5 cpd

and 12° s
-1

at an eccentricity of 50°);c2)-acuity depends little on velocity,

%
and the CFF only little on spatial frequency; and 3) the higher the eccen-

tricity,*the higher the threshold fo'r eny drifting'sine wave pattern.

Except for these cases, the qualitative threshold behavior as a fUnction

of spatial and temporal frequendy is identical at the fo;ea and at eccen-

tricities 'up to 50°. ,The thresholds double every 12° for sioatial frequen-

cies of 0.25 to 2 cpd. For a given spatial frequency the visual field is

blind beyond a certain critical eccentricity. ,This critical eccentricity

is a monotonically decreasing function of spatial frequency.
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CIG Implications: The superior sensitivity of fm2/61 vision allows one to

ignore Peripheral threholds for determining.contrdstlevels for objects

and levels of detail in the data base.. °However, the result is that much

mare detail is displayed in the peripheral visual fields than cart be

perceived.
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Koenderie, J. J M. A. Bowman, A. E.,Buerjo de Merquila,And S.,Slappendal.
Perimetry of contrast detection thresholds of moving spatial sine wave
patterns, III. The target extent as a sensitivity controlling parameter.
Journal of the Optical Society_of America, 1978, '68, 854-859.

Key Words: Peripheral vision-, contrast detection

Contrast detection thresholds for moving sinewaVe gt,ttngs were

obtained at the fovea and at eccentricities of 6°, 21°, and 50° on.the nasal

horizontal meridian. The targets subtended from 30 x,30'min of arc up to

'16° x 16°. It was found that the contrast detection.thresholds depend

critically on the extent of the rget field. If this extent is large

enough, peripheral.detection thresholds, .ire'on a par with.-those measure--- .

the fovea, but4the sensitivity range is'shifted to:lower spatial frequen-
..

c ies.° If the just-reso lvable 'distance at any ectentrici,ty fs taken as a

yardstick, and ,field width and-spatial-frequency are scaled accordingly,

then the spatiotemporal contrast detect ion thresholds becOme.identical over

the Whole visual field. It is shown that a'smallest area, measuring

several j4st-resolvable distances across, hia to be stimulated beforewc-

c ssive or simultaneobs contrast deteCtion -B possible at all. Detection

pe!formance improves if the stimulated a'rea is ,enlargedup to diameters of

at least TO
2
just-reso1v4le distances. The:just-'resolvable distance

correlates well ith mean ihteNanglion Cell distance ana with the cortical

magnification factor.

.

CIG Implications: Provides-data relevant to more effective contrast

managemedt in the peripheral visual field.
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Kulikowski, J. J. Some temporal parameters affecting spatial and
temporal resolution of human'vision. Vision Research, 1971,.11,
83-93.

Kev Word:, Contrast

Contrast threshold was measured psychophysically for a sinusotdai

grating presented periodically with a variable temporal frequency for

various parameters of patterns. Special attention was paid to the range

of high spatial frequencies as defining the resolving power of .the eye.

Within this range, the contrast threshold were found to be almost inde-

pendent of many parameters of patterns. 1,t was also found that the sum

of certain spatial and temporal resolution indices was proportional ito.

the logarithM,of the contrast; this sum was also a logarithmit function

of tie averageluminance in thQ mesoptic range of luminances.

-SIG Implice.tions:' For high,sPatial frequencies, temporal parameters may

'be treated s..independent of spatial parameters for the development of
. .

contrast man gement laigorithm.

S
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Lamar, E. S., S. Hecht, S. Shlaer, and D. Hendley. Size, shape, and
. contrast in detection of targets by daylight vision, f. Data and
analytical description. Journal of the Optical Society of America,
1947, 37, 531-545.

KeyWords: .Contrast; target size and shape

The influence of size and. symmetry has been studied on the contrast

required for the recognition of rectangular targets against background

brightnessesof 2950 and 17.5 foot lamberts. Tarbets less thari 2 minutes

in diameter require the addition of a constant-total light flux to, the

background. Larger targets require.less contrast but more total flux as

the area increases, until beyond 200 -square minutes when the required .

contrast becomes independent of area., For areas below 100 square minutes,

.40(

square targets are most efficient fo''their area; the greater the ratio

of length to width, the greater the contrast required. All the measure-

ments can be-unified on the supp9sition that bevisually critical region"

of a target is a ribbon just inside its perimeter and abouto1 minute wide.

Evidently contrast is not judged over.the area of a target, but acro ss

its boundary..
A

CIG Implications:' Provides'a great deal of basic data relevant to the

. implementation of more effective contrast management, as discussed in

SubectIOn-2.1.
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Legge, G. E. Space domain properties of a spatial frequency channel in
human vision. Vision Research', 1978, 18, 959-969. -

Key Words: Spatial frequency; sine wave gratings; contrast sensitivity
function; spatial' summation; probability summation

Many properties of cantrast detection in human vision may be

described with reference to a set of tuned sp'atialfrequency channels. The

spatial sensitivity of the channel with optimal sensitivity at 3.0 c/deg

was studied by measuringtheshold as'a function of the width of truncated

3.0 c/deg sine wave gratings thatnged from 2.3' to 4.6°: Three

strategies were used to isolate .the threshold response of the channel:

1) the channel at 3.0 c /de.g was.chosen because of its position at the

peak of the/contrast sensitivity function; 2) a discrimination paradigm

was used in which test stimuli were superimposed On a low contrast grating

which was shown to sqlectiyely facilitate their detection; 3) the detect- .

ing channel was more sensitive to the sine wave configuration of the test

stimuli than to more conventional spatial summation stimuli, such as

1

rectangular bars. 'Results of the main experiment showed,,that threshold

contrastS for the truncated sine wave stimuli declined in two stages. From

2.3' to 40', the. threshold decline was steep, with a plateau at 10'., From

40' to 4.6°9 threshold declined as apower function ,Of stimulut width with
t -

an exponent of -0.35. The data of the main experiment were ysed to derive

the spatial receptive field sensitivity for the channel at 3.0 c/deg. The

data were accounted for by spatiallsummation'within a receptive field and

probability summation in space across receptivefields.
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CIG Implications:

--f

1) Provides detailed information relevant to contrast management

inAthe spatial frequency range-where the visual system is Most sensitive.-

2) The-interactton of other simultanebusly pre'sent spatial fre:

quencies With a 3.0 c/deg,target is relevant to raster effects wisich are

typically between'6 and 8 c/deg'

/
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Legge, G. E. Sustained and transient mechanisms in human vision: -'
temporal and spatial properties. Vision Research, 1978, 18, 69-81.

Key Words: Modulation transfer; spatial frequency

In two exp6riments, properties of sustained and transient mechanisms

,were studied psychophysically,. In the first, contrast thresholds were

measured for 6 sine wave gratings ranging from 0.375 to 12.0 c/degat

10durations ranging from 18 to 3000 msec. Thresholds were measured in

the presence grid absence of high contrast 20 msec gratings which masked

the onsets and offsets of the signals. At 1.5 c/deg and above, the

unmasked thresholds decreased as power functions of duration in two

stages, reaching an asymptotic level near 1000 msec. Below 1.5 ,c/deg,

the unmasked threshold became independent of duration beyond 100 msec.

At all frequencies, the masked thresholds decreased as power functions

of duration to 1000 msec or more, but the curies for 0.375 and 0.75 c/deg

never reached the unmasked asymptotic level. In the second experiment,

spatial frequency bandwidths were obtained for sine Wave,gratings ranging

'fromC0.375 to 1.0 c/deg by measuring threshold elevation as a function .

of the spatial frequency of masking gratings. At 3.0, ,6.0 and 12.0,c/deg',

the bandwidth functions peaked at the signal frequencies and showed medium

bandwidth frequency selectivity. Below 1.5 c/deg, the bandwidth functions

exhibited broader, spatial frequency tuning and were of higher magnitude,

and there was a shift in peak masking to frequencies near 1.0 to 1.5 c/deg

which were above the signal frequencies. The results ofboth experiments

are discussed in terms of the sustained/transient dichotomy.

138
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CIG Implications:

-#1 1) The detection of higher spatial, frequencies increases with

stimulus duration up to about-1'sec: Therefore, if an object or level

of detail is switched in at.or near threshold levels, its perception

will increase in a natural manner after it is displayed.

2) The increased sensitivity tolow spatial frequencies will

cause large objects to pop in and out of view as they approach the edges

of the display field. Methods for mitigating these effects are discussed

in Subsection'.2.1.
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Marks, L. E. Brightness and retinal locus: ..effects of target size and

spectral composition. Perception 6nTPsychophysics, 1.971, 9,, 26-31.

. Key Words,: Brightness; foveal and peripheral sensitivity-

Subjects gave numerical estimates ofjbri6htness for stimuli presented-

to the foveal and peripheral retina. Experiment 1 showed that the periphery's

superior sensitivity to white light is relatively independent of target

size. Experiment 2 shoWed that the Periphery is more sensitive than the

fovea to violet light, but is less sensitive than the'fovea to red light.

These results are explicable in terms of differences between rod and cone

mediation of brightness.

CIG Implications: 'The development of effective contrast management

algorithms can, be based entirely on thesensitivity of foveal,vision.

Peripheral sensitivity in terms of brightness and color is less than foveal

sensitivity with only a few exceptions that have no practical significance

'in current displa systems..
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Osaka, N. Perceived brightness as a function of flash duration in the
peripheral visual field. Perception and Psychophysics, 1977', 22, 63-69.

Key Words: Peripheral vision; perceived brightness

Using a method of direct magnitude estimation, percetved,brightness

was measured in the dark-adapted eye with brief flashes of varying dura-

tion (1 to 1,000 msec), size (16'-to 116'), and retinal loci (0° to 60°)

fOr the lower photopic luminance levels'covering the range between MO

and 9.86 cd/m2 in steps of 0.5 log units. Perceived brightness increased

as a function of flash duration as'well as lumilance up to.approximAtely

100 msec, then remained constant above 100 msec. The enhancement of

brightness at about a 50-msec flash duration has been observed not in

the fovea but in the periphery. Target size also has been found to

effect,briOtness.

GIG Implications: The increased sensitivity of peripheral vision'to

transient stimuli suggests tWat the unnatural and abrupt appearance of

objects discussed in Subsection 2.1 may be enhanced when viewed peripherally.

This effect can result in inappropriate eye movements toward objects

that suddehly pop into view in peripheral vision.
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Rose, D. Monocular versus.binocular contrast- thresholds for movement
and pattern. Perception, 1978, 7, 195-200.-

Key Words: Monocular and binocular vision; apparent movement

. The superiority of binocular vision over monocular vision was
..

compared both for the detection of stationary sinusoidal grating patterns

and for the detection of the apparent movement -induced by rapidly phase-
.

reversing such gratings. The threshold's for binocular and monocular

pattern perception were in the ratio 1:2
1/2

, as found by previous workers.

For apparent movement, hoover, binocular thresholds were lower than

monocular thresholds by a factor of 1:.9 for evert subject tested

(n=20) the ratio'for movement detection was larger than the ratio for

pattern detection. The'effects of combining inputs from-the two eyes
fit

cannot be explained solely by linear summatipn models, but may in some

circumstances depend on the nonlineaities of certain types of nerve

cells.

CIG Implications:, Since much of the psychopilysical threshold data

available -used monocular viewing conditions,6these thresholds should

. be modified to reflect tie binocular viewing of the simulator display.
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Schade,'O. H. Optical and photoelectric analog of the eye.
Journal of the Optical Society of America, 1956, 9, 721-739.

Key Word: Physical eye model

°

A photoelectric analog of the visual system is constructed in

,conformance with anatomical data. The aSlog has the form of a color

television camera chain-feeding electrical signals to a "computer"

(the brain). :Evaluation of characteristics is limited to elements pre-

ceding the Computer, and particularly to the "luminance channel" of the

color system..

The primary photoelectriO transfer characteristics ni=f(Er) of the

receptors (rods and cones) are computed as a function of retinal

atibn (Er) fr9m threshold signal-to-noise ratios in the effective image

area of point sources,'disks, and other,test objects. .The effective

image area,,which is the convolution.of the object area With the sampling

area of the visual system, is determined from:Its Fourier spectrum. The

constants of the transfer. f nctions are established from the optical con--

stants of pie eye, its storage-time function, and. the maximum transfer

ratio of statistical units of therod and cone systems. There is a

little room.for variation of constants, if they are to.reinain in agree-

ment with observed values.

The incomplete DC, restoration in the ystem '-(differentiation of

edges) is taken into account, as a negative image component caused by

feedback. System design principles are used as a guide in calculating

the signal integration by retinal'elements and the relative phd,toconductor
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gain characteristics of the, receptors which are part of a system of inter-

dependent functions including the primary characteristic, the overall

transfer characteristic to the optic nerve lines, and the four spatial

integration characteristics represented by the equi'valent p4ssbands of

lens" and-retina for the rod and cone systems.

The final solution is perhaps not completely unique for all functions,

but does not violate or disagree with fundamental principles or observations

as demonstrated by a coMparison of the operating characteristic of the

analog with the Munsell lightness scale, its noise level with perception

of external noise, and its statistical transfer ratio, relative gain,

gamma, and feedback with observed data. The acuity, contrast sensitivity,

and threshold visibility of point sources of the analog are, of course,

in inherent agreement with corresponding properties of the'eye.

CIG Implications: This article is the first attempt at using Fourier:,

analysis to describe the human visual-system. The optical and photo-

electric analog presented.in this paper may prove useful in the

development of algorithms for effective contrast,management. 1
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Shlaer, S. One relation between visual acuity and illuminatio\.n.

Journal of General Physiology, 1937, 21, 165-188.

Key Words: Acuity; illumination; historical development

An:apparatus for measuring the visual* acuity of the eye at different

'lluminations is described. The elation of visual acuity and illumination

for trained observers was measu using a broken circle and a grating.

Both test objects show a break at a visual acuity of 0.16; values above

0.16 are mediated by cones and values below are mediated by rods. The

grating gives higher visual acuities at intensities less than 30 photor)

and lower visual acuities above that. With conditions equal, the maximum

visual acuity obtainable with the grating is approximately 30% lower than

that with-the circle. When pupil diameter is less than 2.3 mm, it is the

limiting factor in resolution of the eye for the grating; when larger than

2.3 mm, the size of the central cones is.the limiting factor. The data
. ,t4

derived from the cones with both test objects are adequately described

by previously derived equations for the photoreceptor system. The authors

conclude that detail perception is a function of a distance rather than

an area.

-CIG ;1:1flicationi: Although some of the explanatory mechanisms, presented

here have undergone changes since the publication of this article, the

data are still quite relevant to-contrast management viewed as a line

spread function.
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Stromeyer,. C. F., A. F. Lange, and L. Ganz. Spatial frequency phase
effects in human viston. Vision Research, 1973, 13, 2345-2360.

Key Word: . Spatial frequency phase effects

I

Color aftereffects (McCoullough effects) were generated specific

to`aich member of a pair of vertical gratings which had identical frequency

spectra:but which differed in the phase angles between their frequency

components. The pairs Were either left- and right-facing sawtooth gratings

or gratings comprising the sum of two harmonies--first and second, first

and third, or first and fourth. Color aftereffects were readily obtained

with sawtooth gratings (which had sharp eddes) and with patterns comprising,

first and second harmonics; the effects were-very weak with the first and

third harmonic patterns and almost absent with-the firs t and fourth har-

4
/

monic patterns. The results suggest that there are phase-sensitive broad-

band mechanisms within the visualsystem and that each "spatial frequency

,, channel" cannot be simply represented by asingle, symmetric line spread

function.

CIG Implications: 'Relevant to the masking effects produced by a visible

raster and the limitationsGf using only the line spread function for

the development of contrast management algorithms.
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'Thomas, J..P. Spatial summation in the. ea

h, 1978, 18, 1023,1029.

.

asymmetrical effects of
' longer and shorter dimensions. .Vision Res

Key Word: .Spatial summation

Spatial summation vas,measured for foveall'y viewed rectangles

superimposed on.a 1000-td badkground. The longer and, shorter dimensions

of the stimuli wer 'independently varied-from O'to 50'. Visibility

increased as the to er dimension was increased up to 40 or 50'."

However-, changes in pe shorter dimension affected visibility -systemat-

ically only when the shorter dimension was less,:than 5'. When the

stimulu was near, the luminance threshold,7176shorter dimension was.

more accurately ,estimated than the Tonge?r.dimension. , The results suggest

that the detection is mediated by only-those spatial frequency coinpon

which
tparallel

to4e long axis of the stimulus.
.

.

, . 1..,..

CIG Imp,licati,ops,.: Provides'data required for the implementation of more
q. - , .

,.., ,

- i , .0

- 0

effesp contrast md*ement. Given that a pixel typically subtends

apphiximate)y 4 to 6 minutes of viSIN angle:, controlling the appearance

of objects as viewing.distake decreaies!y$ l "require setting the con-

trast threshold fn thrms of the' Vject's Aker, dimension.
1 , l' ,
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Van Nes, F. L., J. J. Koenderink and M. A. Bowman, Spatiotemporal
modulation transfer in the human eye. Journal of the Optical Society,, f
AmericA, 1967. 1082-1088.

Key Words: ,Modulation, transfer; contrast sensitivity; flicker

: ..,

4:'The contrast sensitivity of the'human eye for sinusoidal illuibinance
sr°

.

changes in space and-time, obtaine bY means of traveling-wave stimuli, was,

measured as a function of spatial temporal frequency for white light.

The average retinal illuminance was varied between 0.85 and 850 trolands.

The threshold modulation for perception of a moving grating is generally

higher than that for detection of brightness changes,_in space and/or time,

. that give rise to flicker phenomena.. Flick er-fusion characteristics, as ,

determined from the thresho4lis for the flicker phenomenon, are found to

lose their band-pass-filter resemblance for,spatial frequencies of more

than S cycles 'per degree of visual angle. The thresholds at flicker fusion

'forspatial- and temporal-frequehcy combinationS in which at least one

frequency is not very low appear to be proportional to the inverse:of the

square root of mean retinal illuminance(in the' nvesti6ated range). This

suggests a photon-noise-dependent threshold mecnJoism which is operative

in a wider illuminance range thwthat found with contrast-sensitivity

measurements for,periodic illuminance. variations only in space of only'in

time.

f
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CIG Implications: Effective contrast nagement requires a knowledge of

theeffect that spatial and temporal stimulus parameters have on detection

thresholds. The temporal parameters are especially important for dynamic

CIG displays. This article contains a portion of the available data on the

detection of flicker at various spatial frequencies and the human's contrast

sensitivity to these spatial frequencies as a fuhction of the signal's

temporial modulation.

0
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Wilson, H. R., and J. R. Bergen, A fourinechanism model for threshold
spatial vision. -elision Research, 1979, 19, 19-32.

Key Words: Line spread function; threshold spatial function"

Data on the threshold visibility of spatially localized, aperiodic

patterns.are used to derpe the piroperties.of a general model for. threshold

spatial_Osion. The modelcdnsivts.of four different size-tuned 4Chanis

centered at each eccentricity, each with a center-surround sensitivity pro-

file described by the difference of two
o
Gaussian functions. The two smaller

mechanisms show relatively.sustained temporal characteristics, while the-
.

larger two exhibit transient propertivs. All four.mechanisms increase

linearly in size with eccentricity. Mechanism responses are combined

through spatial probability summationto'predict visual thresholds. The

model quantitatively predicts the spatial modulation transfer function

(cosine grating thresholds) under both sustained and.transient conditions

with no free parameters.

CIG DIP1Cations:

I) Contains basic threshold data for'sing.le objects as a function

of size and temporal waveform. Thresholds for single objects cannot be.
4,

accurately estimated from studies using sine wave gratings or other com-

plex periodic patterns.

2) Hypothesis that there is a limited number of size detectors

n the visual system might prove useful in future construction .° CIG data

bases in the same nner that the-vigual system's three color-detecting
A

mechanisms'have been exploited for the representation of colork
()
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B.2 RE LUTION

All the 'displays examined were limited in resolution relative to the

acuity of foveal vision. Th'is limitation restricts the range of perceptual

tasks that can be realisticely\simulated in current 20isplay .systiids. The

research summarized in this subsection documents those perceptual abilities

that exceed the Capabilities of current simulators.

1
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Baker, E. E. Some variables influencing vernier acuity. Journal of the
Optical Society of America, 1,949, 39, 567-576.

Key Words: Vernier acuity; illumination; exposure; color

FunCtfons relating vernier acuity to illUmination were obtained for

two different exp'osure times and at 3 regions of :Vg visual spectrum.

Vernier acuity is low at low levels of brightness, rises with an increase

in illumination, and- levels off at high brightnest levels. Vernier acuity

is-displaced downward for short exposures; the maximum vernier acuity is

best reached by higher illuminations than by long exposures. Variations

in the function's with exposure durations of the acuity objet are inter-

preted by intensity-time relationships and previous findings on the effect

of exposure time on brightness discrimination.

investigatiOns of the influence of color on vernier acuity short
t

that all functions are similar, but different maximum acuities are reached

witlydifferent' colored illuminations. The colors give acuity in the

folloWingorder, from highettto least: red, yellow, white, blue. If

refractive correction is made to allow for sharp focusing with blue Moi-
e

natiO, highest acuities are found for this,color:

Color of illumiNtion is significant for vernier acuity, since

. higher acuities are found with nearly monochromatic light than with white.

The blurring retinal images that is caused by restricting the range of

wavelengths may cause this improvement.

.1 52 l5/
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CIG Implications: Under optimal viewing conditions the human observer can

easily detect changes in position, size, and orientation which are very

small relative to a pixel (the resolution'limit of a dtsplay).' However,

these changes can be represented -in the display by convoluting the image

with a blurring function, as discussed in Subsection 2.2.

4'
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Butler, T. W., and G. Westheimer. Interference with stereosCopicNacuity:
spatial, temporal, and disparity tuning. Vision-Research, 1978, 18,
1387-1392.

Key Word: Stereoscopic acuity

Stereoscopic acuity (the ability to detect differences in the depths

of objects as small. as 2") is conspicubusly reduced by the presence of

contour contiguous to the test pattern. Flanking contours interfere

maximally when they are placed about 2.5' from a test line, and less wheri

this diStance is increased or decreased. The largest interference effect

is obtained when the flanks are presented 100 msec after the onset of the

test pattern. The interference has a-quite narrow depth tuning: to halve

the threshold elevation the flaAs must be'presented only 12", 17" and 40"

out of fixation plane for' the three, subjects, respectively. .

CIG ImpliCations: Steroscopic acuity of,the human visual system greatly

exceeds the resolution limits of current simulator displays. _Some of,-the

displays' resolution lim4ts can be circumvented by convoluting the jmage

with a blurring function, as discussed in Subsection.2.2..

A
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Campbell, F. W.; and J. G. Robson. Application of Fourier analysts to the
visibility of gratings'. Journal of Physiology, 1968, 197, 551-566. .

Key Words: Modulation transfer; grating shape

ThiS study measured the contrast thresholds of a variety of grating

patterns ofer a wide, range of spatial frequencies. The results showed

that contrast-detection thresholdt for gratings whose luminance profiles

`are sine, square, rectangular or sawtooth waves can be simply related

using Fourier theory. Over a wide rangkof spatial frequencies the con-

trast threshold of a grating is determined only by the amplitude ,of the

fundamental Fourier component of its waveform. Gratings of Complex wave-

form cannot be distinguished from sine wave gratings'until their contrast

has been raised to a level at which the higher harmonic components reach

their independent threshold. These findings are explained by the existence

within the visual system of linearly operating independent mechanisms
A _

selectively sensitive to limited ranges of spatial frequencies.

CIG Implications:

1) For the detection of complex periodic patterns, only the funda-

mental Fourier component need be displayed when contrast is near threshold

levels.

2) Discrimination among different-cOmplex patterns requires the

display of their higher harmonics which may exceed the resolving power of

the display system.
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Kulikowski, J. J. Effect of eye.movements on the contrast sensitivity
of spatio-temporal patterns. Visioh Research,'1971, 261-273.

Key Word: Contrast sensitivity

The contrast sensitivity (the reciprocal of the contrast threshold)

was measured under various conditions of fixation such as normal i.nvolun-

tary eye movements, tension tremor,,post-rotation nystagmus, and the

4
coarse stabilization of the retinal image. Most of the exaggerated eye

movements reduced the contrast sensitivity for patterns of either low

.spatial or low temporal frequeilZies, and increased the sensitivity at

high spatial and high temporal frequencies: Possible roles of the eye

motion in detection of the spatiotemporal patterns are 'discussed.

,CIG Implications: For most practical.purposes, large eye movements de-

crease acuity and effectively narrow the gap between the resolution of

the eye and the simulator display. The display's limited resolutip is,

most problematic when the observer is able to fixate on stationary or

slowly moving objects,

.1"
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Sloan, L. L. The photopic acuity-luminance function with special
reference to parafoveal vision. Vision Research, 1968, 8, 901-911.

Key Word: Parafoveal vision

The linear relation between decimal acuity and log luminance,

well established for the fovea, is also found for parafoveal areas of

the retina. The parafoveal acuity-luminance function has a slower rate

of change of acuity with log luminance and reaches maximal acuity at a

lower luminance. Changes in retinal organization and their effects on

the density of functional receptor units probably contribute to the

observed regional diffei-ences.

CIG Implications: Since parafoveal acuity is less Ttran foveal acuity,

only_foveal acuity need be-considered for simulator displays. Furthermore,

given the limited r- esolutton of most displays, scene elements falling in

-periphe(al vision will appear more realistic than those elements on which

the user fixates.

O
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Thomas, J. P. Spatial resolution and spatial interaction. In Ed. C.
Carterette and Morton P. Friedman (eds.), Handbook of Perception, V,
New York: Academic Press, 1975.

Key Words: Spatial visual perception; pattern resolution;
special interaction

This article discusses two aspects of spatial visual perception:

resolution of spatial patterns and phenomena of-spatial interaction.

The topics are treated separatery and then integrated with respect to

theoretical interpretation.

Spatial resolution is discussed in terms of measurement (acuity

and contrast Tsitivity) and as a function of several stimulus variables

affecting performance, e.g., intensity of illumination, retinal locus,

pupil Size, spectral composition of illumination, orientation and viewing

distance. Theoretical issues involving 1) effect of the intensity of

field illumination, 2) optical or neural limitations, and 3) spatial

frequency tuning are discussed.

Spatial interaction is similarly i't)ated with discussion of types

of interactions that occur and measurement of the effects of a number of

variables (e.g., sfze of test-stimulus, background illumination, and

sharpness of stimulus contours).

Three mechanisms are described which must be considered when inter-

preting the penomena.of spatial interaction: stray light, eye movements

and neural interaction.

CIG Implications: Provides an overview of those variables affecting

the detection and identification of visual patterns that must be con-

sidered to control the appearance of objects as a function of this

calculated view distance, i.e., contrast management and resolution.
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IVan Doom, A. -J., J. J. Koenderink, and M. A. Bowman. The inf.! nce of
the retinal.:inhomogeneity on the perception of spatial patterns)
Kybernetics, 1972, 10, 223-233.'

Key Words: Retina inhomogeneity;.retinal model; foveal vision

FrQm the fact that the retina is rather inhomogeneous, it can be

inferred that the perception of spatial patterns of appreciable extent

will be dependent on the retinal location. Anatomical, electrophysiological

and psychophysical findings subltantiate the claiM that the composition of

the rLtina is very inhomogeneous: To investigate the influence of this in-

homogene
e
] y on the perception of patterns, a model_of spatiotemporal sig-

nal processing in the retina was developed on the basis of.a paradigm for

the Weber-type adaptation. Such "scalimg-ensembles" proved successful in

the prediction of spatiotemporal modulation transfer in the human fovea.
yr

One prediction of the present model is that certain spatial patterns are

optimally detected at well defined retinal locations. A confrontation of

the model's predictions with measurements published by Bryngdahl (1966)

made it possible to estimate some of the relevant parameters of the retinal

receptive fields as a function of the eccentricity. Obtained estimates,

compare reasonably well with previously known values; for instance, With

values of acuity and anatomical measurements. The discussion.is releyaht

to the question of whether the retina is composed df independently tuned

spatial frequency filters at any retinal location, or whe her the tuning is

with respect to the eccentricity.

.*
Bryngdahl, O. Perceived contrast variation with eccentricity of

spatial sine-wave stimuli: size determination of receptive field centers.
Visionyesearch, 1966, 6, 553-565.



CIG Implications:. Periphei'al visual acuity appears to follow the same

psychophysical laws found in foveal acuity once the differences'in the dis-

tribution of rods and cones are-taken into account. Therefore, the reso-

lution of current CIG systems is adequate for peripheral vision acuity

and does not require special algohthms to effect appropriate contrast

management.

s
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Westheimer, G. Spatial phase sensitivity; or sinusoidal grating targets.
Vision Research, 1978, 18, 1073-1074.

Key Words: Modulation transfer; phase ,

0
Because the full specification of a sinusoidal gratingtarget must

,

include phae as well as amplitude, t experiment was performed to deter-

mine the phase sensitivity for sinusoidal gratings -in central vision for

normal human observers. Phase displacement:thresholds for sinusoidal

gratings ranging'in spatial frequency.from 3 25 cycles/degree are a .

linear function of spatial frequency (10 of phase angle per c/deg). Their»

just - detectable lateral d'

single line.

s are constant.and equal to those for a

, CIG ,Implications Ihe-abilit of he visual syste to detect changes or

tdifferences in position (i.e., pha e) far exceeds the resolution limits of

CIG displays wheh represented by a single line. However, the findings of

,

this sty indicate that these small displacements can be represented in

the display by a gradient of illumination,which ext,pds over several pixels.

(See Subsection 2,2)

J
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estheimer, G., and G. Hausce. Temporal and spatial interference with
vernier acuity. Vision Research, 1975, 15, 1137-1141.

Key Word: Vernier.acuity

Vernier. resolution sub'stantially reduced wnen onset asynchrony of

the two lines of the target reduces the simultaneous exposure#of botil4pines

to 100 msec or less: It is shown that this reduction is caused by back-
.%

ward interference of the target component that remains exposed. Temporal

interference of short-exposure vernier resolution is limited for the 150

msec following the target presentation and to a spatial region of about 10 ft

flanking the stimuli. The most effective interference is caused when line-

interfering stimuli .'re at a distance of 3 to 6 ft, not when they are super-

imposed on the vernier target. The orientation of the interfei-ing lines is

not,critical. Quantitative analysis of the results eliminates ocular light

scatter as the principal origin of the phenomena, and the fact thSt inter-

ference with vernier acuity still occurs with dichoptous testing rules out

the retina as the site of interaction.

GIG Implications: Vernieracuity'(the ability'to detect very small mis-

alignments of two line segments) is well beyond the resolution limits or

pixel size of current simulator displays. However, as explained in Sub-

section 2.2, these small,differences in position can be represented in

the display by convoluting the'edges of the line'segments with a blur

function. The,present study indicates that this procedure may be neces-

sary only when the line segments have thesame temporal onsets or phase.

162
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Westheimer, G., and S. P. McKee. Visual acuity insthegpresenee of retinal-
image motion. Journal of the' Optical Society of America, 1975, 65, 847 -
853.

Key Word.: Resolution thresholds

Resolution thresholds for Landolt C and vernier targets remain the4

same whether the target is stationary or moving with horizontal ors vertical

velocities of up to 2.5°/sec for foveal,presentation lasting 0.1 and 0.2

sec. Oblique target Motions are toljated only up to 1°/sec. Because

visual pursuit is ruled'out by randomization of.direction of motion and.by 46'

the shortt exposure, it is concluded that a stationary retinal image is not

a prerequisite for good acuity.

CIG Implications: 1) Convolution of vernier targets with a_lur function.

is required to represent these small spatial displacements even when the 's '
targets are in motion, and 2) the'breakup of edges- and contours due to

aliasing' is especially noticeable when they are in motion. The negligible%

decrease in vernier acuity with motion may account, in part, for, this

effect. Furthermore, tile convolution of moving conto with a blur

function may attenuate the'perception of some of thee aliasing problems.

I
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B.3 DYNAMIC RANGE

Trferange of light intensities in the natural world is orders of -

a
magnitu4 greater than that of any existing or foreseeable CIG system. The

limited-dynamic range of the CIG system manifests itself in several ways.

For example, point sources'of light cannot be represented with enough

intensity to have the same visibility or apparent brightness that the

sources have in the real world.),(For other examples, see Subsection 2.3.)
.

Upwever,.since the Visual system is more sensitive to relatiVe brightness
.(

or contrast than to the absolute intensity of illumination, .some

steps can be taken to mitigate the problems posed by limited dynamic range.
.

The basic strategy is to accurately represent the relatiye brightness of

objects in the real world within the di$play's limited dynamic range.

rArticlesTsdescribing the basic characteristic' of the visual system that are

required to implement this strategy are summarized on the following pages.-

I'
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Bryngdahl, 0. Perceived contrast variation with eccentricity o.Satial
-sine-wive stimuli: size determinationof receptive field,centers.
Vision Research, 1966, 6, 553-565.

.Key Words: Subjective contrast; receptive:fields

The perceived brightnesses.of the maxima art minima in a sinusoidally

varying luminance distribution in space has been examined by supra-

threshold techniques. The stimulus variables were the eccentrics

the spatial wavelength of the sine wave pattern,. , 'The ,psychophysical method

used and the measurements performed are described. The-sine wave patterns

had 50% intensity modulation and an average luminance corresponding k)\63

trolands. A clear dependence o the extreme response levels upon retinal
,

location was found; the max m perceived contrast and the spatial wave-

length for which this maximum occurs increase with increasing distanee
.

from the fovea-cesftralis. An egilmate of the size of the receptive-
-%

field °center is given. 4 sensitivity distribution within the receptive

field consisting of the difference between two Gaussian afstributions:is

assumed. The horizontal' ameter of the receptive field center.was found

opvary from200 at.tiae fovea centralis to 100p at 100 eccentricity.

CIG Implications: Since the above .chsanges in apparent brightness with

retinal location will occur normally in actual flight ConditiOns, they will

also occur in the simulator in a natural manner if foveal brightness func-
0

tion$,are used to model al'go'rithms ,f'or dynamic.range compression.
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Diamond, A. L. Brightness of a field as a functiOn of=its area. Journal
' of the Optical Society of America, 1962, 52, 700-706.

Key Words: Brightness; spatial summation

The brightness of a test field as a function of its area,wks investi

gated,in the fovea at different levels of luminance. A circular test

field that varied in area was presented to the subject's right eye. A

circular match field that was held at a constant intermediate area was

presented to the .subject's left eye. The 'subject's' task was to match the

. ,

two fields in brightness by using the psychophysical method,of limits. The,

dependent variable was the test luminance required either to match'a con-

stant luminance or to produce a Constant threshold effect. The test-.

field radius was varied in, six step's from.2.69' to 26.86' for any one

of six levels of match-field luminances from threshold to 2.56 log

The reSuclt showed that only at threshold were there systematic differences r
..

in test lomin nce is a 'function of test area. Threshold luminance de-
ft

--creased as ar a increased. At suprathreshold test luminances, differences
.

dr
.

.

that did occur were neither systematic nor greater than might occur from day

to d6. A theoretical account is presented' based upon possible inhibitory

interaction -in-the retina of "on" by "off" nerve fibers. Curves *generated

by this theory are fitted to the data: .

f4

CIG ?eevant for-determining the relative contrast or bright-
,.

-

ness mong-scene elements that will broduce a realistic perception of don-

trast within the display's.limited dynamic range. According to this'study,

the sire of a light source does not affect apparent brightness. Other

'' 166
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studies have indicated that size does have a small effect on.brightness.
. .

In either case, one can iinore stimulus size for suprfthreshold illumina-

tion and still obtain a good appr'oximation'of relative contrast.
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Diamond, A. L.- Fovealsimultaneous contrast as a function of inducing-
field area. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1555, 50, 144-152.

Key Words) Contrast; fovea] vision

The ap rent brightness of a 33' test-field square is studied as a

function of the area and luminance of an inducing-field square, the area

varying from zero to double that of the test field. A binocular matching

technique is used in two experiments. These differ in thb method of, holding

constant the spatial separation between the-test,and.inducing fields while

the inducing-field area is varied. Experiment I holds constant the dis-

o.

tance bet en the near Arders of-the two fields. Experiment II holds

constant the distance between their centers. It is pointed out that neither

method of spatial-separation tontrol is justified, and that it is theoret-

ically more correct to assume that, 'along with inducing-field' area variation,

spatial separation is also being varied.

The results for both experiments show that the test-field apparent

brightness decreases as the area of the inducing field increases, but only

for inducing-field luminance equal to or greater than the test-field

luminance. In Experiment II, the test -field apparent brightness is rela-

tively less affected bysthe smaller inducing-field areas than it is in

Experiment I. although the effect is the same for the ,drgeSt area ,
.

CIG Implications: This experiment is relevant to Maintaining natural, levels of

relative contrast among objects within /a CIG,display's limited dynamiC range.

The decreasing apparent brightness of an object with increasing size of-the

background field will be realistically simulated by simply setting the relatiVe
$

contrast of objects in the data base to match those of the.real world.
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Furchner, C. S., J. P. Thomas, sand C. W. Campbell. Detection and

81scrimination of simple and complex patterns at low spatial
frequencies. Vision Research, 1977, 17, 827-836.

tey WsInd: Low spatial frequencies; detection; discrimination

These experiments examined the extent to which low spatial fre-

quencies are processed independently. The assessment was carried out with

respect to both detection and discrimination performance. For simple

sinusoidal gratings, pairs of stimuli could be discriminated when their

contrasts reached threshold if the'ratio of their spatial frequencies was

3:f or larger, a result that suggests independent processing in separate

channels. For smaller frequency ratios, slightly more contrast was required

for discrimination than for detection, suggesting that stimuli were,not

processed by entirely separate channel. The detection and discrimin-
-

ation thresholds of complex grating stimuli fell wiithin the ranges which

would be expected if probability summation effects and 'summation of dif-

ferent closely spaced harmonic frequencies 'within single channels are

considered. This result supports the - hypothesis of independent processing

of low spatial frequenty information. . The single exception to this support

involved discrimination of a square wave from a square wave with its funda-

mental component removed. .In this case, discrimination required considerably

more contrast th'an detection; even when factors of probability_ summation

and within-channel summation of harmoniCs were considered.

CIGfAmpliCations:' The visual missing fundamental provides an example of

a filtered display that cannot be perceptually discriminated from an
/-

unfiltered display. Thus, these results demonstrate n instance where

159
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4.,,spatial filtering employed for the comprpssion of dynamic range will

result in a realistic perception of relative contrii't.

o
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Higgins, K.' E., and E. J. Rinalducci, Suprathreshold intensity-area
relationships; -a spatial BrocarSulzer effect. Vision Research
1975, 15, 129-145.

Key Words: Intensity-area thresholds; spatial Broca-Sulzer

Three experiments are reported in which a brightness-matching

procedure was used to determine the form of the foveal intensity-area

relationship at varying suprathreshold levels. With two exceptions, the

40results of these experiments were consistent with previous threshold-level

investigations of the intensity-area relationship. First, the nominal

degree of spatial summation at the smallest stimulus size (less'than 2 to

3 ft) consistently pxceeded.that
predicted by Ricco's law at all visibility

levels. However, further analysis indicated that this "supersummation"

phenomenon is more than likely attributable to calibration errors intro-

duced by diffraction. Second--and more important- -at the higher Supra-
/

threshold levels the coefficient of spatial summation becomes negative

between 3 and'6 ft, indicating. that brightness decreased with increasing

stimulUs size. This effect was term the "spatial" Broca-Sulzer effect by

analogy to its more familiar temporal counterpart. The third experiment

indicated that the form of the suprathreshold intensity-area relationship

depends, to some extent, on the size of the standard stimulus used in the

brightness=matching task.

CIG Implications: These results indicate that inmost practical situations

the contrast management procedures suggested for near-threshold stimuli

may also accurately represent the natural relative contrast among objects

within the)display's.limited dynamic range. Further research is required

.'to clarify this issue.
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Hood, D. C., T. Ilves, E. Maurer, B.Wandell, and E. Bqckingham. Human
cone saturation as a function of ambient intensity: a test of models of
shifts in the dynamic range. Vision Research, 1978, 18, 983-993.

, 'Key Words: Adaptation; dynamic range

Cone saturation refersto the fact that an intensity (the saturating

.

intensity) of as-flash Gan be found such that the cone system cannot detect

increments upon this-flash no matter how intense these increments are We.

By making assumptions which relate both the psychOphysically obtained

threshold and saturating intensities of the flash to a supposed physiologi-

cal response, models describing the shifts in he dynamic range can be

tested. The present study examines the effects on threshold and saturation

produced by various steady adapting intensities. The data are fit by a

model incorporating changes in both the semisaturation constant of the

system and the maximum response elicited by a flash.

CIG Implications: This article is relevant to the problems associated with

the limited dynamic range of simulator displays. Since the visual system

tends to be more sensitive to spatial and temporal changes than to the

absolute level of stimulation or brightness, a realistic perception can

be achieved if the relative contrast among real-world objects is accurately

represented within the display's much more limited dynamic range. This can

be done by developing a contrast compressior\algorithm that matches-the

Compression accomplished by the visual system. The model presented in this

article should provide a sound basis for such an algorithm.
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Kulikowski, J. J. Effective contrast .constancy and linearity of contrast
sensation. Vision Research, 1976, 16, 1419-1431.

Key Word: Apparent contrast

Apparent contrast of gratings and edges was evaluated either by

matching the contrast of an adjustable pattern to a reference contrast
g

or by subjectively setting a fraction of the reference contrast. In the

latching task, patterns appeared to have the-same contrast when their

suprathreshold contrasts (physical Minusthreshold) were equal. This

result means that there was effective contrast constancy of various pat-

terns of high contrasts, since at these levels large just-noticeable

differences in contrast exceed the differences in contrast thresholds.
4.

CIG Implications: Appropriate relative contrast within a display system's .

limited dynamic range may be modeled from the eye's contrast sensitivity

function for both-threshold and suprathrtshold contrast levels.



Mansfield, R. J. W. Brightness function: effect of area and duration.
Journal of the Optical Society of America, 1973, 63,?., 913-923.

Key Words:' trightne'ss; lumination; Broca-Sulzer

The dependence of perceived brightness on flash luminance and dura-

'tion was determined for dark-adapted pbservers for various target sizes,

retinal locations, and wavelengths. In the first series of experiments,

observers made magnitUde estimations of the brightness of flashes of

varying luminance and duration. Perceived brightness varied as a

power function of luminance with simple fractional exponents: 1, (1/2),

(1/3). The exponents for brightness depend upon both target size and.

flash duration. The second series of experiments determined how the Broca-

Sulzer brightness enhancement shifts to briefer or longer durations with..

changes of luminance. Observers adjusted the duration of constant-

luminance flashes to produce a maximally bright flash. The flash duration

producing maximum brightnet4 varied as a power, function of luminance with

simple frictional exponents: (1/2) for point sources and (1/3) for ex-

tended sources. The regularity of the exponents suggests that a simple'
4.1

mechanism underlies the encoding?of brightness information in the dark-

adapted state.

GIG Implications: Relevant for the development of algorithms for, the com-

, pression of dynamic range as a functibn.of stimulus color, size and dura-

tion. Such algorithms are intended to produce the perception of realistic

dynamic range within the limits of the display.

174.
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Marks,L. E. 'Brightness as a function of retinal locus in the light-
adapted eye. Vision Research, 1968, 8, 525-535. .

Key Words: Apparent, brightness; relatiO brightness

Apparent brightness was measured by the method of magnitude estima-

tion as a function of three parameters: luminany of the target, locus of

stimulation, and level of light adaptation. For any given level of light

adaptation, brightness grows as a power function 11Sf luminance and thereby

conforms to the general psychophysical law proposed by S. S. Stevens.* The

exponent of the power function doei.not appear to v.1-appr6ciably from

one retinal locus to another. From the brightness functions it can be

-shown that a 1' white target of constant luminance appears brightest in the

fovea; its brightness decreases steadily as the locus of stimulation-is

to-

made more and more eccentric.. Relative sensit6ity.(reciprocal of luminance

at thres.hold) also decreases with/distance from the fovea, except at low

levels of light adaptation where sensitivity is greatest at about 52..
47

CIG Impliationsf The data are relevant for the simulation of the relative

'contrast among elements of the visual scene within a diiplay system's

limited dynamic range. Appropriate contrast, levels can be set in the data

base by using the power function once the system's average brightness or

adaptation level has been calculated. This strategy allows the determina-

tion of relative contrast for all 4iinal locations.

z
Stevens, S. S. Is There a Quantal Threshold? in Rosenblith, W. A.

(Ed.), Sensory Communication. New York: Technology Press and Wiley, 1961.
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Mark's,L. E. Visual brightness: some applicAtions of a model. Vision
Research, 1972, 12, 1409-1423.

Key Words.: Brightness; areal summation

Several models have postulated networks analogous to electrical

filters in order to account for neurophysiological and psychophysical

behavior of the visual system. A filter system, that contains inhibitory

feedback can be used to account for, the cube-root relation that typically

obtains between judged brightness and intensity of light flashes. Elabora-

tion in terms of lateral facilitation and lateral inhibitory feedback,

fables the-model to account for differences among brightness-intensity
.

functions measured at different retinal loci., This type of elabora-
:

tionlay also help to, account for the way brightness depends on stimulus

area.

CIG Implications: The model presented in,this study can be useful in

efforts toAevelop algorithms that simulate the realistic appearance'of

-relative'bri,ghtness within a display's liMited dynamic range.

0

4
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Owens, D. A., andjii W. Leibowitz. Night myopia: cause and a possible
basis for amelioration. American Journal of Optometry and Physio-

-iclogical Optics, 7976,-53, 709-717.

Key Words: Night Vision; myopia

Therelationship between .night myopia under simulated pi t driv-

ing conditions and the dark focus Of accommodation was examined. Over

a, range of luminance and contrast. conditions typical of?the night
.

driving situation, college -age subjects accommodated to about one -half

the,dtifierence between a disteht simulated road sign and,Weir individual

r
-dark focus. Subsequent laboratory and 'field experiments demonstrated

. .1

that 1 a negative correction ecual to half thOalue of the dark focus

....411(

et,

resulted in night visual performance that was signific)y improved over

that for normal or full dark-focus correction and 2) greater improvements

in performance were obtained for subjects who exhibited a relatively near

dark focus.

CIG Implications: The illuminance of- daylight' scenes in a simulator

,display is considerably below that present in actual daylight. The

reduced illuminance mayviesirlt in'a shift towards resting accommodation

.

V:is-which are inappropflate for normal daylight viewing, and may

decrease the amount of positive, transfer bet en the simulator and

actual, flight conditions.

a
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Sulliyan,.G: D. , and M, A. Georjeson. The'mssing fOndamental
variation of spatio-temporal characteristics with dark adaptation.
Vision Research, 17, 977-981.

Key Words:. Creik-O'Brien'illusion;dark' tation; contrast' sensitivity
- 1 -

When the fundamental, frequency o1 a square wave is"hlt-ered out, a

scalloped soatialluminance profile remains. At Tow spatial frequencies

and,low contrast the perception of a square remains unchanged wheri; the

fundaMentai frequency is missing--a phenomenon known as the missing funda-

mentalmental version of Craikk.O'Brien illusion CCar nsweet, 1971). This

article presents a cleardescriaion of the conditi6ns under which this

CIG Implications: This illusiqykrepresentt an example of a filtered or

differentiated display that maintains* the apparent relative contrast of
o

an unfilte're'd display..:It is relevant..for dynamic range compression
ro

algorithms discussed in Section 2.
e 04-

;,..nrnsweet, T.i Visual Perception. New York: Academic Press, 1970.
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Thomas, J. P. Threshold measurements of Mach bands. Journal'of the
Optical Society of America, 1965, 55, 521-524.

Key Words:. Mach band thresholds; dynamic range

Thresholds for Mach bands were obtained by filtering ditc'Continuous

lumidance gradients until the bands disappeared. Visibility was..celated

. two properties of the stimulus discontinuity at which the bands were
4

seen: the change in the rate ofchange of luminance with respect to

distance: And the luminance at the discontinuity. The former clearly

affects visibility. The latter also appears to affect visibility, but

its tnfluence was not always demonstrable. Light and dark,bands are

..
..

,

independently perceived. Light-band thresholds vary with exposure
.

duration according to Bloch's law.

z

CIG Implications: Relevant for dynami9 range compression algorithms. a

,

Mach.bands demonstrate the visual system's greater sensitivity
-to

relative

contras than to the absolUte level of illumination.

4,

10.
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Walker, J.,Td*ightness enhancement and the Talbot level ih stationary
gratings.!,Perception.and Psychophysics, 1978, 23, 356-359.

'Key Words: ,'Subjective brightness estimation; Talbot's Law

At low sOatial frequencies, the perceived brightness of the light

phase of a stationary square -wave grating is greater than the brightness

of a solid fieltrof equal phYsical luminance. That increase in the per-, -

.. -. ,

ceived 'brightness. of a grating, at low spatial frequencies is analogous to

the brightness, enhancement observed in a flickering lightat low temporal
c
frequencies., At' or above the critical spatial frequency--the visual reso-% ,.

, . .

lution threshol''- -the brightness of a grating is determined by its space-

average luminance, just as the brightness'of a flickering light at or
4

abovethe critical .flicker. frequency Is determined by itstime-average

_luminance in accordance wittiTaibot's law. Thus, Talbott% law applies in

the spatial as well, as thAtemporal d6main. The present study adds to the_

evidence that.temporal and spatial frequency play analogous.roles in some

aspects of bri.ghiness
°

C Releyant for controlling the apparent brightness or
. .

contrast ofobjects'withio the limited dynamic range of.a.'simulatpr display.

._ This iudy provides another demOntratiOn that the visual 'sy-stem is'more
,,

sensitive to'changesCein illumination than to the ablblute intensity of
0 44 .

i . ...
.

stimulation. In tMs case,apparent6rightness is scaled in terms-of spatial* %
..`

. k
,.. . ,

.,..

frequency or change iri illuminations it the domain. Thus'.

t. algorithms for.the compression of dynamic range should incorl)orate spatial
. OP

e

frequeney 'changes:

IRV
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B.4 DIRECTIONAL ILLUIATION:EFFECTS

The absence of directional illumination in current CIG systems con-
,

tributes to the unrealistic appearance ofthe display: The article dis-

cussed in this subsection describe the basic physical Oroperties of

directional illumination, e.g., surface reflection, shadows, and glare,

These data are needed to incorporate directional Illumination into the

data base.

I
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Fry, G., and M. Alpern. The effect, of a peripheral glare source upon
the apparent brightness of,an objeCt. Journal of the Optical. Society
of America, 1953, 43, 189-195. .

-I -
Key_words: .Peripheral glare; apparent brightness

.

The decrease in perceived brightness of a foveal test object pro-

duced by a peripheral glare source can be accounted for in terms of a

veiling luminance produced by stray light falling on the fovea. The same
ea*

effect can be produced by an artifical patch of veiling luminance super-

imposed on the:tes object. The effect of increasing the angle between

the glar,e source and the test object is equivalent to that of reducing the

brightness of the glare source in accordance with tke 'stray light hypothesis.

The measured amount of veiling luminance conforms to that found by previous

investigators. The changes, in brightness that occur immediately follOwing

the onset of a peripheral glare source as well as the changes which occur

followihg removal of the give sArce can'all be accounted. for in terms.
4

.of the veiling luminance produced by stray light falling on the fovea.

,CIG Implications: The veiling glare that is normally produced, by strong
A

directional illumination sources (e.g., the .glare of direct. sunlight) or

the light scattering caused by the windscreen are not present in current

CIG displays. This article presents data describing the perceptual effects

A

of glare and provides the basis for develop
1

ng algorithms to simulate these
.

- .o

effects.
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Legge, G. E., M. A. Cphey and C. F. Stromeyer: Spatial-freusiency. masking

with briefly pulsed patterns. Perception, 1978, 7, 161-166.

Key Words: Spatial frequency; masking

, Spatial-frequency masking was studied with briefly pulsed (25 msec)

vertical' gratings. The'mask was a noise grating, and the test pattern was

a sinusoidal grating. A low-frequency band.of noise masked a low- but not
s.

a high=spatial-frequency test grating when the patterns were presented

°

. simultaneously. A high-frequency band of noise did not make 6 low-

frequency test grating when the Patterns_ were presented simultaneously -or

when the Mask was presented after the .test pattern. (backward masking).

Masking was observed, however, when the mask or,test pattern was of a.

high enough contrast that the stimuli had nonlinear distortion and thus.

produced DC shifts of the field luminance.

CIG Implications:- In actual .flight conditions large and abrupt changes in

the level of illuminatioh. can occur. For example; such changes will occur

when moving in and out of the sunlight because of patchy cloud cover. Also

reflections from highly reflective surfaces will cause:an abrupt and short-,

lived elevation of illUmination. Under these conditions.masking mayresult

.4n an i irment ,of the detection and identification of patterns in the

/
darker field of `illumination. At present none of these effects are

incorpFratedin,simulator displays.
.

4

0
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Overington, I. Vision and acquisition. London: Pentech Press, 1976.

Key Word:. Survey of visual research

The purpose of this book is to provide, in one volume, a survey of

basic and applied 'research relevant to practical problems inPthe visual

acquisition of information. The bOok deals with a wide range of applied

problem's but does not directly discuss the issues:Imoiving flight

simulators in depth.' Nevertheless, this volume represents themost cur-

rent single collection of research that may be applied to CIG problems as

-liNcated below.

CIG ImllicationS:

1) Chapter 3 presents the few studies describing the variability

of visual performance both within and between individuals. This informa-

tion is quite necessary for selecting the stimulusthreshold values in the

data base that are most appropriate foy a range of individual abilities.

2). Chapter 4 surveys all the major stimulus variables affecting

detection thresholds, while chapter 5 covers a comparable portion of relevant

data on rec4Otion thresholds 'and acuity. Both these sections cover` the

basic information required for the implementation of more,effective con-
.

. .

tract management.
4

3) Chapters:6 and 7a survey. attempts to model human visual per-.
r

formance and may prove-Usefurfor the development of contrist management

algorithms:'

4) Chapter 14 presgts physical,, data on surface reflection whicho

should prove-quite'useful in efforts to add directional i4lumination-in

rr)

.

CIG systems.
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S

51 Chapters 15 and 16 survey the basic physical effects that the

atmosphere .has on the propagation of light. The data are presented in a'

form appropriate for the addition of aerial perspective in simulators.

w
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B.5 RASTER EFFECTS

In the displays examined, the CRT was magnified to the point where
the raster structure was resolvable. The presence f a visible raster

structure tends to mask or prevent the detection of small objects or fine
patterns. The'teticles summarized in this subsection describe the condi-,

tions under' which these masking effects impair the realism of CIG displays.

t

o4.
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Burr, D. C. Acuity for apparent vernier offset.. Vision Research, 1979,19, 835-837.

Key. Words:, Vernier acuity; dynamic acuity

-- Observers viewed an apparehtly moving vertical bar that was displayed

sequentially at a series' of discrete pos=itions on an oscilloscope face.'

When the plotting"Sequence,was such that the upper half of the bar was

' always displayed slightly before the lower,-the bar appeared to be brOken

and offset at the middle, with the upper segment leading the lower.

(although they are actually displayed at-identical horizontal positions).
.

Acuity for detecting this illusionary offset is very fine; indeed, almost
,

as fine'asthaf for detecting real offsets. It is further 'shown that such

an offset can be detected'only,if the bars are seen to be in motion.

CIG Implications:" An interlaced raster structure may produce illusionary

breakup of the components of moving objects. The small time delay between

. the two par& of an interlaced
raster scan is'within,,thelrange that the

viSdal.system can sometimes detect as a spatial displacement; e.g., at low
_

update rates a double image of a'small moving.objedt may result.

1 .
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De Valois, k. K. Spatial frequency adaptation can enhance contrast
sensitivity. Vision Re"search, 1977, 17, W57-1063,

Key Words: Adaptation; contrast sensitivity; enhanceWnt

Adaptation to a high-contrast sinusoidal luminance gratingsproduces

a temporary band-limited loss in sensi vity centered around the adaptation

frequency. The decrease appears to be tro narrower and more symmetrical.

than earlier reports, suggest. The effect falls to-zero by f + 1 octave

and is not reliably prtsent from f + 1 octave to f + 2 octaves. Enhance-_

ment of contrast'sensitivity occurs for frequencies further removed,

peaking #t about f + 2-3/4 to 3 octaves, This suggests mutual inhibitory

interactions among spatial- frequency- selective units of varying filter

Characteristics. Long-term practice produces significantly higher contrast
. .

sensitivity functions and arrower-bandwidths of the 1 ational sensitivity

loss.
4

GIG ,Implications: Adaptation to the spatial frequency of a display's

2.

raster structure occurs, within several minutes of viewing time. While

`adaptatio produces an unrealistic decrease in sensitivity to visual

pd,tterns of similar frequency and,orientation, the sensitivity to dis-

similar spatial frequencies is spuriously increased-These problems can

be 'attenuated by demodulating the raster.

0
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Erickson, R. A.,'and J. C. Hemingway. Visibility of r ster lines ip a
television ,display. Journal of the Optical Society of America, 1970,.
-60, 700-701.

Key Words: Image formation:, raster'lines., resolution

C

T-he discrimination of'rster line orientation was evaluated during

the display of air-reconnaissance photOgraphs. and'triangles and Circles of

differing sizes. Discrimination decreased with viewing distance for all

display types, -especially when 'the raster lines subtended less than 0.3'

visual angle. Performance for horizontal and'vertical orientations wa*

superior -to that for oblique orientations.

CIG Impligations,: Raster ,lines are somewhat less visible if they have an

oblique:orientation instead of the usual horizontal or vertical orientation.. -..
,

.

--.
,

.

This decrease in,-tVisibility occurs because the human,visual system is less- , d
sensitive to patterns with oblique orientations. Furthermore, physical

1,, resolution of the CRT is somewhat higher46r.patterns-obliquely oriented

to the raster lines.
Thus,-anoblique orientation of the raster lines,

w411' tecre'ase their visibility and increase 'the CRT resolution in the

horizontal and vertical'oriention where the Visual 'system is mbstae .*

,

s ens i ti ve .
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Maya, ChroMatic adaptationoforientation and size specifiC perusal

processes in man. Vision Research, 1972, 1509-1517.

Key.AordS: Adaptation; orientation; spatial frequency

.

This study ihvo-ed two experiments to investigate the effecti that

, 4ir . , .

.

adaptation to chromatic gratings of (a) different orientation and (b) dif-

frent spatial fi,equency has on the threshold for chromatic test gratings of

the same o different waVelengths, orientations, and spatial frequencies.

.ThreSho s were elevated by adaptation to.gratings that'Were of the same

wavelength and orientation alt the same wAelerigth and spatial frequency, as

the test grating: Adaptation to gratings that'were of different wavelength

and /or orientation or different:wavelength-and/or spatial frequency fry the

test grating -did not affect thresholds significantly. In addition homo-.

geneous chromatic adapting fields were used it Was found that the

thresholds for chromatic est gratings were not significantly elevated by

such adaptation. ese results were in general agreement with previous.

studies of orientation-specific and,size-specific-visual mechanisms, and-
,

it was concluded that thesefindings offer corroboration of, the McCollough

effect using threshold measures.

CIG,Impifcations-. The decreased visibility of visual patterns caused by

adaptatign to a display's raster structure is specific to color, spatial

frequency and orientation. These unrealistic effects can be reduced only,

by -decreasing thevisibility of the raster lines through demodulation or

,

other means:

a
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Pantie,. A. Visual information processing of complex imagery. Aerospace
- Medical Research Laboratory ,Technical Report AMRL-TR-74-43.

`Key Word: Harmonic analysis of visual imagery

An analysis of extant literature reveals a large body ofexperi-

v

experi-

mental evidence supporting the concept that.the human visual system

performs a two-dimensional harmonic analysis of visual stimuli. .It

also reveals a:smaller body of evldence that seems to contradict this

concept. Experiments performed in this report propose a resoluiion of

these apparent contradictions, and show how-existing concepts must be

slightly modified to include Changes in.the kind of harmonic analysis,

performed, Three kinds of ana-lysis, representing increasingly-fine

spatial- frequency resolution, seem to quantify human performance at

many form-perceRpon tasks; the kind of analysis performed depends on

the.tagk. A single pilishowing the masking effect of tne spatial

`jeequency another promises great utlitty-in target acquisition and
, .

Tetection studies, camouflagesigns, and designs for optimal man/
.no

I

machine interfaces.

C15 Implications: The ability to describe human visual perception in

terms of Fourier analysis is important becabn such a formulation is
Jr'

quite amenable to, the computational procedures required in CIG systems.

.Furthermore, the an'olysis as treated.in this report-has special relevance

'.;

for predicting the masking effects the raster structure will, have on ihe
., 4

0
R

404,
di '

vahous types of visual .patterns represented on'-the dlsplay.-0 - ...' .,
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Pollehn, H., and H. Roehrig. Effect of noise on the modulation transfer

function of the visual channel. Journal of the Optical Society of

America, 1970, 60, 842 -&4.6.

Key'Words: Modulation transfer function; noise thresholds

The effect of noise on the )modulation transfer function was studied

by means of threshold measurements. Whitcnoise and 1/f noise of various

levels and different cutoff frequencies were displayed on a television

... .

screen together h a sinusoidally modulated bar pattern. ,The signal-

.-
-

.

.

to-noise threshold nssary for percdption was measured as a function
k.

.
.

of the spatial frequency of the bar pattern. This signal-to-noise
.

threshold, whiCh is strongly dependent on the bar-pattern'frequency,

is also dependent on the nms value and the frequency distribution of

the noise as wellas the difference between the bar-pattern frequency

, and medium freqUency of the noise. An attempt was made to explain the

. results by visual pbservatiohof the bar pgttern in the presence of

narrow -bandwidth noise,,Z,'

CIG Implications; The Ma,sking effects of-any,noiseAn a display system
4

.. will depend on the'spatial freqUwcy.o.4,hotgthe noise and the target,_

Targets that have spatial frequencies tear.trie medium frequency of the

noise will be'harder to detect than any other targets.
.
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Stromeyer, C. F., and B..Julesz:Srit-i -'frequency masking in vision:
critical bands and spread. of masking-A of of .the 0 tical Societ

. of America; 1972;-62, 1221-p3.

Key Words: Modulation transfer;amasking

. Vertical sinusoidal gratingswere viewed in masking noise composed

Of vertical stripes spread along the horizontal Airectton!' Making func'

tions were .obtained while vating the ,grating frequency. relative to various

one-octave-wide bands of noise. These functions closely resemble curves

derivedderived from previous experiments on adaptation to.gratings-, Masking-was..

also measured as a function of the width of band of nOq'e.centerecik,on

the grating frequency. Masking increased as the band was widened up to

,approximately ±1 octave; masking did not increase further when the:band.

v
, . ,, , :

%.

was 'widened beyond this range. i',The results demonSfrate that-a (mating. -,
. .,

, ., , . .

P ° .

it"ma*sked only 'by noise whose spatial frequencieS-are,similar to the ..-1.
. .

. t
,..

..

grating fr6queuy.- The 'experimetS provide.furtherjhdiGatfog of. the 4
, .

. .s .. 9
'

I ,

4 i , 4*
, -. Is 6'

,t ...existence of channels'in the,vi.sual system th&are selectively.tuned t

,f..

94 1
1 ' .

,.p. k° 1. 1: . 1
: to different .spatiatfreqUencies.

, .

.

11 4

2

A ", CIG .*IMIniCatiOhS', Raster 1 >ies«wi11 .tend to seiectivel.y`opask,visval
ks'ea ; ,

71"of, .
N... patterns Containing similar spaPil-,.frOuen.tie§ an,d.Orjenatior: ° ;

.
2 .7

va.0* tY.
r. ,

de, ecpipn:of pattelms'ciiisistingtof spittraift:equencies 4ft twetCA t .

. .

,

A4 -t15 to 10 cYclesX4egree with a horizontal orientation, wil I be, irtp$irqd. 4:

- This impairment Ts caused by the_properties of the visual systeM and.

. ... ,- .-,.-
. 4..,

. .
not by-the aliesiwassoectated with the raster structure. , .
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Tangney, J., N. Weisstein, and K. Berbaum. Masking independent-of both
separation and spatial frequency. Vision Research, 1979, 19, 817-S23.

Key Words: Forward masking; spatial frequency; distribution

Th.e brief presentation of a single:dark bar lowered the apparent

ft

contrast of a,subseouently flashed patch of)%rating regardless of the

-spatial separation of the two patterns (up to 4° of visual angle). This

forward-masking effect occurred when.the bars of the two patterns were

identically oriented, but not when their orientation differed by,90°.

Such an orientation-selectivecinteration effect between widely Separated-

patterns could result from Fourier-like distribution of visual information,,
-Mb

but the magnitude of the masking effect is not affected by the similarity

of the patterns in the Fourier domain. Pattern coding by local features

might explain only the orientation specificity and the lack of frequehcy,

tuming,'while-ptttern coding by.FOurier features might explain only the

orientation specificity and the distributio5 effect. Therefore, neither

.class of features completqly describes tia4 initial coding Of_visual

patterns. (.
4. .

t
. .

0

CIG Impl*ations:. Shows the existence of orientation-specific maski

for spatially nono el-lapping patterns. Indicates that raster lines may

produce masking effects even in areas 'of the display where their visi-
.

'46
bilitY is neg igible.
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. Tolhurst, D. J. Separate.channels for:the analysis of the shape and the
movement of a moving visual stimulus. Journal of. Physiology, 1973,
231, 385-402.

Key Words: Adaptation; spatial frequency channels; te4oral modulation

The effects of temporal modulation on the properties of spatial

frequency channels were determined using adaptation. Adapting to drifting

sinusoidal gratings caused threshold elevation that was both spatial-

.frea:uency and-direction specffic. Little systemAic difference was

found between the bandwidths of the elevation curves for\drifting and

stationary gratings. It was confirmed that adaptation fails to reveal

channels at low'spatial frequencies when stationary °ratings are used.

However, channels were revealed at frequencies at least as low as 0.66

c/deg when the test gratings were made to move. The fact that these

channels are only minimally adapted by stationary gratings confirms

their dependence on movement. The existence olf Movement-sensitive

channels at low spatial frequencies explains the well known observation

that temporal modulation increases the sensiti-vity of the visual system

to low spatial frequencies.

Temporal modulatiOn effectively revealed these channels only when

the flicker or movement of. the test patterns was apparent to the observer.

Only at low spatial frequencies did patterns modulated at low.rates act. Wally

appear to be temporarily modulated at threshold. A? higher spatial fre-

quencies, these patterns were indistinguishable from stationary patterns
,

until the contrast was above the Aetection threshold. It was'suggested 11

that the movement - sensitive channels are responsible for signaling the

occurrence of movement and that the channels at higheespatial,frequencies

give no information about temporal changes.
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CIG Implications:

'1) Adaptation to the display's raster strutture will raise detec-

tiontion and identification s to patterns with similar frequency

components. These adaptation effects can be reduced if the raster struc-
.

ture can be demdOulated in space and/or time.

2) Because direction-specific adaptation to movement may not be

simulated properly at low update rates, there will be less positive trans-

fer of traininq to actual flight conditions.

S

4
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Tolhurst, and L. P. Barfield. Interactiops between spatial
.

. frequency channels. Vision Research,1978, 18, 951458.
Key Words: Spatial frequency; masking

The sensitivities for sinusoidal gratings of various spatial -fre-

quencies were determined by a two-alternative, forcezchoice technique.

The effects of the simultaneous presence,of a grating of 4.21 c /deg, on

sensitivity were exa in The effects of prolonged adaptation to the

same grating were also examined. ,When the testing frequency was close

to the masking or adapting frequency, threshold was elevated; when

the frequencies differed by 1 to ,2 octaves, the threshold was lowered

(sensitivity was increased).

CIG Implications: These data indicate that'sPatial frequencies close
.

tto that of'the raster will have elevated thresholds, acrid hose 1,to 2

octaves removed Will have lowered thresholds.

4
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B.6 COLOR

.The, color represented in CIG displays is often described as too

vivid and cartoonlike. The following summarized articles are relevant to

o
. the reduction of this problem. Other-articles in this subsection describe

I

how color may idssen the masking effects produced.by a visible raster

structure.

A

0
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Ellis, S. R. Orientatio selettivity ofthe McCollough effect: analysis
by equivalent contrast transformation. Perception And I5sychophysidt,
1977, 22,7.539-544.

Words: Orientation; cdo McCollough effect

Using a color-cancellation technique, the strength of the McCollough

effect was measured in units of excitation purity. The strength was

studied both as a function of the contrast of the adapting gratings and as
A ,

a function of the angle X, between the axes of the' test and the adapting

gratings. Results were well described as a linear function of the con-

,.

teast of the adapting gratings and as a cos(2X) function of the angle.

Both fuRctions were combined to express an equivalent contrast transformation

which converts the measurements of orientation tuning into a unit comparable

to that used forcbther kinds of orientation-specific aftereffects. The

orientation'tuning was, found to be very broad /ith a half-width at half

amplitudeof approximately 27g. This estimate is considered to be 'a sub-

stantial underestimate of the actual,'tuning of the aftereffect's substrate.

CIG Implications: The masking effects caused by adaptation to the raster

structure will have some degree, of specificity to color as well as to

spatial frequency and orientation. The color specificity should occur only

in those situations where some portion of the display is one color

y for a considerable,length of time. This problem can be attenuated by

demodulating the raster scan:

199 .
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Indow, T. Scaling of saturation and hue in the nonseectral region.
Perception and Psychophysics, 1978, 24, 11-20.

Key Words: Color; saturation

The saturation of two nonspectral hues, magenta and violet, and'the
-

,

hue shift between red and blue through the nonspectral region-were both'

scaled by two methods--eqUisection.to produce a difference scale (6) and

ratio- judgments tQ produce a magnitude scale (II) ) The colored stimuli

were viewed through apertures in a dark surround, with the luminance kept

constant at one'of three levels--0.5, 2.15, and 12.6 cdim?. The results

were as previously found with saturation and hue shift between two adja-

cent primary hues in the spectral- region. That is, with exponents larger

than unity
' 0 was linear with colorimetric purity for the.saturatien of

magenta or violet and with the mixture ratio of red or.blue for the he

shift, and 1pm was a power function of colorimetri,c,purtty for the satura-

tions and with the mixture-ratio for the hue shift. The present results

were combined with evious results'to give the change of parameters for

saturation functior4,over the entire hue circle.

GIG Implications:. Useful for the selection of colOr saturations to be

represented in the data base.
.

r
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Lovegrove, W. Inhibition between channels selectiveto contour.orienta-
tion and wavelength in the human visual system. Perception and Psythophysics,/
1977, 22; 49-53.

Key Words: Orientation; color; channel inhibition
.

Recent studies haVe demonstrated inhibition between channels selec-
,

tive to contour orientation in the human visual system. On the basis of

adaptation studies, it has also been suggested that the human visual system

contains channels jointly responsive to both contour orientation and wave-.

length. The present paper investigates inhibition between channels. Two

experiments demonstrated that, with simultdieous presentation of a center
4

vertical target grating and a concentr. d grating, the threshold

and the apparent orientation of the center grating depended on the relative

orientations of'the two gratings and also on whether they were viewed in

the same or in different colored light. Color selectivity in both experi-
.

merits was found across a wider'r'sange of angular separations than has

generally been reported for successive. presentation of the two stimuli..

These results suggest inhibition between channels selective to combinations

of contour orientation and wavelength in the human .visual system.
lb

CJG Implications: The masking producV by a visible raster will be selective

for color as well as spatial frequency. Thus, masking caused, by the raster

structure may be less for color displays than for black and white displays.

This effect partly justifies the additional cost of color displays.

201
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Watanabe, A., T. Mari, S.'Nagata, and K. Hiwatashi. Spatial sine-wave
respnses of the human visual system. Vision Research, 1968, 8,
1245-1263.

Key Words: Modulation transfe.. frequency response,.
/*

4his article presents the sine wave response of the human visual

system asured under various objective and subjective conditions using

a monochrome television display system:

Generally, the sine.wave response curve of the visual system repre-

'sented the shape of a bandpass fikiter, and the maximum contrast sensitivity

was observed in the range of 0.04'to 0.1 line/min of arc.

The resoone in the high spatial frequency region was affected key

I

the orientat4 of the sine wave pattern, and became minimum when the

pattern was tilted44 . The spatial frequency bandwidth of the response

increased with the rise Of both the contrast level and the average luminance

level of., the patiernk : The response increased r emarkably in the hfgh fre-
.

queney region when thecontrast level rose, and a small dip appeared in,

the middle frequency region when the average luminance lev4l rose above

30 ft7L. The cutoff frequency in the high frequency region rose mono-

tonically with increase of heobservation distance up to about 5 m.

The reduction of the pattern size largely decreased the response in

the low frequency region.. Thelimitation of the.stimulUs duration resulted

in the reduction of the response, especiMly in they medium frequency region.

The white stimOus exposed just before the presentation of the sine wave

pattern also reduced the sine wave response.

20 801
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When the vertically striped sine wave pattern drifted horizontally

with constant velocities, the.response in the high frequency region de-

creased and the specifiC velocity was 'found where the response in the

low frequency region became maximum and the specific velocity was a

function of the spatial 'frequency.

Coarse stabilization of the retinal image brought aboyt a reduc-

tion ofrespons'e,, ind the contrast threshold rose from 5 to 15 dB in the

measurement in the low frequency region.

No remarkable\change of responie according to the spectral distri-
w

bution of thepattern wig observed; except f'Or a slight reduction of

response to blue,patterns

CIG Implications:, This arti le ,contains a large portion of the data

required to implement- the sugg stions for more effective contrast njanage-
_,/

ment discussed in Section 2. Con east thresholds were determined as 'a

function of spatial*frequency, orie tatioh, field of view, Average

luminance level, temporal modulation a d color. The findings show

that contrast management for color is ba ically the same as for white

light,iyhe differing Spectral 4sensitiv4t of the eye is takenNnto

account.
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Willmer, E. N. Subjective brightness and size of field in the central

fovea. Journal ef,Physiology, 1954, 123,'315 -323.

Key Words: ubjecti-ve brightness; foveal threshold;, foveal wavelength

sensitivity

For measurements of threshold, the relationship between the 'size

(i.e., area) of the central foveal field stimulated and the luminance of

the field is diffe ent from what it is for the assessfient of b ightness--

bycomparison with a other field of constant size and luminance.

When determining the threshold of visibility in the foveal center,

measurements of the relationship'between area and luminance are essentially

independent of wavelength on changing the size of the stimulated field.,
,.

This is not true when measuring brightness against a Ttandard field in

this region of the retina, because blue fields are found to behave
6 .

differently than red or yellow fields.

CIG Implications: Relevant data for the development of dynamic range

compression algorithms. To maintain,ual-worrelative contrast-within
.

the display's limited dynamic range, the fact that the visual systeM is
. 1 .

.
- r4

..

less sensitive to blue light than to other wavelengths mustipe taken into

..
4

account.

r.

.r
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/B.7 LEVEL OF DETAIL 11
The articles discussed in this subsection primarily oncern.the

-aliasing effects commonly observed when a AitCh is made from one le'vel'of

detail to another. Some of the articles also describe texture- perception

-a topic that is relevant to level of detail when an attempt is made to add

texture to CIG displays.

I

4
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I

-Braddick, 0. The masking of apparent motion in random-dot'patterns.
Vision, Research, 1973, 13, 355-369.

Key Words: Apparent motion; masking

'Two random-dot patterns were alternated to-give apparent motion of

a central square region. .f.A appearance of the moving square?could be

masked by exposing a uniform light field-in the interval between the

,..patrns. This masking' effect 1) was not found when the patterns and

blank field were exposed to different, eyes; 2) ;As of sjmilar,magnitude,

whena visual noise field was used; 3) was greatest when the masking field

luminance was slightly greater than that of the *terns, declining for
. . ..

brighter fields; 4) was not prodUced by light adaptation if .the interval

itself was dark; 5) could not be accounted for by the reduction in

apparent pattern contrast; 6) was greatest when the masking field was

exposed early- in the interval. Three, hypotheses are discussed: 1) that

this haskileg of motion-is an aspect.of a more general masking of the

patterns, 2) that it is-due to stimulation of motion detectors by the
,*.

masking field, and 3) that it is due to erasure of briefly stored

information. The first hypothesis is rejected.
.

CIG Implications: All dynamic CIG displays depend on tk phenomenon of
7'

apparent motion to represent the perception of-realsmotion. This article
- ,

adds to our knowledge of apparent motion by describing the conditions

\that'mask its perception. Further 'research is requi d to determine whether

this masking also occurs for real motion and whether i represents a

significant problem for CIG displays.

2/a06
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TBreitmeyer, B. G. A relationship between the detection of size, rate,

orientation and direction in the-human visual system. Vision Research;
( 1973, 13, 41-58.

Key Words: Motion perception; size and shape relationships

Differential increment thiTsholds for stationary gratings.of'

variablespatialfrequencyandformovingpatterns.lof variable velocity

following adaptation to either of two velocities (2.5 and 6.5 deg/sec) or

to either of two spatial frequencies (1.5 and 4.5 c/deg), respectively,

indicate that the-human visual system contains units of analysis which

respond selectively to stimulus size andvelocity. A distinction between
/

two types of units, speed and velocity (i.e., SpeM and-dir:ection)

analyzers, was established. Under conditions of systematically .varied

background illumination levels, corresponditgly systematic changes in the .

`size velocity preference of the hypothesized-analyzers occurred, suggesting

that the unit impulse response (i.e., the-response of a unit to a pulsed

stimulus presentation) determines the analyzers' size-velocity prefere ce.

The preferred velocity, v, and spatial frequency,(size), f
s'

were sho4n to

be relatable by the formula fsvi = 1, where i is the interval betwe n th

onsets of the primary and secondary. excitatory discharges of the u it

impulse response.

CIG Implications: The data are relevant for determining update rates that

will produce a natural perception of motion depending on the /Size, rate,

orientation and direction of stimulus movement.

'AA
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Breitmeyer, B. G., and L. Ganz. Implications of sustained and transient
chahnels for theories of visual pattern masking, saccadic suppression,
and information processing. Psychological Review, 1976, 83, 1-32.

Key Words; Transient vision model; sustained vision model

(
The sustained/tran.,lent model presented here conceptualizes the

visual system as comprising two parallel and semi-independent channels

which are in a compledentary relationship. The transient system is

functionally characterized by high temporal resolution, short latency,

and relatively low spatial resolution, and comprises part of an "early'

warning system" that orients an organism and directs its attention to

locations in visual space that potentially contain novel pattern informa-

don: This pattern information is subsequerilly analyzed by the sustained

system, which is characterized by high spatial resolution, long latency,

and-long integration time. High-acuity. tasks, such as the recognition of

small forms and high-resolution stereoacuity, would accordingly require a

longer perception time than low- acuity. tasks.

One of the des-rgv problems inherent in the sustained systeM is that

,

its long integration time permits strong
.

proactive or forward masking by

integration between successive fixations of the visual world. This could

be solved simply by increasing the duration of the fixation or intersaccade

-interv'al. The price,,however, would be a reduction in, the rate of visual

information processing.

This de oblem is to some extent overcome by the existence of

inhibitory ctions of the transient system on the sustained system. The

interaction between the'transient and sustained systems is illustrated by

.

4
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the following sequence of events. An organism is fixating and analyzing a

given spatial pattern. The sustained channels are slowly accumulating the

pattern ihformation. Suddenly a novel object appears in the periphery of

. the visual field (e.g., by moving). The novel object stimulates transient

neurons, presumably in the superior colliculds, which command a reorienta-

tion of head.and eyes so as to foveate the novel object. The command to

move the eyes is realized in a saccade. Concomitantly, transient channels

in the-retino-genicio:cortical pathway inhibit sustained channels at

various levels of the visual system and thus help to terminate the long

integration within sustained channels which would otherwise persist into

. the next fixation period:

CIG Implications:

,1) Perception of smaWdetWiled forms reqUires a substantial period

of temporal integration. Therefore, small levels of letai) that would be,

in the visual field for very short time periods will not be detected.and

need not be displayed.

2) Transient stimuli that appear in t 6 periphery can-interrupt

the processing of fo 'Veal vision, Therefore, it is impdrtant to eliminate

the abrupt appearance of objects in sim\lator displays that are caused by..

inappropriate contrast manageMent.

I
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Breitmeyer, 8%; R. Love and 8. Wepman. Contour suppression during
strobo-§l'opic motion and metacohtrast. Vision Research, J974', 14, 1451 -
l456..

Key Words: Masking; stroboscopic Motion
p

Fintlings of visual contour masking obtained wheh two stationary and

spatially separated Ore presented briefly and successively in time
,

indicate that the contourpesking typically observed while viewing a

stimulus in real movement alsO occurs while viewing a stimulus in strobo-

scopic movement.' Ateitional results indicate that the loss of detailed

contour information attending stroboscopic movement may contribute to,
, 4

thokigh not constitute, the contour suppression effects observed in meta-

contrast. 4

CIG Implications: The suppression of contours or sharp edges in strobo-

scollic'or real movement implies that these details need not be Presented

,for objects in motion." If.so, tomputing time might be reduced and some

of the aliasing effects observed for S611 1evels of detail during motion

might be attenuated:

210
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Caelli,4., and D. Finlay. Frequerwy,'phase, and color coding in Apparent
motion. Perceptior10979, 8, 59-68.

.Key Wurd: Apparent motion

Results are presented which indicate that the 'known spatiotemporal

limits for apparent motion are consistent with the motion being stdusoida3

as a result of filtering. The filter model was investigated:by determining

how two such motions interact as a function of their relative temporal'

phase differences. This determination was made by inducing two indepen-

dent motion's from complementary colored event pairs. The results indi-

cated critical phase limits for perceiving the two motions (red and green)

which were consistent,With the frequency specificity of the effect. The

results are discussed, within the framework of a filtering process for the

perteption- of apparent motion,

''CIG Implications: The illusion of apparent movement is the means by which

all simulator displays represent real continuous motion. Establishing that

the, apparent motion inTomplex CIG scenes.Can be described using the filter

model developed in this "study might proveseful for determining the realism
4

8

of displayed infordation as g-function of the update rate.

/

-ft
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Fox, J., and W. Mayhew. Texture discrimination and the analysis of
proximity: Perception, 1979, 8, 75-91.

Key Words: Texture discrimination; Marr theory; Julesz theory

A major theory, of early visual processing considers a number Of

aspects of visual perception in great detail, inCluding grouping and

texture discrimination. New phenomena associated with,texture.discrimina-
,

tion are described and ex0eriments reported which allow a preliminary

comparison of this theosry, as it applies tO texture discrimination, with

more established theories. One experiment produced results which are clearly

consistent, but the ability of the theory to deal with additional data on

region suppression is not established. The theory of the analysis of

proximity relations proposed by Fox offers a broadly satisfactory account

of Many texture perception results, while relying on the more fundamental

theory of primitive visual processes to deal with the remainder. A furthei

attraction of proXimity analysis is that it may shed new light on_the

classical paradox of symmetry perception. Some'wa in which the pre-

liminary proximity analysis model is incomplete are discussed, and it is

concluded that developMent of the model may be profitable for theories of

early visual processing.

CIG Implications: This articple is relevant .for attempts to add texture to

simulator displays in order to enhance the perception of surfaces and tither

visuai,forms as a' single ob t. The theories discussed may prove useful

in the development of algorithms for simulated texture that optimize this

AV
goal.

C
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Harvey, L.0., Jr., and M. J. Gervais. Visual texture perception and Fourier
analysis. Perception and Psychophysics, 1978, 24, 534-542.

Key Words: Texture; modulation transfer

The'relationship between the Fourier spectra (represented by four

hypothetical visual channels sensitive to spatial frequencies] and the

perCeptual appearance of the textures was investigated. Thirty textures

were synthesized by'combining various spatialif equencies of different

amplitudes. Twenty subjects grouped the textures into two, three, four,

and five, groups based on their similarity of appearance. 'The groupings were

analyzed by means of linear discriminant analysis using the.actiwity of the

four channels as predictor variables. The groupings Were also examined by

multidimensional.scaling,,and the resulting stimulus configuration was

canonically correlated with the channel activity. The results of both

analyses indicate a strong relationship between the perceptual appearance

of the textures and their Fourier spectra. These findings support a'

multiple-channel spatial- frequency model of. perception.

CIG Implications: Over a broad range'pf conditions texture distrimination

and detection can be described by the output of only four bandpass fitters,

sensitive to different regions of the Fourier spectra. These finding's offer

a simple method for selecting textures that will enhance the perceptual

segregation of different surfaces. Furthermore, the visual system's contrast

sensitivity function can be used for controlling the appearance of texture

components as a function 9f calculated, distance.
,

.
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Kulikowski-, J. J., and D. J. Tolhurst. PsychaphysicaI evidence for
sustained and transient,detectors'in human vision. Journal of
Physiology, 1973,.232, 149-162,-.

Key Words: Transient.respo;seysustaineditransient detectors

.

The sensitivity to temporally modulated sinusoW. gratings was

,determined.. Two threshOlds could be distinguished` for the modulated

gratings: the contrast at which flicker could be perceived and the

,contrast at which the
t
spatial structure became distinct. The flicker

detection threshold\and'pattern recognition threshold varied indepen=

dently as functions of the spatial and tempdral frequnies suggesting

that the two thresholds represent the activity of two independent systems

of channels.

The channels detecting flicker prefer itiw and medium spatial fre-
( t

quencies. They have a pronounced decline in sensiti-vity at low tenpora.l,

frequencies of sinusoidal modulation. They respond twice as Well to
.

s-
gratings whose phase is alternated repetitively as to gratings turned

on and off at the same rate. The channels responsible for the d

ination of spatial structure are most responsive at high and medi

spatial frequencies. There is no decline in sensitlkity at low'tem

frequencies.' These channels respond equally we$1, to alternating ayid

'On/off gratings up to about 8 F1 The temporal'propertJes'Ias reNealed4

,
i

with sinusoidal modulation suggest that the,flicker-datecting channels

tv
responsible for analyzing the spatial structure would give sustained

reSpon*Ses. 'The responses of the two types of,channels to.alterditing
,

..,-
and on/off gratings confirm this suggestim

.
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.

CIG'Implications: ecause,transient mechanisms of the visual system wi

----

not be ttimula'te stically by dynamic simulator displays, positive

transfer will d _c -as.e. This article gives some of the stimulus param-

eters that norm 1Ty eiicit a transient response. The:se.parameters indi-
-,.. ,.

cate thAalias ng effects may be rost visii5Te when these signal distor-
. /

tions stimulate transient channelg Ofi46 visual system.

t'
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Pantle; A. Adaptation toyattern spatial frequency: effects .on visual
movement sensitivity in humans. Journal of the Optical Soeiety of
America, 1970, 60, 1120-1126.

Key Words: 'Detection; spatial frequency dependence; Iiisual movement

Human luminance thresholds were measured using a square-wave test

grating (spatial frequency = 0.38 cycles/deg) moving at different speeds

(from 0.0° to 22°/sec). -A set of gratings of various spatial frequencies

ranging from 0.00 (uniform field) througff 23 cycles/deg provided

different.adapting patterns that were viewed pribr to threshold

determinations. The pattern of threshold elevations produced by the set

Of adapting gratings was different for'diTferent test-grating speeds.

These results indicate that visual mechanisms with different spatial-
,

frequency-tuninj. characteristics mediaq the detection of a low-frequency

grating when it is moved at'different speeds. Also, results were

obtained. which suggest that the higher-harmonic components of a low-

frequency grating contribute to its detection when it is moved at ,7

slow speeds.
-

CIG Implications: Adaptation to 'stimulus movement- that is observed,
. .

'under normal viewing conditionsimay not occur in the simulator at low.

update rates. This deficiency maybe particularly relevant to the move-

/
ment of low spatial frequencies.

.
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Richards, W., and T. B. F&iton. Spatial frequency doubling: retinal or 4.
central? Vision Research, 1973, 13, 2129-2137. , a

Key, Words: Spatiotemporal'modulatiOn; image doubling

------, \

When a field is sinusoidally modulated both in space and time,

the spatial frequency of the pattern will appear doubled at temporal'

o

;frequencies of 30 Hz and above.' This paper discusses the possible

.anatomical locus of this phenomenon.

CIG Implications: This phenomenon may partly be the cause of the image-
,

doubling of a string of runway lights.that has been observed.iri some

displays utiip update rates of 30 Hz. Unfortunately, little is known

.about the cause of either phenomenon at the present'time.

V
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Westheimer, G., and S.- P. McKee. Rerceptiori of temporal order in adjacent
visual stimuli: Vision Research,,1977, 17, 887-892.

Key Words: Temporal orders; spatiotemporal interaction,,

For single short exposures, the temporal order of appearance of two

adjacent stimuli in the human fovea can be correctly identified when one

is delayed by as little as 3 msec. The threshold delay is almost unaffected

by the length of the stimuli or their relativ orientation, but depends

critically on their separation, being' minimal n 'the range 2 to 6 ft.

Illusion of movement is a strong but.not a nessary condition for detection

of tgporal order. In the conditions showing lowest thresholds, sensitivity

is, less with'dichoptous viewing. Unilocular stimuli i'n opposite directions

San be combined to yield a stereoscopic appearance. If the neural proceSs-
...

ing for such fine spaciotemporal comparisons does not occilin the "retina,

the results imply that retino-cortical transmis.fton of the involved signals

i% exceedingly crisp and that cortical processing is more delicate if

stimuli arise wholly in one eye. S

CIG Implications; These ftnetemparal discriminations require update-rates

. considerably beyond the range of current simulators. This fact-paTtly

.

expiains why the breakup of contours due to aliasing is so easily detected.
.

daft produce small and spurious changes in the 'position of contour
,

,segments from oRe frame to the next. These changes can produce distracting

apparent movement that is well within the sensitivity of. the visual system.
Y
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8.8 SURFACE DEFINITION

The research deals with information that is necessary and/or suffi-

cient fdr accurate perception of surface orientation, size, and distance,
and the observer's relative motion with respect to a surface. The problem
is restricted to monocular displays presented on a'two-dimensional surface.

Research employing dynamic displays is more relevant-to the topic than is

research using static displays.- The most promising line of researchcon-
cerns the r

'gradientsof different types-of texture gradients in per-

ceiving distance, slant, and shape. Another important ource of information
# , Ais cast and attached shadow. ,

a'
.

In CIG displays, perceived,distance is often ambiguous. For example,

the limited cues to distance available in a limited- information monocular
,

diSplay,are often contradicted' by the presence of flatness cues: The-open
problem is to, determine how the perception of object sizes operates under

.,these conditions-. The size-distance invariance hypothesis, which contendsP

that perceiveesize and 0-erceived distance are inversely related, suggests
:that'ambiguity of distance isplies ambiguity of size., In fact, 'bne inter -

._pretation of this hypotResfs holds that the.human visual system computes

dbject sizes after perceived distance has been fixed. The available

research investigates this hypothesis.
4

When, contours appear in flat Surfaces in. CIG displays, different

parts-of the surface will often appear to be separated in depth. The

illusion is sometimes strong enough to `cause portions of the flat surface
-

to appear to be floating above the ground. The literature search is con-
.

centrated into three areas releliant to this- illusion: 'depth'adjacency,

Xigure-grpund segregation, and chromostereopsis.

.Darkened areas along the sides of surfaces in CIG displays seem to

be interpreted; by the visual system. as shaded sides of raised surfaces:

For example, if the areas along atunway`s sides are darkened, the whole
. .

runway appears as an elevated surface. Another misperception of orienta-

tion occurs when the angles formed by surface contours are extremely acute0

or obtuse. Instead of appearing flat in these cases,,the SurfaCe appears

.to be slanted away_from the frontoparallel plane.
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Beverly, K. I., and D. Regan. Evidence for the existence of neural
mgchartisms selectively sensitive to the direction of movement ion space.

Journal of Physiology, 19731- 235,,17 -29.

Key Words: Motion perception; depth perception; binocular disparity;
binocular vision

t.

Subjects viewed an irregularly spaced pattern of dots with he left

eye and'a similar pattern with the right eye. The 2° central areas of

Irch pattern were sinusoidally oscillated from side to side.- Wheh the

left and right patterns were viewed in binocular fusion, the 2° central

area generally appeared to oscillate in depth. Altering the relative

amplitudes*of oscillation of.tme left and right targetsi.e., left:right

ratio) changed the direction of the line along which the target appeared

to oscillate in three-dimensional space. By turning a.logarithmic control

potentiometer, the subject could vary the abtolute amplitude of the retinal

image movements without altering the left:right ratio. For a given left:

right ratio, the oscillation amplitude of retinal disparity was varied

until the subject was,jUstable to see the target's oscillations in depth

.
-

(depth threshold). Depth thresholds were determined over the complete

range of left:right ratios. Adapted thresholdt we'remeasured'after a 10-

min adaptation to movement in depth. When the target appears to oscillate

in a direction wide of one eye, the retinal image in that eye oscillates

through a smaller diStance than does the image in the other eye, but both

oscillate in phase. When the target's direction of motion is directed to
.

any point between the eyes, the two retinal image positions'oscillate in

antiphase.

A
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The impressions produced by gazing stimulus target were as

follows. At first the target's oscillations in depth were large, but they

grew progressively smaller until after several minutes no movement in

depth was visible. Although averal minutes of adaptation were necessary

to completely abolish the perception of movement in depth, a marked loss

of sensitivity took place within the first few seconds of adaptation,

especially for near-threshold adapting stimuli. There was a subjectively

striking observation: If, after abolishing the perception o emeit in

depth by sufficient adaptation, the left:right ratio of the a a ting

stimulus were changing, then large excursions in depth immediat became

visible. Only five different curves were needed to describe the evations

of threshold for depth movement produced by thirteen different adap flg

left:right ratios. The five curves can be summarized in terms of four

hypothetical sensitivity functions, which could correspond to the neural'

mechanisms underlying .visual sensitivity to depth movement. These mecha-

nisms are tuned to the left:right ratio and might act as.detectors of the

direction of motion in three-dimensional space.

.CIG implications: These results strongly support the existence of.dynaTic

binocular disparity cues to motion in depth which are distinct from static

binocular disparity cues. Binocular disparity has long been held to be an

ineffective cue to depth at far distances, but there is no reason to believe

that dynamic binocular disparity,. as. described here, is not effective at

far distances. A pilot in actual.. flight probably uses dynamic binocular

disparity to'perceive motion in depth. Of course, dynamic binocular
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AK.

disparity cannot be used er monocular conditions such as in CIG displays.

Artificial depth cues probably will need to be proyided in CIG displays to

fill the deficit.

- 22 2
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Beverly, K. I., and D. Regan. Separable aftereffects of changing-size and
motion-in-depth: different neural mechanisms? Vision Research, 1979, 19,
727-732.

Key Words: Motion aftereffects; depth perception; motion perception;
size change

Th& following aftereffect resulted from inspecting a square whose

vertical edges moved towards each other with a. ramping waveform: a static

test square 1) appeared to be continuously, expanding along the horizontal

direction, and 2) appeared to be moving in depth. Each aftereffect was

quantified by measuring the real rate of size change required to cancel it.

Both aftereffects decayed exponentially, with the motion-in-depth aftereffect

decaying" at a slower rate. Because of the different decay rates, the two

aftereffects could be seen separately..

,/ Ina previous study by the same authors, when a square whose vertical,

and norizontai edges moved towardi each other with a ramping waveform so that
4

the §quare changed size but not shape, a static test square appeared to

move in depth, but no'changing-size aftereffect resulted. A psychophysical

model was proposed 'in which unidirectional motion filters feeda changing
1

size filter that in turn feeds a motion-in-depth stage. Stated injaimpler
e

terms, feature dectectors in the visual system sensitive to moving edges
I

signal the presence of an object changing in size, which results in a
I

compelling impression of motion in depth. The impression of depth results

1)despite the fact that the visual stimulus could be stationary and merely

expanding or contracting itself.
.

CIG Implications: When a,)IGdisplay is in motion and under observer control,

thechanging size cue can give the observer a compelling impression of depth.

Not only can objects take an depp and orientation in three-dimensional space,
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but the changing-size cue may also offer a cue to relative velocity of the

observer with respect to surface objects. This dynamic depth cue may help

to compensate for the paucity of static cues to depth in CIG displays.

I
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Braunstein, M. L. Perception`of"rotation in figures with rectangular and ,-

trapezoidal features. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1971, 91(1),
25-29. -

40Key Words: Perspective; co9tour angles;. rotation perception

The figural !lasts for the effect of perspective changes on the

accuracy of judgMents of 'rotation direction was investigated. In complete

trapezoid, the presence of acute angles on one side and obtuse angles on the

other is a necessary consequence of.the inequality of the sides. In the

present study, open fohns varying in angles of contour convergence and

relatige extent of vertical contours were djayed in rotation about a,

vertical axis at five perspective levels. Contour angles dominated relative

extent of vertical contours as a misleading cue to direCtion of rotation.

Accuracy, averaged across perspective levels, was ordered primarilyby angle

relationships. Accuracy'was greatest for forms containing 1-ight angles
P

(even when the vertical contours were unequal) and lowest foie forms in which

one vertical contour was enclosed in acutejangles and the other in obtuse

angles (even.when they vertical angles were equal). The.side enclosed'by

the acute angle tends to appear closer throughout the rotation, while the

side encl4d by the obtUseangle appears more distant.

CIG Implications: These results probably can be generaIized'to the case of

static perception of slant. For example, ifa field portrayed as-a quadri-

lateral, in a GIG display is also rectangular, it will tend to appear to lie

flat on the surface. On the other hand; if the quadrilateral field contains

acute and obtuse angles, "the si4es comprising the former may appear to extend

from the frontoparallel plane/toward the observer, while sides comprising

the latter may appear to recede from the observer, forming'a depression in.

the surface. There are two general:ways to avoid this misleading cue to
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,

if

slant. The safest method is to use only right angles to define surface
..

contours. A second method is to provide vertical cues to slant which would
,

4
tend to.dominate the misleading conto' angle cue. For example, one could

frame the contours with familiar objects, such as a road or a row of trees,

1.,

which would ten to anchor.,the surface area to the ground.

(
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Braunstein, M. L., and K. R. Stern, Static .and dynamic factors in the
pheption of rotary motion. Perception and Psychophysics, 1980;
27, 313-320.

: .. - . . .

Key Words: Slant perception; interposition; Occultatior.;
illusory perceptior

.

Eighteen observers monoculaely OetGed slides of twelve plane out

line forms through a circular aperture and provided static slant judgments

by adjusting a plywood rectangle to the perceived slant of each of the

forms. Four basic forms were used; all were subdivided by vertical lines.

One basic form contained a vertical compression gradient by systematically

altering the spacing between the vertical lines, and a horizontal perspec-

tive gradient by employing a trapezoidal shape. The second basic form

employed a vertical gradient but not a horizontal gradient (by using a

rectangular shape). The third basic form.had a horizontal but not a

vertical gradient; the fourth had neither a horizontal nor a vertical

gradient. Eight additional forms.were generated by,overlapping the sub-

parts of the forms such that the interposition of subparts was either in

conflict or compatible with the gradient cues to slant. .

Slant judgments were affected significantly by both gradients and

interpoSition and were significantly lower for 'forms displaying conflict!.

.

ing interposition' and vertical gradient information than for fOrms not

displaying this conflicting information.

CIG Implications: These results caution
,

that when surfaces are seen at a

slant in CIG displays, the presence of false interposition information - -

may create the iliTusion that the surface is flat (i.e., appearing -,in the

frontoparallel plane). The converse may also occur. This illusion can

227
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a.

only occur when.the contours of features on.the surface are overlapping:

The elimination of apparent overlap of surface featuret in CIG displays

will prevent the occurrence of this type of sla'nt illusioh.
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. Eros's, J.', and J.
,

Cross. The misperception of rotary motion. Perception and
',Psychophysics, 1969, 5(2), 94-96.

'

. , .

KPL Words: Rotary motion; depth perception; shadow; linear perspective;
0 interposition .

Two principles (shadow interposition and linear perspective) for

. predicting the relatOe frequency of illusory reversals of rotating plane

- objects were derived and tested empirically: Ien objects were used that

variously combined-valid and confounding depth cues. Both rectilinear and

circular objects were used, and they were subdivided into five classes:

1) objects without confounding depth cdesi(!)-objects with shadow interposi-

tion cues, 3) objects with" linear perspective cues, 4) objects with shadow

interposition and perspectiye ues, and 5) objects in which shadow inter-
. , _

position cues weie.incampatible with Perspective cues. The stimulus 'Objects
. .

.were mounted on a vertical shaft attached to a.phonoginaph turntable and were

tviewed through a circular aperture.' Subjects viewed each object in rotation

for 1/2 min'each and pressed a telegraph key for each apparent change in

rotation direction. Shadowed and/or perspectived objects were more productive

of illusory reversals than the comparable plain figuret, with the combination

of both confoundin-g cue-s producing more illusory reversals than etther'cue

lone. Perspective alone was more productiye of the, illusion than shadowing

-a 'one.. However, when in conflict, shadow interposition cues seemed to take

precedence over perspective cues.

CIG Implication
: The illqion of direction of rotation is intimately related

to mi;perceived slant. These-results suggest that'in CiG"djsplays shading

could interact with interposition to yield misperception of surface orienta-

tions. For example,_ darkened areas along the contours of runWaYs'or other
O

objects could result in the,misperception 'of a raised surface, the darkened

229



area bei.ngrceived as a connected side.of the runway/or Surface.- If the

darkened areas appear along both contours, that'entqe surface aypeqrs raised

in depth. If the darkened area appears along one contour, the surface

appears to be slanted in depth and away from the darkened edge. To avoid

this illusioy of orientation, darkened area should not appearin CIG d. plays

along surface contours.

4
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Degelman, D., and R. R. Rosinski. Texture gradient registration and the
develoOmenti-of slant perception. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology,
1976, 21, 339-348.

Key Words: Texture gradient; slant perception

The perception of slant was investigated by manipulating variability

of texture element size (one measure of texture regularity). Subjects at

four age levels /udged the phyical slant of surfaces with three levels of

-texture element size variability. The textured surfaces were composed of

rows of black squares. Successive rows were staggered to reduce linear

perspective cues. Texture surfaces were identical except that one condi-

tion used'only one element size (regular texture), and-he,other two cohdi-

tions used three and five different elemprit sizes. The generating surface

was constructed to hold textured surfaces at_one of five slants; these

surfaces were monocularly viewed through an aperture,

It has-been shown that texture gradients unambiguously specify

absolute slant of a surface relative to any arbitrary reference axis.

dri the case of irregular textures where element size varies, size aver-
.

aging must be used to differentilate the gradient. Therefore, one might

expect texture gradient different'etion to be more difficult, with the

° result'that the error-rates for slant judgments, of li-regular surfaceg
. -

Et,-
would be larger thah those for regular .surfaces. Thee results indicated

that texture size variability did.nat have an effect on absolute error
41(.. ..

at.any age level. Absolute error alsO dec0 reased as the stimulus-I-lane,
. .

. ,
. .

. ...

increased froth the frontoparallel plane. -
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CIG Implications: TheSe findings suggest that irregular textures compbsed

of individual unaligned elemehtspe used to enhance slant per6eption in

CIG displays (all other things being equal), it is not critical that all

texture elements be the same size--i.e.,-element size may vary over a

surface with no loss in slaht=perception accuracy. however, whether the

individual squares used in'thiq 'Study provided pers.pective information is

questionable because Qf their differential shape when at varying orienta-

tions. If linear perspective doMinateS size as a gradient cue to slant,,

then the null results could be artifactual.

The rel tio4ip between degrde of slant and accuracy shows that

severer slaniS are more accurately perceived than lesser slants. In a

I , .

simulated landing approach'where texture gradients are the primary cues

to slant, the perception of the runway slant may imbrove with the

approach, so that prob4ems of differentiating runway slant may be

severest-at the beginning of the approach.

41
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Epstein, W. Two Sactors in the perception of velocityat a distance.
Perception and Psychophysics, 197.9, 24(2); 105-114.

Key Words: Velocity
4

p rception; transposition effect
,W"

Six experiments on how the surrou'hding framework affects perceived

veloo4ty of movement were reported. Two computer%displays wdre presented
.

for comparison,The Movi ng componentof each displaoas a circular point
.

of light projected onto the back of a translucent monitor screen. :Standard

displays were viewed at one of five distances and were always- partially

occluded by a cardboard frame at one of five dimensions. The comparison

display was,always seen at a distance of 1 m. Sdbjects were instructed£a
c.

adjust the velocity of the point of light moving across the comparison

display to match the velocity of the standard.

In experiment 1, velocity setting of the comparison circle decreased
4,

as the frame size dimensions on the standard displIty were increased, a

result which replicated-Brown's transposition of velocity effect. Brown
. .

t
' cdvered that if all the linear dimensions of a,movement'field areI:

t nsposed doubled), the velocity has to be tt'ansposed in approxi-
.

mat the same proportion to order to maintain equality of perceived

velocity. Experiment 2 demonstrated that constancy of velocity was main-
.

tained when the standard display with a_single frame size was Set at

d' ferent distarices. Experiment 3 demonstrated that the frameworks of.---

movement were not perceived as-relative size cues to distance. Experiment

-t

.4 varied the dista,nce of the standard display as in experiment 2, but the

frame size %vas also varied such that the frame's angular size remained

copitant. The results were consistent with the idea that velocities of the
.

displays are judged as equal- only when the moving targets in the two fields
, %

-t
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traverse the same fraction of their respective retinal fields in the same

time. Experiments 5 and 6 showed that only the immediately proximate frame

needs to be taken into account in assessing 'effects on velocity.

CIG Implications: For theease of moving objects within a single frame/ ,

these results would argue that the perceived relative velocities of moving ,

3
objects depend only on the relative rate of retinal image displacement. If

the monitor frame is taken tob
"J°

e the immediately 'proximate frame in a CIG

diiplay, then objects which move across the screen at faster rates than other
0

objects will have greater perceived velocities, regardless of the prese'nce

of cues to relative distance between the objects. These conclusions, however,

will, not apply to perception in actual flight, since monitor-frames will be

absent. The monitor frames would be a source of velocity misperception in

simulated flight which would not occur in actual flight. Eliminating the

monitor frames from view would obviously correct 1p problem. It is possible

that the monitor frame will not always-,be taken as the immediately proximate

frame, A mountain may frame a truck which is seen moving ,aCrots it, or a

building may frame a'truck in the same manner._ If the distal velocities are

equal in the. two cases, the truck will, appear to move fasteag&fn4st the

Cuilding, which is smaller. In situations like .this, velocity o6cdOtion in

the cockpit and the simulator will operate similarly. _

A note of caution must beoffered. It is possible that the frame

sizes functioned as relative'size cues to distance in these experiments,

despite the evidence of experiment 2. If relative size cues were operativq,'

the conclusion that distance cues need not be considered in the perception

of velocity must be withdrawn. Only further research can decide this issue.
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Epstein, W.,and S. Franklin. Some conditions of the effect of relative size

on perceived relative distance. American Journal of Psychology, 1965, 78,

466-470.

KeyOrds: Relative size; distance perception

In the absence of other,inforthation, a difference between the visual

angles subtended by two or more objects may be sufficient to produce a

perception of depth. The objects appear to lie separated in depth--their

perceived relative distances correlated 'inversely with their relative

visual angles; i.e., the object which subtends the largest visual angle

appears nearest. These observations define the well-known distance cue

called relative size.

Sixty observers viewed pairs of cardboard shapes on luminescent

panels positioned at equal distances from the observer in an otherwise

darkened room where traditional cues to distance were reduced. The shapes

'4. were squares or circleS, or one of each. In the first experitilent,'

the size ratio between the shapes was varied, and the absolute size differ-

ence was held constant; in the second. experiment, absolute size difference

was varied and size ratio was constant. The observers positioned a marker

on a 20-in. ruler to indicate the apparent separation in depth between the

two shares, and provided verbal' estimates of relative distance, Relative

size was an effective cue to relative'distance, Size ratio rather than

absolute size difference was the crucial, measure in determining the effective--

ness of relative size. Contrary to common belief, similarity of shape was

not necessary to the effectiveness of relatir size. Relative.size influenced

relative distance judgments when a square was paired with a circle, just as

when the two shapes were similar.
p

Vl
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CIG Implications: These results show that relative sizes of objects should'

be a strong cue to-the relative distance's bett4een objects in CIG displays,

where veridical cueg'to distance are at a minimum. This distance cue is

also likely .to be very pervasive in CIG displays since similarity of shape

is apparently not required for cue effectiveness. ThiS cue can often

operate as a misleading cue to distance in CIG displays, when adjacent

objects have different sizes. When size dimensions of objects can be

varied, ityould be preferable to use same-sized nearby objects because

the relative size cue would then function as a veridical cue to relative

distance 'between objects.

b
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Farne, M. Brightness as an indicator to distance: -relative brightness per
se or contrast with the background? Perception, 1977, 6, 287-293.

Key Words: Brightness; contrast; distance perception

A black and a white target. were displayed, in five different conditions,

on five gray backgrounds having different deg.reesof brightness (frail very

bright to very dark). The results show that the target having the higher

contrast with its background is perceived as the nearer. With the off-white

background, e.g., the black target appears as the nearer to the observer.

These results contradict the well7known concept that the brighter target

should in any case be perceived as the nearer. The relationship with the

common background, rather than between the two isolated targets, is the

indicator to distance.

CIG Implications: These results pose a problem for distance perception in

CIG displays. For example, two adjacent objects marhave differential

shading to facilitate object discrimination. However, depending on the

shading of their common bakground, one object will always appear closer

than are, other. Different brightnesses may even account for the
---

occasional illusion that aft,object is floating when, in fact, that object

was meant to be anchored to the surface. For this reason, adjacent objects

having tyname localization in depth should not, be provided with differ-
,

ential shading i'n CIG displays, unless other considerations dictate it.
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Ferris, S. H. Motion parallax and absolute distance. Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 1972, 95(2), 258-263.,,

Key Words: Motion parallax; distance perception; texture
A

When a subject's eyes move with respect to the environment or the

environment moves with respect to'the subject'i eyes, there isa differen-

tial angular velocity between the line of sight'to a fixated object and

the line of sight to any other object in the vjsUal,fieldi If the observer

rotates his head about a vertical axis, objects mere distant thanthe fix-

ated object appear to move in the same directibn as the head movement, at

velocities that depend on thedistances from the observer. Similarly,

'objects closer than the fixated object moat velocities that depend.on
ti

their distances, but in the opposite direction. Th4s cue to distance has

been termed motion parallax.

Sevei'al previous studies established that motion parallax is a use-

ful source of information for perceiving relat've distance. The accuracy

of estimating absolute distance based on mon cular motion parallax was

determined both before and after specific training which consisted of ten
I.

trials of,feedback as to correct absolute distance. With the.usual distance

information eliminated, subjects held their heads about a vertical axis

while judging the distance of stimuli placed 1.22 to 4.57 m away. Although
4

distance perception was poor before training, head movement produced more

238
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accurate judgments than did head fixed. After only ten training trials,

accurate judgments based on motion parallax were obtained. The advantage

of motion parallax was most evident at the far distances.. Results with a



white background were as good as with a'textured background when sub'ects

%---)were given direct information about motion parallax. Good results wer

also obtained for motion parallax relative to a near reference object

that was 76.2 cm away. The results indicate that motion parallax can

be useful for absolute distance perception.

CIG Implications: The usefulness of motion parallax as a cue to absolute

distance may be more limited in CIG displays than it was in this study'.

Although distance perception by motion parallax was very accurate to

distances up to 15 m, it is likely to be a much less salient cue for

air-to-ground distances of surface objects. Previous research has

also shown that motion parallax produced by visual field movement alone

is less effective than motion parallax produced by active, observer move-

ment. 'Moreover, the present experimentused,mot'on parallax produced by

the latter, and the only source of motion paral ax in CIG disel,iys is the

former. Therefore, although tie cannot expect absolute distance perception

to be as good in CIG displays as it was in is study, the results indicate

that a Short period of training under redu 'ed distance -cue conditions via

feedback of correct distance may enable servers to use the motion parallax

cue more effectively in CIG displays to improve distance p&ception.
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Gogel, W. C. The organization of perceived space, I. Perceptual
interactions. Psychologische Forschung, 1973, 36, 195-221.

Key Words: Depth adjacency; equidistance principle; specific distance
tendency; size percepOign;istance perception; slant
perception

The equidistance tendency is the tendency for objects or parts of

'objects to appear at the same distance from the observer. The strength

of this tendency is inversely related to the directional separation of

the objects or parts. This effect is most evident when all the usual

cues to distance are removed, and least evident when effective distance

. ,

cues are present. As distance cues are increasingly removed or weakened,

the contribution of the equidistance tendency to distance. perception is

increasingly obvious. If two objects (for example, a disc and rectangle)

.are placed at different distances from the observer: and no stimulus cues

to their distance are given, these objects will usually appear to be at

the same distance. Because of this appearance, their perceived sizes,

in agreement with the size - distance variance hypothesis, will be propor-

tionalto their-retinal sizes. Thus, if the diameter of the disc

physically the same as the width of the rectangle, theperceived diameter
4'

of the disc will be twice the perceived -width of the rectangle. Experi-

ments have shown the equidistance tendency can reduce perceived relative

'distance expected from the relative size cue, and can even reduCe perceived

depth generated by the very effective cue of binocular disparity. The

equidistanCe tendency operates more strongly in CIG displays,ecause

they contairn \fewer distance cues than does the visual world. The depth
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separation af'objects that are in close proximity on the monitor will be

reduced because of this tendency. The relative,retinal sizes of surface

, -
m

objects will also play a larger role in determining perceived relative

sizes of those objects. The equid stance tendency will contribute

k
locally to the perceived flatnes f the display.

The equidistance tendency applies to the perceived depth between
o

parts of objects also. When a luminous irregularly shaped surface (Slanted

in depth'with respect to the frontoparallel plane of the observer) is

viewed in the dark without cues to distance, it will appear in e,fronto-

parallel plane as a result of the tendency of all parts of the'surface to

appear ,equidistant. This may partly explain why a runway seen at a far

distance in GIG displays often appears in the frontoparallel plane in-

stead of slanted in depth. BeCause the texture gradient on the runway
44;t

surface is not easily differentiated at far distances, the visible texture

elements on the runway appear equidistant, resulting in the fldt appearance

of the runway.

The tendency for an object to appear at a particular constant dis-
.

. tance whenever cues to distance are eliminated is called the speCific dis-

tance tendency. In the absence of distance cues, objects will, tend to

appear at a near distance from the observer (approximately 2 or 3 m).

Again, the specific distance tendency will have a modifying effect even

when distanCe cue are present. Direct evidence for the specifiC dis-

tance tend y s found in experinients in which a monbculariy observed

luminous r ctangle was presented above the floor of#a long visual alley.

e ,-.
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As a consequence of the more distant portions of the alley being direc-
9

.

tioally closer to the rectanglt than are the nearer portions, the equidis-

tance tendency resulted in the rectangle appearing, toward the backtof

the alley. Following the simultaneous presentation of the alley and

, rectangle, the 'rights in the alley were turned off to eliminate the

equidistance tendency and the rectangle was the only visible object.

When presented to the same observers who had previously seen the rec-

tangle andthe alley together, the rectangle appeared at a nearer dis
t

tance than it had previously. Also, the change in the- apparent distahce

of the rectangle, from the distant position in the alley to a nearer posi-

tion when presented in the dark, usually resulted in decrease in its

perceived size in agreement with the size- distance invariance hypothesis

(but in disagreement with common s.ense). ,

CIG Implications: It follows that the-tendency for the rectangle to appear

at a near distance with the alley absent was a perceptual effect and not

merely a "best bet" response to inadequate distance infor6tion. It also

seems. that this tendency tan modify perceived distance in the presence of

Weak cues to distance. Again, the specific distance tendency will operate

more strongly in CIG displays than in the real world. . When information

for distance is totally ambiguts in the display,-objects will tend to

appear at a near distance,'and their-sizes will appear smaller than they

will when distance information is not ambiguous,

0
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. It cannot be concluded that distance uity in CIG displays

will cause objects to appear localized at 2;or from theAserver.
r -

. Such a perception would violate the observer's firm knowledge that the

surface objects are being portrayed at greater distances. Instead, the

.4 .

specific diStance tendency willletrade off with assumed distance, and

.terceived distance an size will represent a compromise between the two

tendencies. Even when istance cues are not ambiguous, the specific
O

distance tendency will tave a modifying effect, reducing perceiged size

and distance. The equidistance and specific distance tendencies cannot

be eliminated since they are observer effectslbut their strength in CIG

displays and in the everyday visuaJ world c'n be equated by upgrading

distance inforMation in CIG displays to a-level comparable to that found

'in the visual world.
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Gruber, H. E., and W. C. Clark. Perception of slanted surfaces.
'Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1956, 6, 97-106:

Key Words: Texture gradient; slant perception

College students,, observed a physical stimulus through an aperture

t one of three orientations and at each of four distances. The stimulus

surfaces were composed of white dots irregularly distributed on a black

background. The diameters of the dots ere 3 or.6:mm; the mean distances

betWeen .centers were 8 or 16 mm. Thus, t Ice were four surfaces which

may be described as large dots--coarse, large dots--fine, small

dots--coarse, and small dots--fine. Observers were required to adjust a

comparison rod until it appeared to be at the same slant as the stimulus

surface:

The results concerning the texture variables were consistent across

all viewing distances and seemed to indicate 4n,interaction between unit

size and unit density. Of the textures composed of large units, the

. coarser texture consistently produced the more veridical impressions:of

slant .at each distance of observation. Of the textures composed of small'

units, the reverse was true; the finer texture, consistently produced the

more veridical impressions.

In a'second experiment, unit size was heldtonstant while unit

distance was varied. Perceived slant was a U-shaped function'of the

proximity of texture onits, with the, intermediate texture resulting in

the most veridical slant judgments. The results of both experimenis

are consistent with the idea that, for a given pattern.of gradients
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Of texture density, there.is a family of inverted U-shaped curves relating

',perceived slant to proximity df the textcre units that contains a different

curve for each size oftexture unit. To produce a differentiable texture

. gradient, the texture elements mustte far enough apart not to appear fused.

If too far apart, they will simply be seen as separate perceptual figures

one homogeneous, untextured ground. The optimal spacing will depend on

unit size.

CIG Implications: If the above analysis is correct, the optimal size of

texture elements for random textures employed in a CIG'display will be

determined by the Racking density of texture elements on the surfaces.

Conversely, if the element size is, given, there is a unique density of

-elements that will optimize slant perception. It ,is not possible to

specify a unique optimal texture element size and density, since these

two variables interact with each other. It is, of course, possible that

the set of optimal texture element sizes and'densities will not result

in the best transfer of training if these textures are not representative

of textured surfaces seen from an aerial view.

1.4
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Hess, E. H. Shadows and depth perception. Scientific American, 1961, 204,
138-148.

Key Words: Shadow; dept0'perception

Observers viewed though anturs a picture of flagstones set in a

bed of mortar and decided whether the stones appeapid to protrude from o?
. ,

recede into the mortar. The picture could be.rota e to any angle. When

the picture was presented to the observer in any of several positions opr

to 90° tothe left or right of rigPt; the illusion of relief occurred.

If the picture was presented in sitions-that.were beyond 90° to the-left

or right of upright, most observers saw the stones recede.into the Trim-tar.

Most subjects assumed the picture was illumihated from above,,altholigh'

in reality it was illuminated from below) Their assumptions regarding

the location of the light source were consistent with their judgments of

apparent depth. In everyday experience,objects are ordinarily illuminated

from above; and people learn, to use the inforffiation provided by light and

Lshadow to..determine whether a surface is curved toward oraway from them.

A bulge in a surface usually casts a shaft/ below whereas a depression

in a. surface usually has a shadow inside its upper edge. Mhenthese
1

.

relationships are reversed, depressions appear as raised surfaces and raised
101

surfaces appear as depressions.
,

x
,

CIG Implications: The power of attached shadow as a cue to depth is evident

from the stone-in-mortar experiment. If shadow information is not provided.
.

. .

in a CIG display, observers will not -have the information needed t erceive

a curved surface as a hill a valley; unlesys the outline can be s

against the clear sky./ Obv usly'this is a serious deficit. If shadow

information were proMed in CIG displays, observers could beAtrajoed to
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use their knowledge of the location of the light souru and ached shadow
1

,4..a........-- .

information to differentiate hills and valleys'. This ,t ining would transfer

.
to an actual flight situation.

.
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Higashiyama, A. PerCeived size and distance as a perceptual conflict
between two processing modes. Perception and Psychophysics, 177,
22(2),'206-211.

Key Words: Size perception; distance perception; binocular perception; .

monocular perception; relative size cue ''

. Three differently sized squares made by cutting openings in pieces

of cardboard and illuminated from behind we're succd-iively presented at

the same physical distance under three observational'cOnditions. The 160

observers viewed the squares binocularly and monocularlj/ in a darkened

visual alley, and binocularly in a fully illuminated alley having a floor

that was a laterally striped pattern:of red and white ile'ctahgles. Observers

gave verbal absoluite judgments of perceived size and perceived distance for

each'of the squares in all three observational conditions. The results

showed that in the full-cue binocular viewing condition, a ratio of per-

ceived aBolute iizastis equal to that of the corresponding visual angles,
Fo

with perceived distances appearing equal to each other. In the reduced-cue

'

monocular viewinj condition, an object of smaller perceived size is judged

as farther away than one of larger perceived size, with the observers

tending to assume that'the two objects are the same object or are identi-

cally sized. 'The binocular viewing condition in the darkened visual alley

produced results intei'meditte to the other two conditions.

CIG Implications: The results indicate that in CIG displays, where distance

cues are reduced compared to natural viewing conditions, the relative size

cue will tend to dominate- relative distance perception. In actual flight,

which is a full-cue situation, relative size may not function as an im-
R

portant cue to distance. It is not known whether these differences will

.
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be a source of negative transfer of training. The results also indicate

that when cues to distance are ambiguous in CIG displays, observers may

tend to perceive similarly ghaped objects as identicalli sized.

A
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Hochberg, J. Perception, I. Color and shape. In J. W. Kling vrytlb&. A.
Riggs (eds.), Woodworth and Schlosberg's experimental Psychology,
Vol. 1: Sensation and perception, NeW York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1972.

Key Word: Figure-ground organization.

When a-scene is organized into figure and ground, the figure has

shape but the ground is relatively shapeless. The figure usually tends to

appear in front, and the ground seems to extend behind the figure's edge.

.Many factors determine how figures are'recognized and, of the two areas,,

which will be the figure and which will be the ground. If many distinct

elgments appear in the same plane, elements near each other readily group

to form contours, an effect knoWn as the proxiMity cue. If regular tex-

.N tures are used to define flat, surfaces in CIG displays, the texture ele-

ments wi11 not be subject-to this figure cue. 'If random textures are used

over a flat surface, elements which are,suleptitiously proximate will be

organized as figures, resulting in a perceived rough surface with protrud-

ing areas. As a closed region is_made smaller; it tends more strongly to

be seen as a .figure. Thus, as random textures increase in density and/or

viewing distance, further figure-ground segregation becomes prdbable, and '

the surface'will appear even less flat. In at least some kinds of patterns,

alignment with the main axes of space (horizontal and vertical) seems to
4

determine figure perception. Obliquely aligned patterns are less' likely

to be' seeh as figures. Patterns which have good continuation, i.e., which

are not broken and discontinuous, are also more likely to be seen as

figures. These two latter cues apply to regular textures. When seen at

most orientations,,texture elements will tend tp align obliquely or will

250
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misalign with little continuation. Under these conditions the surface will

appear flat. When seen in select orientations, the texture elements will

/align along the major axes, and figure-ground segregation will ocair.

CIG Implications: In CIG displaysodhe?e orientation to surfaces is in

flux, the perception of figures over regular textured surfaces will wax ,

and wane as a function of orientation. Regions that are marked off by

.closed contours tend to be seen as a figure more than do those with open

or incomplete contours. It is possible that the individual texture ele-

ments will be perceived as figures protruding from the ground if the

elements have closed contours. Because elements tend to form groups ac-

cording to their lightnesses,,if texture elements appearing over a surface

are of the same lightness, the surface is more likely to appear flat tipp

if the texture elements vary in lightness. Finally, elements that move

simultaneously in the same direction tend to.form a single group. In CIG
4

displays where surfaces are constantly in motibn, the simultaneous movement

of texture elements over a surface in a single direction will tend to

counteract the cues to figure segregation which may be present, thus
,

enhancing the perceived flatness of the surface.
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Holmberg, L. .The influence of color vision dimensions,on the perception

of distance. Psychological Research Bulletin, 1972, 12(6), 1-11.

Key Words: Brightness; saturation; hue; color; distance perception

A gray disc was moved on a.track parallel to the subject's line of

. .

vision until its distance appeared equal to that of a fixed color plate, at

a distance of 1 m. Twelve color plates were, used, representing all combi-

nations of three hues (red, green, and blue), two saturations, and two

... lightnesses. A reliability measure was used to screen out subjects with

less consistent performance in repeated measurements.. There were no

significant effects from hue. Colors with high lightness were seen as

closer than those of low lightness. Colors with low saturation were seem

as more distant than those with high saturation.

CIG Implications: The main effect of saturation is. a laboratory equivalent

to the well-known effect ofsaerial perspective or atmospheric attenultion.

N 4 4

In the real world, more distant'objects appear legs saturated than do near

objects. In CIG displays, saturation of objects should be a decreasing

function of distance. If all objects in the display are equally saturated,

the distances of far objects are likely to be underestimated relative to

the real world.

*
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Levine, N. P., and R. R. Rosinski. Distance perception under binocular
'and monocular viewing conditions. Perception and Psychophysics,
1976, 19(5), 460-465.

Key Words: Texture gradient; distance perception; monocular
and binocular vision

College adults and children in the first, third, and fifth grades

judged the absolute distance of a small irregular white target outlined

in black in a binocular condition and in one of,three monocular conditions:

no texture, compression gradient consisting of alternating black and white

horizontal stripes, and multiple gradient. The4maltiple gradients con-

sisted of compression, perspective (created by adding vertical stripes

that converged.t. the hcfrizon), 'size (relative change in solid angle or

area), and-density (relative change in number of eleMents per constant

angular, extent). Targets appeared at one of six distances from-the
ca

nearest reference stripe, ranging from 20 to 120 cm. Accuracy of dis-

tance judgments did not differ significantly between.the multiple gradient

and binocular conditions. Both resulted in significantly more accurate

distance judgments than did the compression gradient jnformation, even

though the latter is geometrically equixalent to the other cues present

in the mdltiple gradient condition. The absence of texture information

caused the pooreSt performance, indicating that relative height in 441r

visual field is ineffective as a cue to absolute distance.

CIG Implications: These results demonstrate the importance of mular

texture gradients in providing cues to absolute distanCe in monocular

visual displays such as those used for CIG. Although a compression
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gradient consisting only of parallel lines is not effective as a gradient

cue to absolute distance, the addition of converging lines to indicate

linear perspective makes distance perception in a monocular viewing

situation as effective as that in binocular viewing. However, since

converging lines rarely appear in naturalistic environments (with the

notable exception of runways), it is possible that training on these

gradient cues may not result in effective transfer to a ,binocular

situation.

A
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Mershon, D. H., and W. C. Gogel. FOlure of familiar size to Determine
a metric'for visually perceived distance. Perception and PsYchophysics,
1975, 17(1), 101-106.

.Key Words: Familiar size; distance perception

rising one's knowledge of the familiar sizes of objects to determine

the apparent distances of those objects is known as the familiar size cue

to distance. If effective, this cue might be one of the factors respon-

sible for supplying the.metrie (scalar) characteristics of perceptions of

spa ial a tent within a visual display that reduces other information

concerning scalar extents to a minimum. Subject-S monocularly observed

thrOugh an aperture a rectangular room with;a checkerboard floor and a

white far wall that had two black square wiadows. Each window contained

a transparency of either a postage stair) or a college catalog. The familiar

objects 'were both of the same kind, and were of the same angular, but dif-

ferent assumed sizes. The two objects in each Window were shown at either

the same or an unequal distance from the oberver. Judgments of object

size, relative depth of the two objects, and absolute distance of the far,

wall were taken. If familiar size of the objects'determined the metric of

the room, the room should have been perceived to be about six times as large

when the catalogs, rather than the stamps, were presented in the window.

Clearly, rather than a change of this magnitude, little, if any scalar

change Occurred when the different familiar objects were used.

CIG Implications: These results clearly demonstrate that the presence of

a familiar object in a CIG display will not tend .to establish a metric

whereby the absolute distances of unfamiliar objects present in



.e.

. . .

the CIG display can be determined. Rather, it seems that the familiar

objects will have no effect on the apparent distances of the other object's.

This result is disappointing because in CIG displays; where cues to absolute

distance are at a minimum, the, inclusion of familiar objects apparently will:

not improve the ambiguity of absolute distances of surface features.'
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Newman, C. V. Familiar and relative size cues and surface texture as
determinants of relative distance judgments. Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 1972, 96(1), 37-42.

Key__ Words: Texture gradient; familiar and size;
distance perception

A series of experimenti showed that familiar and relative size cues

to distance, either 'separately or in combination, influenced relative dis-

tance judgment's in which thesubject attempted to position one object mid-

way between two others. The two'objects were placed at different physical

'''Cristances from the subject on a plain white surface. The subjects viewed*.

the objects through an ape ure nder reduced, monocular conditions. In

the third and foUrth experiment compression texture gradient consisting
4

X:If alternating' horiiOntal blac an white stripes w s used. In a previoui

study using an identical apparatus, this type of texture gradient was found

to influente relative distance judgments. In the present.study, relative

size cues were found to influence bisection judgments,-despitethe-fact

that texture provides clear information about the objective position of

the midpoint and is known to independently influence relative distance

judgments. However, when familiar and retati e size cues were held

constant, relative distance judgments were in luenced by variations

in surface texture.

CIG Implications: A static monocular texture gradient is an ambiguous

stimulus corresponding to a family of tridimensional arrangements of

surface slant and spacing of the texture elements. Until this ambiguity

is removed, the subject must make assumptions about texture spacing and

slant. The present results show that other cues to distance, such as

257
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relative size and familiar size, can alter the assumptions made about

texture gradients. They also confirm that.a static monocular texture

density gradient cannot unequivocally determine relative distance.

0.

, 4
If a.texture gradient of parallel horizontal lines is used in a

CIG display to convey,relative distance information, it should be4supple-

mented with other distance cues to remove ambiguity. One method would be

to include many familiar objects such as buildings, roads, and automobiles

in the world model. The inclusion of many identically shaped objects with

identical dista) dimensions at different locations would make the relative

size cue effective.

These findings Lanniot be generalized to other static monocular gra-

dients, such as perspective gradients (converging lines), or to dynamic

,monocular 'gradients which appear in CIG displays and may more unambig-

uously define relative distance.
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Newman, C. V., E..A. Whinham, and A. W. MacRae. The irlSluence of texture
on judgments of slant and relative distance in a picture with suggested
depth. Perce tion and Psychophysics, 1973, 14(2), 280-284.

Key Words: ,Text re gradient; slant perception; distance perception

Six surfaces from natural environments with different visual tex-

turgs wer( photographed at three different orientations. Beach pebbles,

a concrete aggregate, and a grass lawn were exemplars of irregular texture;

paving stones, a brick wall, and tiles represented regular texture. Sub-

jects viewed slides of the surfaces and then made slant and distance

bisection judgments of the'stimuli. When making relative distance judg--
t

ments, subjects-were not permitted to count the number of rows of texture

elements.

The regular and irregular textured surfaces yielded significantly

different slant and relative distance judgments, with regular, textures

being judged 'fibre veridically, especially at representations o# greater

slant. With all surface textures', increases in angles of represented

slant gave significantly-greater impressions of slant and depth. For

slant judgMehts, relative distances and angle of represented slant were

consistently underestimated.

The fact that regular textures were superior to irregular textures

with regard to slant and distance p'ception was probably due to the rec-

tangularity of element shape and perspective gradients present only on
r.

regular textured surfaces. For slant and distance judgments, variations

ill linear perspective and element sizeCbetween the regular textured sur-

faces had no effect. Within the group of irregular textured surfaces,
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slant judgments increased significantly as element size decreased.

Relative distance judgments followed a similar but less consistent pattern.

GIG 1110ications: We should be careful in applying the results from eco-
,

logitally've)id surfacetextures to artificially constructed surface tex-

tures used inCIG displays. This study contains' potentially confounding

variables'such as-brightness, saturation, and-shadow; but since they were

present in each stimulus condition it is reasonable to suppose that regular

textures will yield better slant and relative di-Stance perception than will

irregular textures in CIG displays. This conclusion is consistent with

previous research. For CIG displays, regular textures should also be

preferred to irregular textureseCause they do not, cause the annoying

effect of element size on slant and distance judgments. Since regular
fl

textures occur less frequently -than irregular textures do in the everyday

J
visual woOd, they may lead to less effective transfer of training.
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0yama, T. Perceved size and perceived di*tance in stereoscopic vision
an analysis of their causal relations. Perception and PsYthophYsics,
1974, 36(1), 175-181:'

Key Words: 'Convergence; visual angle; familiar sizeCdistance percep ion;*
size perception; size-distance invariance; stereoscopfc vi ion.

Effects of visual angle and convergence upon thek.perceived sizes

and perteived distances Of,a familiar object tplaying card) fpd a non-

representational objectobject (blank white card) were investigated. Pairs of

positive colored photographic transparencies of a playing card and blank

white card were stereoscopically presented by two projectors-with Polar-

fzing filters on a daylight screen located at one end of a .dark visual
A-\

alley. At the other end of,thealley was a funnel-shaped viewing hood

and an observation window. Acco odation waskept constant; convergence

was varied by lateral-displacement of one of the projected images. Six *.

observers proVided judgments of perceived height and perceived distance

in centimeters after obtaining good stereoscopic fusion of each'stimulus.

The results indicated thai.size estimates increased nearly propor-

tionally as the visual angle i reased,,and deoreased nearly linearly as

a 1001pvergence increased.- Distance estimates decreased dearly linearly_ as

either the visual angle or the convergence increased. The ratio of the
.

size estimate to the disfante estimate for a given visual angle was almost

constant irrespective of convergence. In this sense,*the size-distance
,..

. j,

invariance. hypothesis nelof." No clear.effect of fimiltarity was found.

Partial correlations were used to discriminate direct and indirect causal .

-

. .
:4,,, .

relations.hips bigtween the stimulus vaciable6 and perceptual estimates.
x

. , 1

Both perceived size and perceived distance were foundto be determined
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A directly by the two stimulus variables, but to be mutually related only

indirectly. The causal analysis shows ci-eirly that itis neither the case

that perceived distance is calculated directly from perceived size.nor the '
.-,

case that perceived size is calculated directly from perceived distbnee,.at

least with respect to the cues of convergence and visual angle.

CIG-Implications: For CIG displays, it is erroneous to assume thatthe

size of objects is given'directly once perceied distance is established.:

Neither'can it be assumed that if the size of objects is known, perceived

object distance is determined.' Rather, the perceived sizes .lind distandes

of objectsin CIG displays are distinct matters'and thus must be con-
, . _ .

. ' sidered separately? This interpretatiOn has a two-edged blade: it does
.

.

. not follow that-if either perce*ved size or distance'of an object is ,

unambiguou's,Ne other is also unambiguous. It may be the case, for

example, that the distanc-Pof an object is ambiguous while the size of

the same object clear and unambiguous.
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Phillips', R. J. Stationary visual texture and the estimation of "slantangle. Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1970, 22,389-397.

Key Words: Textuine gradient; slant perception

-Eight pictures of slanting surfaces were constructed with the aid

of a computer. These Consisted only of texture elements; in this case

outline circles and ellipses. The computer.pragram generated pin-hole

camera perspective pictures of a plane of randomly distributed equal

circles viewed at different slant angles. Three factors were vit'-'ted'

orthogonally to yield the eight stimulus pictures, and each picture

was drawn at one of two levels of Gaussian noise. The s,ize and shape

of the ePiPses were. calculated to indicate a -slant of 70° or 45°; the.

'density distribStion of the ellipses was also calculaterto indicate a.

slant of 70° or 45°.. Thus, for half.of the pictures, size and density

gradients specified a Common slant; for the other half, size and density

gradients were in conflict.. Subjects studied all possible pairs of the

eight pictures and indicated which had the greater tilt. Both size and

- density gradients were:found to affect tilt judgments; however, when the

C° two gradients were placed in conflict, a significant preference was found

for the greater slant as detenmined"by the shape and size,gnadient cue.p

Therefore, the shape and size gradient cue dominated the density gradient

,
. cue.

-.4.'

.

,.
.

CIG _Implication's:__ If random textures composed of distinct elements arer

used.in a CIG dtsplay, elements should be portrayed at:differential sizes

which correspond to the gradient appropriate to the slant at which the
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surface is sevi. This type of random texture should yield more accurate,

slant perception than would a taddom texture of equal-sized elements which

contains only de sity,gradient information f' In'addition, a size and shape

gradient of. random texture elements more closely approximates natural

viewing conditions, so that g*reater transfer of training can be expected.

* 1
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Rogers, B., and M. Graham. Motion parallax as an independent cue for
depth perception. Perception, 1979,.8, 125-134.

Key Words: Motion parallax; depth perception

The perspective transformations of the retinal image-, produced by

either the movement of an observer or the movement of objects in the

visual world, were found to produce a reliable, consistent, and unambiguats

impression of relative depth in the absence of all other cues to depth

arld disince All observers also correctly identified all 12 three-,
as.

dimensional forms of the stimulus patterns specified by the perspective
:4

transformationS. :The stimulus displays consisted of computer-generated

random-dot patterns thatkcould be transformed by each movement of the

observer or the display oscilloscope'to simulate the relative movement

information produced by a three-dimensilinal surface. Using a stereoscopic

mat6bing task, the second-experiment showed that the perceived depth from

allax transformations closely agrees with, the degree of relative image

displacement, and also produces a compelling, impression of three-

dimensionality not unlike that found with random-dot stereograMs. Self,

produced movemeTt also resulted'in greater impressions of depth than did

externally produced parallax.

CIG ImOlications: Much previous researchfegafding the effectiveness of

motion parallax is equivocal,or even contradictory to the resultscof the

present investigation. On the whole 'it seems that the clearest evidence

for theeffectiveness of motion parallaxcomes from those studies which

have used complex or information -rich displays.
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FroM these results it appears that motion parallax can function

ifile effectively to give reliable, unambiguous, and compelling impressions of

;depth in the surface features of CIG displays,

o
4
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Rosinski, R. R., and N. P. Levine. Texture gradient effectiveness in
the perception of surface slant. Journal of Experimental Child
Psychology, 1976, 22, 261-271.

Key Words: TeXture gradient; slint perception

To assess the relative effectiveness of different sources of infor-

mation, college adults and children in the first, third, and fifth grades

were asked to judge surface slant on the basis of monocular texture gradient

information. Three types of stimuli were employed: one providing otey com-

pression gradient information (relative change in angular height); one pro-

viding only perspective gradient information (relative change in angular

width); and one providing compression, perspective, size (relative change

in solid angle or area),,and density (relative change in number of texture

elements per constant angular extent) gradient information. The stimuli

were generated by the technique of polar projection shadow casting. A

/
point source was projected through a transparent generating surface which

could be set at different slants. The shadows were cast onto a frosted

screen. . Compression gradients were created by placing a horizontally

striped piece of plexiglas over the generating surface; perspective

gradients were created similasrly with vertical stripes. All four gra-
.,

dient types are mathematically equiVtent, but may be differentially

effective'in perception. Each group of subjects made slant judgments

for only one of the stimulus conditions and viewed the, textured Surfaces

at each of five slants through an aperture in a monocular viewing situation.

Absolute errors in the compression gradient condition were signif-'

icantly greater than those in the perspective or multiple' gradient condi-

tions: 'Accuracy in the perspective and multi* gradient conditions did ,
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. '
not differ significantly. Mean correla,r,tions between physical and judged

slant for the stimulus condition's multiple gradients, perspective, and

compression were 0.81, 0.72, and 0.28, respectively.

CIG Implications: These findings show that a gradient consisting of hori-

zontal lines alone is an ineffective cue to slant. Moreover, horizontal
.

lines do not enhance slant perception when converging vertical lines are

present. The results indicate that if a regular texture gradient is used

to facilitate slant perception in a monocular visual display, converging

vertical lines are sufficient. HoweVer, it may be that training on this

situa-

tion

gradient cue will not lead to effective transfer in a naturalistic itua-

tion where regular texture gradients are scarce.

c

s
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Sedgwick, A. The visible horizon: a potential source of visual informa-
tion for the perception of size arld distance. Dissertation Abstracts

. rnternational, 1973, 34(3-B), 1301 -1302.

Key Words: Size perception; distance perception; horizon

'The visible horizon.of the terrain is mathematically analyzed as a

potential source of informatich for the perception of size and distance.

It is shown that for an object standing on a flat ground surface of suf-

ficiently great extent, the, height of the object relative to the height

4.

of the point of observation is closely approximated by the ratio of the

visual angle subtended vertically between the base of the object and the

plane of the hizon. It is also shown that when the ground surface is of

less than infinite extent, the use of this,simple horizon ratio relation

will produce an increasing overestimation of size with increasing distance.

It is shown that the horizon provides a visual reference line against

which the absolute sizes of objects are specified during parallax arising

from motion or binocularity.

Observers were required to Choose, from a series of pictures of .

pairs 67 rectangular objects standing on a flat, infinitely extended

ground surface, the taller object in each pair. In one condition, the

only stimulus information for size was the elevation of each object; in.a

second condition, the horizon line was added. In a third condition? a

texture. gradient was added to the pictured ground surface. A fourth con-

dition was identical t9 the,third except that the pictured ground surface

was abruptly terminated at a large but finite distance, thus lowering the

ground surface's visible horizofi below its true mathematical horizonk The

269
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added horizon significantly improved relative size judgments, but the

further addition of a texture gradient did not improveaccuricy. 'A finite

horizOn resulted in size overestimation of the farther object. Apparently,

the horizon ratio relation is used in size perception and can be a more

salient cue than texture gradients.

CIG Implications: These results demonstrate tat under some conditions

very accurate size perception o surface features can occur in CIG diplays,

even when distance perception is totally ambiguous. This cue can be used

to determine the height off the ground of surface objects if observer

altitude is known. Or, *haps, if object height is known, a perception -

of observer height may result. The necesgary,candgfai seems to be a clear

perception of the'object in relation to the horizon. It may especially

aid in yielding veridical size perceptions of buildings in the vicinity of

attempted landings.

.rJ
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Sloc4m? R. V., and W. A. Hershberger. Perceived orientation in depth
from line-of-sight movement.. Perception and Psychophysics, 1976,
19(2), 176-182. 0

Kez_Words: Texture gradient; motion perspective; slant perception

Twelve college students viewed computer-generated displays of a
(

cross comprising two orthogonal dotted lines. The vertical arm of the

simulated cross was always in the observer's frontal, plane, but the

randomly textured horizontal arm was in one of nine orientations rela-

tive to theline of sight. The interstices of the holontal arm were

random samples from, a uniform population, producing a texture density

gradient expressible as a gradient of probabilities of interstice sizes.

Previous research shows that the retina is sensitive to such gradients.

Observers judged the apparent in-depth orientatib, of the horizontal-arm

by positioning a horizontal bar mounted on a rotary potentiometer. Each

observer viewed the simulated cross in each of three stimulus classes:

1) Motion, in which the simulated cross, in effect, moved toOfird the

observer's vantage point and thus both increased the display's absolute

size and steepened the texture gradient.. 2) Magnification, in which the

simulated cross,--ineffeCT, remained at a fixed projection distance while

the display's size increased exactly as did the motion display. This con-

dition allows the effect of changing angular size to be separated from the

effect of changing angular texture gradients. 3) 5tatic, in which both

/7

the projection distance and absolute size of the cross remained fixed.

This condition allows the separation of.the effect of static texture

gradients from that of dynamic trar4sformations of texture,gradiepts.
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' The static texture density .gradient mediated perceived orientation

in depth. Further, when motion perspective was added to the static texture

gradient, the impression of depth was enhanced, with the greatestenhance-

ment obtaining at the near viewing distance and at steep angles. When

dynamic magnification was added to the static texture gradient, the

impression of depth was attenuated; this effectwas interpreted ian
41'

illusory case of motion perspective:

CIG Implications: The results indicate that random texture gradienti can

be used as effective cues to the perception of slant in CIG displays. The

effectiveness of random texture is attributable to the motion perspective

offered by object movement. Random texture gradients will tend to:be

differentially effective depending on surface orientation and distance.

For example, in a runway approach, the perception of slant should become

more veridical as the approach draws nearer and should reach a maximum

at the point,of touclidOwn.40Perception of runway slant at far distances

may not be better than couldbe provided under static conditions, which

is even worse than could be provided under Onodul'ar conditions.

P
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Sundet, J. M. Effects,of color on perceived depth: review of experiments

and evaluation of theories. Scandinavian Journal of Psychology, 1'978,

19A/133-143.

Key Words:" Chromostereopsis; color stereoscopy; 'depth .perception; color
perception

It has long been known that the color of objects may affect/th

apparent distances. Thus, most people judge equidistant objects differing

4 -
in color (e.g., red and blue) tobe lotated at slightly different dis-..

tances. This phenomenon is most pronounced with highly saturated cdl.ors

and with objects lying. near each ether, preferably within 1-1/2° to 2 °. 'A

distinction must be drawn between monocular and binocular. Vfewina, becabse

the color distance effects sometimes disappear-for the,former.

WO'

\--An'experiment was reviewed in which subjects judged the relative

size and distance of, differently colored objects -uder reduced-Cue condi-

,.

tions by moving a comparison field to match the appirent distance (size)

of a standard field. The judgments of relative size,-turned out to be

closely related to those of relative distance. The red field was judged

as largest and nearest, the blue field was.judged'as farthest and smallest,

and the green field was judgk as between both with respect to distance

and size: Th-Ese results 'were the same no matter w ich field was standard.

Current explanations of the monocular Color distan e effect rely on the

optical quality of the eye known as chromatic aberra ion, i.e., thatthe

refraction inditei .of. light rays are inversely elated to their wavelengths.

,

Due tochromatic aberration, short-wave light is mor efractedin the eye's

optical media than is long-wive light. Thus, equidistant rces of.

ferent color cannot simultaneously be in foug on the retina.
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Chromatic aberration of the eye is the poini,of departure for all .

theories of binocular color-distance effects, The main theories assume

that apparent distance differences are due tq a, slight disparity between

differently colored retinal images.

.

In the most thorough investigation 5f color. stereoscopy, subjects

viewed color fields'in a wooden box through a window.- The background

-could be varied both in color and luminance and was 35 cm behind the color

fields; otherwise, the 0ox was painted flat black on the inside. .The

. 0

color fields were squar4 cut from paper printed in-highly saturated

colors. Subjects adjusted the fields-until they appeared equidistant.

Perceived relative depth between color fields increased with in.ereasing

spectral distances,between the color*, an effect that became more pro-

nounced with i 'reasigg.observation.distanCe. In another-study, differently
o

.

colored fields were illuminated from behind.by alloint source. -When illumi-

nation was h"g , long - wavers were seen in front of the short-wave-

.

-`,,colors; e.g., a red field was seen in front of a green. When illumination

was reduced, he.redzin-frOnt-of-peen impression became less pronounced,

afid tinally'r versedtso that the green field was seen in front of the red:

A fin 1.study showed that pupillary size strongly affects relatfve

distioce of olors:7--al&T small pupils were induced in observers, red

fields'vere seenja front of green fields; when large pupils were induced,

tf,e green f eld appeared in front of the red field.

S

0

CIG Impl9ca ions:,.
1111,,

Ine distance and magnitude of color-distance effects

. depend on any 'variables relating to viewing conditions and observer
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differences. The important. point for effective transfer of training is

that color- distance effects in actual flight and in the simulator should

be equated. At least three variables are critical: ,1) the colors used

in CIG displays should not be highly saturated because object.colors-dq

not appear highly saturated-at the viewing dis-Mnces-commonly encountered'

in the cockpit; 2) the brightness of objects inCIG displays should be

Comparable to the general brightness of objects seen from the cockpit;

and 3) the general level of illumination in the monitor area will determine

pupillary size and therefore the character of the color- distance effects.
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Wker, J. T.'Visual texture-as a factor in the apparent velocity of
objective motionand motion aftereffects. Perception and Psychbphysie

18(2), _175-180.

ey Words: Texture; velocity perception

On being shown slides of rotating disks, college studehts were

required t djust the Velocity ofza comparison disk to the standard disk.

The comparison disk consisted of two black and two white sec Ors. The

standard disk was one of a graded: series of random textures of black dots.,
o

A
Six ranam textuee,s were employed which differed intheir degree of coarse-

nest. The olmars;ZOlargestrtexture in the series Was ten times as coarse

as the finest (smallest) texture.' The standard disk was rotated at one of

three velocities.. The apparent velocity of the rotating random textured4
.

disk was founCto be an increasing monotonic function of the-coarseness

of the texture. The range of texture used in the experiment'produced a

.11)

25.6% change in the apparent,Velocity,of the rotating disks.,

These results ran counter,to earlier findings. In these earlier

studies, 40,Wever, thd moving textur'es were viewed through an aperture,

so tf t 8t-thecgreater apparent velocity of finer textures-could be explained

on the basis of frequency Oappearance and disappearance oftextureele-

,ments'at*e .edges'orthe viewing apefture. A viewing aperture was not

used in the presentsstudY4Ad, since every texture eleffight was visible
,

at al times, apparent'velocity measures were free'df any'efleas due
. f

to theappekrance and disappearance of textiwg,element.

v .
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CIG Implications: The resuis indicate thatsthe size or coarseness of

texture elements may, be critical to 'the observer's perception of his rela-'

tive motion with respect to the textured surface over which:is moving.

For example, if an observer is flying over a mountain rangeprovided with .

random. texture in a CIG display, the apparent velocity with respect to the

surface will increase as the texture element coarseness increases. I,f the

mountain texture seen during training is coarser on the average than that

seen during actual flight, simulator traping'may result in velocity being

underestimated during actual flight. Conversely, training on finer surface

textures than are generally seen from an aerial view may result in'velocity

being overestimated during actual,flight. ,Therefore, if surfaces are pro-

vided with random texture in CIG displays, the texture elements of surfaces

should be the same averagesize as the elements of those surfaces as seen

from an aerial view. The calibration of texture coarseness should yield

maxim+ transfer of training with respect to relative velocity' perception.

1 * 4
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'Ypnas, A., L. T. Goldsmith; and J. L. Hallstrom. Development of
sensitivity to information provided by cast shadows in pictures.
Perccotion, 1978, 7, 333 341.

.Key Words': Shadow; distance perception; size perception;
shape perception

The shadow cast by an object in a two-I-dimensionl picture can 'spec-

ify forthe Observer 1) the spatial relations between that object and its

ssurroundingsand 2) the shape and size of the object. Some sensitivity

to this information is present even, in' 3-yearld children. Experiment

'. 1 provided evjdence that 3- and 4-year-old,children can rely on the

shape of the shadow cast bye an object to judge theobject' shapes When

asked to judge the true shape of an ellipse drawn on the floor of.a_hall-

e way that provided linear persptctive and compression gradient information,

they were more likely to choose the ellipse as a round figureswhen a

shadow was contiguously connected\toit and thus specified that the objeCt

was resting on the floor than when either a shadow specified an object

perpendicular to the horizontal surface or no shadow was present.

In.experimen 2, adults and 3L,and 4-year-Old chil3rn! Were

shown displays conising of pairs ofpencil drawings. Each drawing pre-
\

sented a sphere on a,linear perspect 0v* representation of a gridded groundA

surface which receded to the horizon. One tyke of d.kplay contained no

shadows and only varied the'object's vertical position in the picture

plane. A second type of display presented 1 spheres in the same posi-
,

tion on the'picture plane, and only differed the location of the sliRlOws'

cast by the spheres. The observerswere to decide which sphere in each
.

pair of drawings was 'higher off the ground, nearer, and larger. The

, rocation'of the shadOw cast by an object influenced the object's per-

dtilvad,relatie depth 'and height the ground plane.
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CIG Implications: Although even the 3-year old children were sensitive

to the location of the cast shadows, there was evidence that judgment of

the object's relative distance and size.improved with age. These results

argue that cast shadows constitute an importpnt source of information for

determining the shapes .and sizes of objects and for the layout of objects

in space. In the case of CIG display's, castshadows'may also be' helpful

in determining the slant of objects. In addition, they may eliminate the

illusion of floating objects because an object is necessarily. resting on

the ground if its ground shadow 4s attached to it. The cast shadow may .

also help.determine the relative distance and.height off-the ground of

other love- flying aircraft.

J
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B:9 PERCEIVED FLATNESS OF THE DISPLAY

A bilet trainee'i4wing
a CIGdisplay is presented with a simulated

three-dimensional environment via a two - dimensional display surface. ,These
two perceptual interpretations of the display conflict with each other.
The simulator features that reinforce the idea. that one is watching a two-
dimensional display are called flatness cues. The degree to which these
cues can be,eliminated from. the display determines the .upper bound upon,
how compelling-the three-dimensional interpretation can be The research
treats ptrceived flatness of the CIG display and its effect on the per-

.
ceived shape, slant, and size of surface objects, and the observer's
relative motion and velocity with respect td the surface.

x.ts
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Epstein, W.; and J. N. Park. Shape constancy: functional relationships
arid theoretical formulations. Psychological Bulletin, 1963, 60(3),
265-288,

re# Words : Shape constancy; shape-slant invariance; slant perCeption;
monocular perception; binocular perception

When a form is projected by light on the retina,- the differing

orientations of the form with regard to the retina result,in a set of

different projective shapes. Under most conditions,' phenomenal shape is
A

'less affected by the stimulus object's orientation with respect to the

observer than would be expected on the basis of the projective transforma-

tions which accompany variations in prientation. The term "shape constancy"

has been introduced to designate this fact. Shape constancy is usually,

.defined as the relative constancy of the perceived, shape of an object

despite variations in its' orientation, Several investigators fiave.shown

that. shape constancy is diminjshed by Conditions which redUce the availaj

bility or effectivenesS of perceptual cues to an object's orientation.

There is some evidence that the effect on shape judgment of eliminating

binocular cues to distance will vary with the angle of inclination at which

,the standard stimulus is presented.

CIG Implications In the everyday visual world, shape constancy is up-
,

401 y
4 held because an abundance of binocular and monocular cues to slant

, .

in evidene: Thus, pilots makino a landing approach 'see the runway at
.,, .

.
,

, ,

its .veridical slant'and.as rectangular:in shape. In cfG.displays, cues

. .

to distance'(and slant) are more limited; furthermore, flatness cues exist

that reduce the effectiveness of perceptual cues to the orientation of the

runway. Thesellatness cues diminish shape constancy 'and Cause the runway

to appear trapezoidal and in the.frontoparallel'plane.
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Rock, I., A. L. Hill and M. Fineman. Speed constancy as a function of size
constancy. Perception and Psychophysjcs, 1968, 4(1), 37:40.-1

Key Words: Velocily'perception; speed constancy; size constancy; binocular
perception; monocularperception

If perceived velocity were to be a function of phenomenal extent
AI

-

traversed per unit of time, speed constancy would be derivable from size

%,.con tancy, which entails employing distance cues. Experiments were per=

formed in which observers matched the velocity of a luminous circle 72 in.

from the eyes to the-velocity of another luminous circle 16 in. from the

eye in-another direction: The two circles were' of the same angular size.

In one condition the displays were_viewed binocularly to allow use of the

cues of accommodation and convergence. In another coridition, observers

viewed the displays monocularly throughan artificial pupil, thus elimj-'

nating distance cues. The results for binotular viewing show a'strong

tendency toward constancy of speed, based on tie presence of cues to

- distance. Fon\monocularliewing, the variable circle was set o n the
)

average 2.25 times the speed of the standard. Thus, when distance cues

are eliminated, there is a tendency to regress toward matching the retinal

velocities-A the moving circles.

CIG Implications: In real -World perception where binocular cues to dis-
.

...tance are available, velocity constancy occurs. An object seen at half

the-ditance of a second object must possess twice the velocity of

...
secondobject for their velocitie to'be.perceived as equal. However,.in A.

CIG displays where cues to distance are limited, there will be a greater

tendency for'objects to have equal perceived velocities if their'retinal

di
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velocities are equal. Therefore, in comparison.to real-world perception,

velocities of dis'tant moving objects will be undei'estimated relative tb

near moving'objects in CIG displays. If, however, distance perception is
-- .

improved by the addition of cues, to distancesuch as 'texture gradienti or

shading, then velocity perception shoud.improve accordingly.

1

1

1
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Sc'hlosberg, H.' Stereoscopic depth from single pictures. American Journal
of Psychology, 1941, 54, 601-605.

Key Words,: Flatness cues; depth perception

An observer may see a picture either 1) /s a picture representing

depth or 2) as actual objects deployed in depth. -Whereas in the first

perceptual conditioh the observer remains agar of the picture's flat

nature, under the second 'set' he gets the p astir (depth) effect. Depth,

.

then, is not merely something added to a p ture in various amounts, but

rather a modes of perceiving. The impression of depth is an all-or-none.

affair. The plastic effect can *be obtained almost as well by viewing a .

single picture through a lens as by the use of disparate pictures in,a

binocular stereoscope. Thq,explanation for this effect lies in the fact

that, while any pictUre may, contain cues to depth-, it S so presents a

number of cues for flatness.

CIG Implications: Identityof.the binocular fields, surfiace glare, cues

from accommodation, and margin of the picture are among the cues to flat-

ness which are present in CIG displays. In normal binocular inspection of

a picture, the flatness cues are Strong
\

enough to force the observer to

seera flat picture; but, if the flatneSs cues can be eliminated or

weakened, the perception can take on depth. As in the margin of a picture,

the visible frame of a CIG'display monitor is a cue to flatness. If the

monitor frames can be covered sothat they are not seen, this cue to flat-

,
s.will be eliminated, thus permitting the depth cues in the display to

me dominant enough to give the display an appearance of depth.
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13.10 MINIMAL SCENE CONTENT

This research area treats the relationship between trainee accep-
tan6e and transfer 6-1.i-training and-the CIG display's realism. For somi

aspects of the simulated environment, added realism may neither benefit nor

reduce transfer of training. A lack of certain types.of infbrmation in CIG

displays may be compensated for by including a different type of informa-
tion.tilon. For example; the.lack of depth information caused by the absence of

dynamic binocular'disliarity cues in CIG displays may be compensated for by

providing artificial texture gradients without there being a concurrent

loss in'transfer.o training,.

Detectio tasks required-foractual flight may not be simulated with

. artificial clutter in CIG displays., A possible solution is a CIO'display

--which switches level of detail based on eye movements; however, thit

play would have to keep up with the maximmi'vetocity of saccadic and

pursuit eyemoveMents. Another criterion is whether the lack of detail in

the periphery of the Tttina amounts to a noticeable difference-totie-

observer.
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Chase, W. 0. Evaluation of several TV. display system configurations for
visual simulation of the landing approach. IEEE Trans. on Man - Machine

-Systems, 1970, 11(3), 140-149.

Key Words: -Transfer of training; flight sim tors; color perception

A-study was conducted to determine the effects of several varia:

tiOhs of\two types of visual display syStems on objective measures of per-

formance and subjective evaluations. The components of'the visual flight

simulator were a television camera; runway model (scaled at 2000 ft = 1 ft),

projector and monitor veiwing systems, and an instrumented fixed cockpit
N.a

cab with engine sound and force-feel control systems. The visual scene

was created 'from a runway model" of ,an: airport on a one-degree-of-freedom'

--movable belt driven past the five-degrees-of-freedom camera and optic-dl- -
0

probe assembly. The subjects were seven professional .pilots'wbo were on

professional flight status. Two types of flight approaches were made with

either a projector or collimated monitor visual slisplay: 1) the instru-
-

ment approach?and 2) the visual approach without the normal cockpit

1
instrumentatioroassistance. The effecjs of color and reduced resolutign

were also examined. The touchdown distance and standard deviation for the

color monitor display increased and agreed more favorably w;th actual
w .

flight results than-did thOse for the bla4/whitemonitor display. The

performance forrate of.descent at touchdown was lower for color than

&fOr black/white (particularly with the monitor display) bat was still . -

.;
.

higher than for actual flight_ Oegradation,Of.the monitor display resolu-

tion tended.Urreduce the touchddwn distance :andand slightly increased the
'

m
.

. corresponding standard deviation. In add*tion-, thelandings.were rfle -
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predominantly to the right Of the center line for the black/white monitor

display and with nearly twice the'standard deviation as obtained for the

color monitor display.

The pilots were more critical of the black and white variation for

either display and faVored more use of a color system. Advantages cited

, for a color_system included greater pilot relaxation, decreased fatigue,

better picture quality, and more realisticdepth perception (particularly

1 with, the monitor display). tomparing the reduced-resolution monitor dis-

play to the projector display, the pilots also noted that the former caull

a loss in depth perception and height references, increased visual fatigde,'
.

.and increased efforts for a ra-t-OTta-Efeapach. The objective performance

measUres of the study were reasonably consistent withthe pildts' sub-

jective evdluations and comments.

CIG Implications: Even though the study was conducted with a simulator em-

ploying a physical model thatis less sophisticated than currentCIG

systems,.itdemonstrates that lack of reali-sm in the visual display can eo

caUse performance.decrements.even in experienced pilots. '40f particular

interest are the results regarding the use of color in the visual,display.,.

Considerations of cost effectiveness could lead one to regard cOljr images

as anAnnecessary luxury in CIG,displays, since a black/white display ,4°

cont%Ini essentiallythe?'same perceptual information as does a color dis-
c

play. However, the res lts of this study indipte that reversion to a

- black/white CIG display ould-lead to decrements in pilot acceptance and

flight proficiency.
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Hilz, R., and C. R. Cavonius. Functional organization of the peripheral it

retina: sensitivity to periodic stimuli. Vision Researth, 1974, 14,

1333-1337.

Key Words_:, Peripheral vision;
phoppic-vi tion; modulation sensitivity;

spatial frequency

PreVious research has shown that luminSbce-increMent thresholds in-
,

. crease in the periphery; i.e., the amount of extra light needed to detect

,

aCliange in brightness increases with the retinal eccentricity of the.

target. Sensitivity initia decreases as the test spot is moved alew

degrees from the fovea; it then remains fairly constant to asfar as 30°

in the periphery, after which it again deCreases monotonically..

.
.

- In the present study, modulatiorsensitivity4,of the peripheral

re ina was measuredfor p'hotopic vision with an interference fringe method

tha bypasses the optics of the eye and hence is not subject toloptical

. abe'r'rations. bight from a laser was divided into two beams and focused into

two small foca3 images in the observer's ptpil. The resulting interference

, pattern appeared to the observer as a vertical, red sine wave grating that

. .
.

,
'

filled a Circular test field in.a'dark
surround.'. Detection thresholds' for

.
..

e ''
t o

4

theNwesgnce of bars in the'.interference path -were measured ay a method

'-'.-vi Al ti. .

.

, .

, .

.
of adjustment in -which the observer,increaied the,contrast from below his

,

5 )
,

\N

,'

.

detection 'threshold until, the grating Was just visible. Fdr all spatial

"
9

4 os

, 3 , ,/

. which sensitiN,q.yries10 Acceritricirty depends on the spatial fre-

q 4 .% 4' %
°

.ot
04 ..(10ebCY q the,/ test object.v....At 20.tyFlesideg andhigher,. sensitivity

5r

det.reases linearly atid raPigly as' eccentricity-.is iricreased;Aowever, whe6:.

'measured With 4ow frequency test objects, -sensitivitylkelains'ratherp..r., - ;.4: .
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'constant until a certain eccentricity from 4° to .12° from the foyea (which-

\,

k*.depenbs on the spatial-frequency) it reached, after4which it decreases at

the Mme rate as for high freqUency test oOetts.

,CIG Im_plicaionsfit If level-of-detail switching is employed irt4 CIG dis- .-

,play, observers may notnotice the lack of dei4i1 in the periphery if the

level of detaii decreases linearly at a certain. rate as it becomes angularly

displaced from Ole point of focus. Thisgenerallzation may not.ho]d fet:

,all surface :FeatUres, tow0er. Surfaces whin arb--ien at low spatial

frequencies at about 8-cycles/deg may be noticeably lacking detail at
1,-eccentricities of up to 10° from the fbvea, while

surfaces seen .at ,high
..

,..spatial frequencies may, appear normal with less reOreseniation of:detail1 .
.
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Hopkins, C. 0. HoW much should you pay for that box? Human Factors,
1975, 17(6), 533-541.

Key Words: Transfer of training; flight simulators; cost effectiveness:

A ,SiMulators day be used not only for training and maintaining pro-
.

fidiency,.butalso for preditting future success in training (se;ection) .

and evaluating the current effects of past training (proficiency asses,,s-

ment). A comprehensive, large-scale experiment was, conducted in 1974 to

determine how ground-based aircraft simulator motion conditions affect the

prediction of pilot proficiency. Far the best of the simulator thotion

conditions useq, a concelatiOn coefficierit of 0:724 was obtained between

measures of perform ce in a simulator and a corresponding lighttwin-.

engine aircraft. The sults support the idea that simulator per-

fdrmance'tests can be used to evaluate,the effects of past training.

The-traditional measure 'Of transfer of training-npercent of

trangir,Ais not adequate to evaluate the effectiveness of a simulator

training program,because Tt does not takrinto accoUnt the amount of

simulator training. The real concern is with comparing the cosLof

-

a'unit or simulator training time and the cost of flight time for which
-

the unit of simulatortrairfing may be substituted. Eventually, an incre-
_. .

meat of simulator training would provide so little transfer that the

flighOtime saved would thereby cost les than the next increment of simu-

lator

;,.

lator training. The use of the simulator beyond this point would not be

cost effettive.

CIG Implications: Many have qdestioned the necessity and desirability of

universally high degrees of physical simulation, or the fidelity that may.

290



be achiqved between the flight training device and the operational. aircraft:

In some instances, these training devides incorporate deliberate deviationt.-

from.realism in attempts to improve upon, from the transfer-of-training

standpoint, the relatively poor learning environment of the design-basis

aircraft.

Many experienced pilots genuinely believe that the more a simulator

responds and feels the way an airplane does, the greater its benefit to
0

training and proficiency maintenance. Pilots love to fly. If they cannot

fly in the air, they want to!exper\ence the closest thing to it on the

ground. Fidelity of simulation can operate as a motivational variable.

If the simulator looks, acts and sounds like an airplane, the trainee is .

more likely to be convinced that practice will be beneficial. The. problem

is to determine the extent to which varying degrees of fidelity of.
5'

simulation yield varying degrees of motivation..

0

w
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Johnson, C. A., and N. W. Leibowitz. Practice, refractive error, and

feddback as fadtors influencing peripheral motion thresholds.
Perception and Psychophysics,y1974, 15(2), 276-280.

Key_ Words: Periphera4 vision; motion perception

The effect of practice on movement thresholds was determined at

'nine stimulus locations in the horizOntal meridian, from 0° to 80° of

eccentricity in 10° intervals. The subject was seated facing a perimeter

'4e with a 1'.27-cm slit cut horizontally along its surface at eye level.

Movement of the stimulus was accomplished by a 20.3-cm diameter cylinder

*covered with black paper and mounted with its long axis horizontal behind

the slit opening. fA 1.27-cm wide band of white plastic tape was wrapped

in a single helix around the cylinder. ROtating,,the cylinder behind the

slit'produced horizontal movement of an approximately white test stimulus

tubtendinj 0.95° of visual angle.' After each trial, subjects reported

whether the stimulus had moved to the left, to the right, or remained

stationary. An interleaved double staircase with variable step ize was

,used to determine the movement thresholds, and a 50% correct cri4pHon

was selected as the threshold measure. By the final session, movement

thresholds were 1.5.min of.arc fovea, decreasing linearly to abodt

14 to 18 miri of arc at 80' displacement from the fovea. Movement threshe-

0 olds at 80° of eccentricity are only 10 to 15 times greater than rat the

s
fovea, while acuity is degraded by a factor of 200 or more over this

,interval. Not only is peripheral potion detection relativOy better than.
e .

.acuity to begin with, but the amount of practice'needed for optimal per-.

formance (three sessions) is apparently less than that needed for acuity

ti (between 15 to ,25 'sessions).

292
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CIG Implications: The results suggest that motion sensitivity wher than

visual acuity should_form the basi's to establish, the rate at4.yhich

detail decreases with retinal eccentricity in CJG displays which possess
/

switching capability. The level-of:-detail'should also decrease linearly

as a function of eccentricity. If acuity'thresholds are used to establish

the level-of-det 1 rate of decrease, objects may seem to mysteriously

appear' and disa as they are seen in motion on the display.
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Mertens, H.W. Lpboratory apparatus for studying visual space perception
of the pilot in simulated night approaches td landing. Perceptual and .

Motor Skills, 1977, 45, 1331-1336.

Key Words: Ttlan'sfer of training; depth perception-; slant perception;
realism

A laboratory apparatus is described that provides a relatiely inex-

pensive way to assess many of the perceptual and human factors parameters

in the night approach to landiqg. The basic concept of the apparatusmas

a moving runway model of 'variable slant. Added to this concept is a

technique for.modeling night runway lighting and an optical sys,tem for

A

varying the model's position in the visual field. The runway model was
A

based on a light box. Its removable Formica top was penetrated by short'

__.%fiber optic strands to simulate runway lights. The sources were two

parallel instant -start fluorescent tubes mounted below the top. of the light

box, One side of each fluorescent tube was covered with tape and painted

black to make it opaque. The tubes were mounted wit'h a single in on each

end so that they couldte rotated to expose varying amounts of the unpainted

sides in order tevary.the amount of light reaching the optic strands and

hence the brightness of the simulated runway and approach lights. The

runway model with its rotation system was mounted 'on a cart that moved

along a level track toward the observation position. A transverse hori-

zontal axis of rotation, Which was perpendicular to the longitudinal axis

of the runway, passed through the plane of the simulated runway. The model

could be rotated 20° from a physically horizontal orientation in either

direction. The electromechanical and optical systems allowed precise

294'
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control of simulated approach speed, mogel sl;nt, and direction fit the

visual field of the simulated radial approaCh axis.

CIG Implications: The vi ual simulation apparatus has several important

advantages. Optical resolution is excellent. The apparatus can vary the

,visual direction of the radial motion axis without needing a complex om-.

Ater to synchronize simulated attitude and distance changes'. The dis-4'

realiskikenhanced by cues to space p*ception such as linear

. perspective and motion parallax, and by preservation of the natural

relations of size and brightness of simulated runway lights to distance.

Size and brightness gradients are not a feature of the runway lighting in

GIG- displays. The apparatus can be Used to study the effects of the above
-

cues on the perception of runway slant and approach angle. In addition,

due to its enhanced yealism, the apparatus cin.be used to inexpensively

conducion-the-ground transfer -of- training research with -respect' to such

-performance tasks as runway approaCh,landing, and-takeoff:

+11
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Rock, I., J. Shallo and F. Schwartz. 'Pictorial depth and related
constancy effects as a function of recognition. Perception, -1978, 7,

3-19.

Key Words: Depth perception; scene recognition; pictorial cues

It is argUed that trad4tional pictorial cues to depth such as "per--

spective or texture gradients are neither a 'necessary nor §7fficieht basis,

for recognition. That they are not necessary was shown by-experiments in

rewhich stimuli were recognized As pictures of seascape and sky, but for
A

which such fttts were eliminated. Illusory size perception based ph

zation of objects in depth in such pictures nonetheless occurred. That

they are not sufficient was shoWq by experiments in which photographs of

. grassy fields did not yield impressions of depth or related size illusions

when conditions were such that the-scene was'not recognized (such as view-
,

ing the scene in non-upright orientations), even though the field contained

size and density gradients and other cues to depth. Once recognized,

however, these same pictures did yield,impressions of depth. The results

suggest that phenomenal depth, based on pictorial cues, ei'ith in artificial

visual displays or in real-life scenes, is not automatically produced by

the various cues traditionally cited; instead, it is the end result of a

construction process in which recognftionplays a -critical role.

CIG Implications: In real-morld.perception such as woul&-uccur when flying

,-

an aircraft, the impression of depth is facilitated by recognition of

surface objects. .Scene recognition even at high altitudes is easien than

would be possjble for CIG displays, since the level of detail- is many

times greater in the real world. Therefore; even if all the pictorial

296'
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----r-cues-aretpresent in a CIVdisplay, their effectiveness in yielding depth.
.._

impressions will be limited because scene recognition is poorer than in

the real world.

There are two general ways to ovencome this problAiii and thus equate

CIG displays with the real world in terms of depth perception. The first

method is to'exaggerate the pictorialcues so that the perception of depth

i compelling. Regular texture gradients might accomplish this purpose,

but they suffer the disadvantage that, since they are rarely seen in the

real world, they create a problem for transfer of training. A second

method is to add cues that would facilitate' scene recognition without

neCessartly increasing the level of dea4-1.---For example, a C1G display

may employ individual texture elements to portray a field of crops. How-
.

ever, a random texture gradient thus created may not yield an unambiguous`

impression of orientation and depth if the field is not recognized as such,
,

.

especially if the texture elements are neutral geometric shapes such as

dots or squares. If the texture elements have a shape-to suggest recog-

nition, of stalks of wheat or corn, for example, scene recognition becomes

more probable: To facilitate'recognition of an ocean surface, wavy lines

could be used as texture:elements. The main point is that in those cases

where texture gradients do not seemcsufficient to yield ah rnpinession of ---/

depth, if texture element shape can be tailored to surface identity, the

improved scene recognition should lead to, mare veridical impressions of

depth.
,

NOTE' The
t
experiment'of this does not use stereo imagery or motion as commonly

used in human visual perception. Therefore, the conclusions are for a
specific, limited case.
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Valverde, H. H. 'A review of flight simulator transfer of training
studies. Human Factors, 1973, 15(6),.510-523.

Key Words: Transfer of training; flight simulator

Studies conducted between 1949 and 1971 to statistically .determine

the transfer value of flight training simulators in use during that period

are reviewed. Performance measures in these studies usually were in-

structor ratings.of_proficieficy and errors during flight training. The

various transfer-of-training studies have yielded dquivocal results: some

purported to find positive transfer as a result of flight simulator Nainr

ing, while others failed to find a positive effect of simulator training.
.

This disparity may have been due to variables that were not assessed in

the experialnts. Most of the performance measure§ used in the experi-

ments were judgmental in nature and thu'S vbjective evaluation

instruments. A need exists for more objective measures based on desired

terminal Ilehaviort.:- The value of paper-andL'pencil aptitude tests to

match subjects for a performance experiment is debatable. It must be as-
,

sunied that there, are individual differences in motor skills just'as there

are in any other'human endeavor, and the low correlations obtained between

A

paper-and-pencil tests and performance criteria seem to support this as-

sumption. The motivation and attitude of the student toward the siMulator

may also affect his learning of the specified tasks.-

instructors playsan%extremely important role in transfer-of-
\ , ,

training expgriments; their bieses; attitudes, motivation, etc., bear upon

the'learhing situation. 6* they exhibit disdain for the trainer, the

.students will likely reflect this attitude. A capable instructor can provide

298
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I

he student with supplementary information to increase the trainer's ef-

i
v.,

fectiveness even though it had minimal cues. Often the simulator

instructor does not give instruction in the aircraft. For this reason,

instructional techniquesimay vary widely between similator and aircraft

training dild thus adversely affect a transfer-of-training experiment.
o

Pilot training programs have used at least two variations in the

instructional 'sequences for the simulator and the aircraft: alter-

*ating and block sequences. .In the former, simulator training is alter-

nated withactual flight training; in the latter, all simulator instruc-
.

tiOn is given prior to any training in the aircraft. Afterlevaluating,'

the\studies which compaied the relative effectiveness of alternating vs.

block\sequences, the evidence seems to favor the concept of block simulator

instruction.

CIG Impl.cations': The transfer-.of-training 'studies conducted on flight--7-

stmulators that are older and less sophistici-ated than those Currently in,

use demonstrates the fact that simulators can yield positive transfer\of

training anthat realism is not always necessary. To accurately determine

the .cost effeCtiveness of6 particular flight simulator, be neces-.1

sary:e employbetter experimental 'methods and more objective and valid

measures than were used in the past.

2g9
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Weisstein, N., and C. S. Harris. Visual detection of line segments: an

object-superiority effect". Science, J974, 186, 752-755.

Key_Woroi,v lAsual detection; pattern recognition; feature detection

Subjects were shown a line segment in one of four orientations to-
.

ge.ther with one of several context patterns. The subjects Were required
k

to determine which One'of the four. diagonal line segme t was present in

the briefly flashed display. None of the context patterns prOvidedecues

'to which of the four target lines was present; in princjple, .a viewer could

ignore the context and-attend only to the target lines, without.sacrificing

accuracy. All'five context patterns contained the same eight vertical and

horizontal line segments--only tbeiir,arrangement varied. The most unitary

and three-dimensional pattern was one square overlapping another. The re-

maining four patterns were constructed to represent a graded tendency

toward random arrangement of the line segments. . The main finding was that

when a_targe-t line was part of a configuration' that looked unitary arid

three - dimensional, it was identified more accurately than when in any
,

other context.

r

`GIG Implications: The results havg implications for the use of artificial

'clutter in CIG displays as',a context for visuaj detection tasks/. Arti-,

ficial clUtteroshould render detection more. difficult than would a context

such as a pictpriWarray of segregated objects'that appear in depth. How-
,

ever, this does not' mean that the.use of artificial clutter will result in

effective transfer of training, It may well be thatthe specific search
.

and recognition procedures_actually employed in a detectiontsk will

depend on the degreeof organization of thecoRtgxt in which the target
111.
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appears. Detection training with contexts which represent the everyday

visval'istorldin depth are likely to yield the most effective transfer. Of

course, CIG displays lack the detail present in th6 ev,erydax visual. World,

of

0,

and this variable will also play a part,in7determi, ning,the:effectiveness,

,
. .

and difficulty of detection tasks.
. s
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Yarbus, A. L. Eye movement and vision. New York: plenum Press, 1967.

Key_Wor8s: Eye mbvements; saccades

The frequency distribution of the amplitudes of small'involuntary

saccades arising during prolonged fixation on a stationary point was
. y

ts, determined' for. a Single
,
"Subjea. Th amplitude of most suchsaccades

.... , . .
l

o 1

ft
,

lies between 1 and 25 min of angle. The minimal dimensions of these
a , . (, .: ., .4

.. ,saccaeles are 2 tO'S'inin of angle,'and the'Maximal. dimensions are approxi-

'
° mately 40 to 50 min of a n . Recoi'ds show that the duration of the.small

.

-involuntary saccades, depending-on their amplitude, is o.pl to 0.02 sec.

If eCIG display capable of switching level of detail maintains a region

of high detail covering 1° of angle or more at the point of fixation,

then the observer willnot be sensitive to changes in lever of detail due.

to small involuntary saccades. The saccades will all remain within the

*region of.highest detail.

The records of most horizontal and vertical saccades not exceeding

15° to 20° of angle very nearly approximate sinusoids", The angular
. ,

velocity of a.saccade while changing fiXation points is given in degrees
,

,

, ....

per-second by ,,-
,

. .

. ,.., ,

c

7 at
s!ri t ,

where t is the time in seconds (0 < t < T), a is the amplitude of the
I

saccade in degrees, amd T is the duration of the saccade-in seconds. It

:f011pws from this equation that the velocity of the saccade. rises smoothly,

reaches a maximum, and then (falls smoothly to zero. For Saccades smaller

than 15° to 20°, the increase and decrease in velocity follow a sinusoidal

302
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rule. For large saccades, rectilinear areas appear in the middle pact

of the curve, and the time'of increase in velocity of the saccade is

'shorter than the time of its decrease. The maximal velocities of th

saccade's increase as a function of their amplitude.

CIG Implications: For a saccade of 20° amplitude, the maximal velocity

.is-approximately 450°/sec. The maximum amplitude of a saccade per frame

In a CIG display, if 450r /sec is taken as a lower bound for maximal

velocity, is 450/X, Where X is, the number of frames per second. For ek-
/./

ample, if a CIG display has a refresh rate of 60 frames/sec, a fast moving

saccade may cover as much as:7.5° of angle per frame. If a region of high

level of detail of 7.5° of angle or more is maintained, then the observer

, will not notice any lack of detail in the,display.. Faster refresh rates

allow, for smaller regions of high level of detail. Of course, these

calculations may not hold for saccades thathave amplitudes of more than

20° of angle.

NOTE: Saccadic suppression prior to, during, and after a saccade lowers
perceived resolution for 0.05 to 0.1 sec.
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B41 SIZE AND °CONTINUITY 'OF THE VISUAL FIELD

This research involves the visual factors that determine perceived

self-motion and nlocity ,of self-motion. Two key factors are the roles of
,.,

peripheral vision and texture element size and density in self-motion per-,

ception. (

In addition, the observer's ,sensitivity to discontinuities due to

misalignment of monitors is discussed, and -sensitivity to misalignment in

the- periphery of the retina and stimulus factors affecting vernier acuity

(misalignment sensitivity) are treated.

4

O
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Brandt, T., E. R. Wist, and J. DichOns. Foreground and.background in
.dynamic spatial orientatiott. Perception and Psychophysics: 1975,
17(5), 497-503.

Key_Words: .Self-motion.; peripheral vision

I

The dependency Of visually induced self-motion sensation on the

density of moving contrasts as well as additional stationary contrasts in

the fOreground or background was investigated. Two different optokinetic

stimuli were used: 1) a disk rotating in the frontoparallel plane and

ira projection of horizontally moving stripes onto a cylindrical screen.

The rotating disk induces an apparent body rotation in the opObsite'direc-

tion and causes a limited tilt of the apparent upright. The amount of this

-tilt can 'be measured in terms of the angle by which the test edge is dis-

.placed in the direction ()lithe rotating stimulus so as to compensate for

the perceived tilt in the opposite direction. The surface of the trans-
.

parent rotating d-rsk was random1pcovered by varying densities of colo'red

circles. A second stationary disk,.also 'randomly textured with circles,

was located behind the rotating disk, Similarly, in additibn to the

movirig stripes on the cylindrical screen, a stationary pattern of vertical,

.,

eague, black Stripes could be affixed either in thefOreground (in front

.of the screen) br in the background (in the plane of theiprojection screen).

.0ircularvection latencies and velocjties were measured.

It was found tnat' 1Nisuall'iinduced self-motion depends on the

density of moving contrasts randomly distributed within the visual field

and is 'saturated when about 30% of the visual field is moving, 2) additional

stationary contrasts inhibit visually induced self-motion in proportion to

105
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their doltity, and 3t,the location in depth, of the stationary contrasts has

.a significant effect,on this inhibition--the effect is considerable when they

are-located in'the background of the moving stimuli' but weak when they

'appear in thefordground.

CIG Thes7results indicate that a minimum texture density is
.

required for full locomotion to occur, perhdps as much as 30% of the CIG

display area in peripheral regions. CIG displays that have fading detail

at the periphery may natdisplay enough information in those regions to

induce self-motion. The monitor frames and other nonmoving parts of the

simulator will also tend to inhibit self-motion, although not as much

because they appear in the fo,regrosnd.

131
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Corwin, T. R., A. Moskowitz-Cook and M. A. Green: The oblique effect in a

vernier acuity situation., Perception and Psychophysic$, 1977, 21(5);

445-449.

Key Words: Oblique effect; vernier acuity(

Observers viewed either vertical or obliquely orientedverriier
.

targets from either an upright, position or with their heels. tilfed.,

Vernier targets consisted of two misaligned line segment's viewed through 'a

circular aperture for brief periods in order ta minimize the effecti of

eye movements. Performances measured by an alternating method of limits

$
with a three-alternative response. Vernier acuity was consistently, better.

for retina,lly vertical than for gravitationallylvertical targets, even

when the targets were presented against a background context of yertical

stripes designed to aid veridical perception of gravitational orientation.

cip Implications:' These results indicate that vernier acuity'depends on
.

retinal image orientation rather than -cin perceived orientAion. When a

.contour of an object is continued from one monitor to an adjacent monitor,,

observers will be differentially sensitive to a misalignMent'of the con -,

tours between the two monfTOrs, the critical factor being.retinal orienta-

tion. If the observer's head is upright, seftitivity to misalignment will

be greatest when the contour is horizontal or vertical. Misalignment of

diagonal contours will -be more difficult to detect. If the obser'vei.'s head

is tilted, maximum sensitivity to contour misarignment will occur when_the_

contour is presente0 either at the same tilt as the observer's head or

perpendicular to it:
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Gogel,'W. C. An indirect method of measuring perceived distance from

familiar size. Perception and Psychophysics, 1976, 20(6), 419-429.

Key Words: Familiar size;- distance perception

----Two-methods of measuring perceived distance as a function of familiar

. size were compared in five experiments. The method which uses the perception

of motion accompanied by a motion of the head, unlike the method of verbal

report, is considered to provide a measure of perceived di-stance that is

unaffected by factors of cognitive distance. The amount of object displace-
.

ment necessary for the object to appear stationary during head movement is

the basis for the measure of perceived distance. When perceived and actual

distances are equal, no object displacement is necessary for null movement

perception during head movements.
*so

The direction of object displacement relative to the direction bf head

movement necessary to stabilize apparent object position indicates whether

perceived distance i$ 8n underestimation- or overestimation of actual, distance.

Subjects viewed through an aperture luminous stimuli reproduced on transpar-
,

encies in an otherwise darkened visual alley. A spheric81-lens placed all

the stimuli accommodatively at optical infiriity in order to reduce the effect

of Oculomotorcues of distance. The stimuli were a rectangle and three

familiar objects: key, sunglasses, and go ar. The familiar size of the

objects'influenced perceived distance according to both measures. The guitar
.

was consistently seen 4 more distant than the key? The familiar objects

were often perceived as off-sized, with the key,sometimes reported a$ larger

than normal and the guitar usually eeported as smallerlehan normal. Much ti

larger variations in perceived distance due to familiar size were found in

the verbal report measure than in the head movement measure. These results

. C.
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shoW that the effect of familiar size of objects on distance estimation
d

is. largely due to cognitive sources of information. The cognitive information

is inteTpreted as resulting from perceiving the object as off-sized and

assuming that an object's perceived size will vary inversely with its eysical

4,

.distance.

Ct ,Implications: Familiar size probably cannot be relied on as a cue"tq

,distance in CIG displays where there are relativ6y few cues toldistance.

neb if many familiar objects are included, they mfr 6e perceived as

off-sized. The observer will be able to calculate veridical distance%s from

his knowledge of the size. of familiar objects and his cognitive assumptions

concerning the relationship between size and distance; however, behavioral

responses are more likely to be based on perceived dis ance than on distance

estimates based on cognitive calculatiqn. Perhap's trai, 'ng can help overcome
.

nonveridical distance perceptions to allow responses during simulated flight,

to be based on distance calculations using familiar sizes of objects.'

A
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Johansson, G. Studies on visual perception of locomotion.
Perception, 1977, 6, 365-376.

Key Words: .inearvection; self-motion; peripheral visionHocomotion

The problem of,a perceiver being able to visually determine whether

he is seeing objettn motion or he is'himself moving (locomotion) was

addressed. Under rectilinear and smooth .transport with constantsiXed,
, .

the` only sensory fnformationavailable about locomotion stems from vision.

.The apparatUs comprised a video camera facing an endless moving-belt that

filled the screens of two video monitors with a vertically moving random

pattern of black dots. The Subject sat at a table with hishead on a

chnrest,and with one monitor on each side ofirhis head: The centers.of

thvnitor screens were .on his eye level, anS each video screen covered

a horizontal visual angle 45° to
.

90° from the optic axis of the .eyes with

the'gaze directed straight forward. The apparatus waOrset up in a -

/laboratory room that had plenty of furniture andlquipment. The

light was switched on during the experimental sessions.

A flow of vertical motion was presented to lited areas ar

periphery (45° to 90°) of the retina_ simultaneously'with optical iriforma

.fion about a stationary room over the rest of the retina. The result:

most subjects perceived themselves as sitting it continuous y

'moving up or down. Thus, fo#1-1$eral motion stimulation over a few Percent

'of the rettgal area AetAines locomotion perception in apparen6 competition

with information about a static state over the rest of the retina. The same

4

4
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type of stiklus presented to the central 'part of the retina always brought

about perceptio' of abject motion,and a static perceivet.

In- a d experiment; the area ofthe retina exposed to motion

stimulation reduced' to vertical bandS that wee 10° wide.loc.+d on

different pa is of the retina. (There mas.hardly any:differerice in the

time require for locomotion perdeption to build'up between different 10°

peripheral areas in reaction to motion stimulation. Most subjects prceived

locomotion when the vertical band was reduced to-only r-In width. 'Finally,

in comparison to the open-lAborato44y situation,,mudbetter locomotion, per-
. .

ception occurred when the central area in frontof the eyes bias screened.
b

CIG Implications: These detponsfrations clearly.show that monitors which

stimulate the peripheral regiOns of the retina should temployed in.flight

simulators if perceptions of self-motion are desired: 'Appar'ently, only a

very limited region of the peripheral 'retina need be -stimulated' in order to

produce self-motion perception. Monitor wrap- around need not extend far in-

to.the periphery. If the peripheral retina, is not stimulated by motion, the

objects on the monitor will appear%to be inAption, and obs'ervers will

perceive themselves-as stationary. .

Ql.
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Kerr., J. Lk Visual resolution in the periphery. Perception and
Psychophysics, 1971, 9(3B), 375 -378.

'Key Words: Peripheral vision; visual acuity

Visual acuity thresholds were determined for two observers with a

,30 square grating target presented for 0.2 sec within a steadily illumi-
'

nated surround field matched in luminance to the test field. Measurements
A 4

were made in the fovea, and at 10°, 20°, and 30° along the horizontal

meridian of the temporal retina, at luminances between and 3.0 log mL.

The double staircase method was used to determine' acuity thresholds.

According to the observer's response of "Yes, I see the lines," or "No, I

don't see lines," the rating line width was decreased or increased by

adjusting the angular setting of the grating. The measure of visual'

acuity was the reciprocal of the visual angle subtended by the width:of

one line of the grating. At all retinal locations, the ability to resolve

a grattngjogreased with luminance. A large increase. fn, acuity up to 1

or 2 log mL occurred in -the----favea but very little increase occurred above

0 Tog mL at peripheral locations. At photoptc luminances, there way'

sharp regular decline in log visual acuity as a'function of retinal--

eccentricity, with no sign of leveling off at the most eccentric retinal ..

location 30° from the fovda. The sharpest drop in acuity with eccentricity~

11

occurred between the fovea and 10° at 2.75 log mL. At kotopic luminances,
i

.

c

,r, retinal location had less of an effect; and/at 73.25 log mL (cloe to
t

absolute threshold), acuitrchanged very little with distance from .

fiXation. Visual acuities were twotetouf times higher than those

previously reported for the periphery. Despite this fact, it is'evident

that acuity drops sharply in the'reriphery.
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CIG Implications: In a CIG display where the level of datail declines

with diquIce from the fixation point, the lack of detail is not likely

to be noticed by observers
41

if the correct rate of attenuation of detail is.

used.

9
Ob
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Lee, D. N., and J. R. Lishman. Visual proprioceptive control of stance.
Journal of Human Movement Studies',. 1975, 1, 87795.-

,.
Key Words: ViSlial proprioception; mechanical proprioception;

self - motion; locomotion

*
Maintaining a stance As an activity in which muscular, corrections

.
.

- f

are continually being made on the'basis of proprioceptive information about

body Sway, The two ,basic Sources of proprioceptive information are mechan-

°ical and visual. Mechanical propriOceptive information Could 4a obtained

through the mechanoreceptors in the jointsTd muscles (particularly at -

the ankles), the soles of the feet, fld the vestibular system. Visual

proprioceptive infOrmation could be obtained through the changing optic

array at the eye. The widely held view seems'Ato be that if the eye is

'involved at all imbalance, it As of minor importance comRred to the

mechanoreceptors and, in particular, the vestibular system.

The experiments were performed'in a swinging room--a large box open

at the bottom and one end. To provide more visuirstructure, lengths of
. ,%

floral wall aper were hung on portions of the walls ancLceiling'. Two light-%.

---
bulbs it uminated the room. . The room was suspenled 22 cm above the floor

by four ropes to allow it to be swung silently and virtualfy,linearly along

its length: A sway meter detected the capacitance 40tween "the subject's ,,

back and a sensitiv\ plate. Balance was tested at !Our stances: I) stand*
.e

normally, 2) Aanding n a ramp, 3) standing'On a compliant surface, and

4) standing on toes. Testing was-done both,iniide and'outside the swinging .

room, eyes open and shut, and with the.room stationary, moving sinusoidally,

or moving irregularly. The subject was warned that the experimenter would

N.
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try to make him sway by moving the room, and that the subject should do his
best to resist swaying by ignoring the room movement while he still looked

.

,,,straight ahead. Vitual\prOprioception was used in controlling balance in

.
_ all fou7r stances. The subject's body Was visually driven'by the 'sinusoidal

motion of the room. Furthermore, when eyes were opl and the room was movingR
a

sinusdidally, most subjects did.not.see the room moving. Visual probriocep-.,-
.

2tion improved balance in all ,four stances, being mosteffectiveinF the more

difficult ones, Misleading visual
proprioceptive infOrMation-tould not be .

ignored. In all four stances, the irregular Movements of theroom caused
,

..
,visual driving and impaired balance. These,results demonstrate that vision.(-

-, -
functionS10;:o0rioceptively as an integral component of the control system for',._

..---

A . aintaining .a stance. The expertments"showed further that visual proprio-
,JP

c ptive information is generally more sensitive than is mechanical proprin. -
.

ceptive information fromthe' vestibular system and the ankles and feet. .
. .

CIG Implications: Thts study is a compelling demonstration of the dominant
'

-- .`: -.:.,[role of vision in self-motion perception. Not only is amovidg visual envi-
ronmentronment necessiry and sufficient for' the pel-Ception of .self-motion, but,it

seems to render proprioception f the vestibular system reandant. It seems

probable that the illusion Of.self-motion generatedy CIa displays can.be

as strong,and compelling as that in actual flight,
even though the latter

also has vestibular inpUt as" a source of locomotion information.
r '

1
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Leibowitz, H. W., C. S. Rodvier, and J. Dichgans. The independence of,

dynamic spatial orientation from luminance and, refractive error.

Perception and Psychophysics, 1979, 25(2), 75-79. .

Key_Words: Circularvection; self-motion; luminance;' refractive error

The effect of refractive error and ,luminance on circularvection--

the illusory sensation of self-motion resulting from rotation- of the visual

field--was determined. Subjects were seated in the center of a rotatable

'drum whose interior surface was covered with vertical, alternating black

and white stripes. When the drum was rotating with a velocity of 60°/sec,

the subject was requested to open his eyes. First; drum motion is reported

4-After an onset latency of several seconds:this perception is followed by

the sensation of simultaneods deceleration of the drum and a matching

----ate6leration of self - mot ion. 'After a few more seconds, the drum appears

to stop, and the subject perceives exclusive self-motion or vection in the
4

-

direction opposite to drum rotation.j After this stage, the subject is

instructed to close his eyes, at which time he 'typically reports continued

feelings of self-rotation, refOyed to asthe aftereffect.. The dependent

V'ariables consisted of the latency of these staies; i.e., the time to onset

of circularvection, the time from onset to full circularvection, and the

,latency-of the aftereffect. Circularvection was invariably experienced.

Neither
4
reduction of the luminance of the striped pattern to levels near

absolute scotopic threshold nor the maximum induced refractive error,of,

more than 16 diopters (resulting in blurred retinal images) abolished

IL

circularvection or influenced any of its latency measures.

316
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CIG Implications: These results suggest that the-luminance of CIG displays

will not be critical in determining whether an observer will experience

self-motion. Luminance levels need not be considered at all for this

purpose. It also follows that lifferences in luminance levels between

the flight simulator and actual flight will 'not lead to quantitate
',-

differences in degree or velocity of self-motion. The quality of

image resolution also will not affect self-motion in the simulator.

. ,.

,
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Sullivan, G. D., K. Oatiey, and N. S. Sutherland. Vernier acuity as

affected by target length and separation. Perception and Psychophysics,

_1972, 12(5), 438-444. '

Key Word: Vernier acuity.

The threshold for vernier acuity (sensitivity to misalignment of

line segment) is about 2 sec'of arc under optimal conditions. This

sensitivity is very fine indeed, even much less than the diameter a
40.0v

foveal cone. Vernier acuity was measured for vertical lines of dif erent

lengths; the threshold was almost as good for the shortest stimuli (squares,

1 min 20 sec) Pas for. the longest (rectangles, 21 min 20 sec x 1 min 20 sec).

For all subjects, the threshold was the same when'a black horizontal

separating Jine was present to fill the gap between the two rectangles

and when the gap between thg two rectangles was empty. The exception to

this finding was that the threshold was elevated when a separating line

was, used-with the shortest rectangles. When dots instead of rectangles

were used as vernier targets, the threshold for the two dots,'measured in

terms of minimum detectable lateral offset, increased when the vertical

,

separation between the dots increased. For one subject, the threshold

linearly increased to a maximum of about 13 sec of arc for a dot separation

of 20 min of arc; another subject's threshold attain0d,about 17 sec of arc

for a 10 min of arc separation. A final subject leveled at-a threshold

of about 10 sec of arc.
a

CIG Implications: The findings indicate that the length of the contours

continued across monitors will not affect the observer's-sensitivity,to

contour misalignment. However, for any contour length, observers will be

7



able to detect the Most miniscule misalignment between displays. This

conclusion will be modified somewhat, depending on the spatial gap between

the monitor.displays. The greater the gap between the monitors, the less,

the sensitivity to misalignment. But even when large gaps are present,

sensitivity to misalignment will still be very good.
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Wist,, E. R., H. C. Diener, J. Dichgans, and T. Brandt. Perceived

distance and the perceived speed of self-motion: linear vs:

.angular velocity? Perception and Psychophysics, 1975, 17(6),

549-554.

Key_Words: Citcularvection;self-motion; velocity perception;

.distance perception

An experiment was performed in which subjects sat in an upholstered

chair fitted with,a head support so that the distance of the eyes from a

cylindrical screen was equal to the screen's radius of curvature. An

optokinetic simulator projected a regular moving "pattern-of black and

white stripes onto the screen. One of two filter densities covered one

eye in order to vary perceived absolute distance of the moving stimulus

from the subject. Two stripe velocities were employed. The perceived

distance of the moving stripes, and the subjective speed of self-motion

wefe determined by means of a magnitude estimation technique.i Upon

exposure to a given optokinetic stimulus, the subjects typilely experi-

enced object-referred motion for several seconds, followed by a brief

period of mixed self- and object-referred motion. The subjects experi-

enced a pure self-referred motion after about 5 sec, after which they

made their magnitude estimates. Although perceived speed of rotary self-

motioniincreased with the angular speed of the surround, it was also found

thatwith the angular speed of the visual surround held constant, the per-

Geiveil speed of rotary self-motioNincreased linearly with increasing per-

ceived distance of tH.t surround.
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CIG Implications: These findings highlight the importance of'adequate cues

to absolute distance in producing impresSions of selfmotion in simulators

that use CIG di,,splays. If cues to distance are ambiguous or reduced com-

pared to those in the everyday visual world, independent evidence suggests

that`tistance underestimation relative to real7woMsd,cilstance perception

will result. A consequenc of this fact is'tkat the perceived speed of

self-motion will be-less in the simulator than in the actual cockpit

environment.

321
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B.12 HYBRID DISPLAY AND UPDATE
. \

In many CIG displays, the runway lights and other-calligraphic`
4

representations overlaid on the raster.format appear as multiple images.

The explanatien for this multiple-image phenomenon is. discussed in the

following summaries.

J
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Bi-aunstein, M. L., and 0. F. Goldman. Perception of temporal .patterns as
spatial patternsduringapparent movement. Proc...of,the 74th Annual
Convention of the American PsychologicabAssociatton, 1966, 69-70.

. Key Words: Flicker fusion.; apparent movement; multiple-imaging effect

The multiple- imaging effect was bemenstrated in an experiment which

used three different 96-frame 8-mm film sequences displayed at 54 frames/

sec. The sequences showed a white dot 'against a dark background. After

ev,ery third frame, the dot's position was changed by an amount equal to

eight times its diameter. In Type I the dot appeared, before each position

change, on the first frame.but not on the second or third frames; in Type

II the dot appeared in the same position on the first and second frame,

but did not appear on the third'frame; in Type III,the dot appeared in the

same position on three successive frames. All observers reported seeing

clusters of one, two, and three dots in apparent motion to sequences of

Types I, II, and III, respectively. All observers reported the dot separa-

tion asequal to or less than the width of the individual dots. In a

second experiment it was shown by using differently colored dots that the-

,perceived spatial order of the multiple images correspondsto their temporal
.

order 'of presentation. Finally, an increase in the time interval between

two presentations of a dot in,the same position resulted in an increased

apparent separation between the dots within a,cluster.

CIG Implications: The results clearly' demonstrate that the problem of

multiple'images of runway lights which occurs in some CIG displays is- -

caused by the u datt rate being slower than the refresh rate. ,The smaller

the update-rate/refresh-rate ratio, the more serious the problem_in terms

39;?



of the number of multiple images., An increase' in the refresh rate without

a concomitant increase in update rate should reduce bluur bi,decreasing the

spatial separation of the images, but will not eliminate the problem. The

problem can only be eliminated by increasing the update rate so that it is

. .

`z

equal to the refresh rate.
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Burr,-D. C. Acuity for apparent vernier offset. 'Vision, Research, 1979,0, 835-837.

'4y Words: Apparent movement; flicker fusion;, multiple-imaging effect;
vernier acuity ,

0

Observers vielkean apparently moving vertical bar, displayed

,sequentially for50 msec periods at a series of.distret&Ifositions at 25

msecintervals between successive stations on an oscilloscope face, Under

these conditions, the vertical bar appears to,move 'past stations and
,

across the spaces between them, simulating real motion. Mhen the plotting

sequence was-such that the u er half of the bar was alWays, displayed

slightly before `the lower (10.mSec),*the
bar appeared to be broken..atid,

offset at the'middle',.wi.th the'upper segment leading thelOwer (although
.

they were actually displayed at identical t
,

orizontal positions). To .

measure acuity for detecting vernier offsets produced in this way, a

forced choice paradigm wars used in which-observers were required to N,

identify the direction of the apparent offset of top to bottom segment.
-

The segment pairs were again displayed.at the same position with varying

temporal offsets.. Using the criterion of 75% correct identification,

acuity for the two observers for tempora offset was 11 ,and 12.8 sec of

arc. The temporal dlays corresponding to the' minimum detectable apparent

offset wer7e-').9 and 2..2msec. /
:

/-

.

.

CIG Implications:. The conditions of this experiment are comparable to those

in CIG displays in which the update rate is slower than therefresh rate.

In the latter, the effect is seen as multiple images'of runway lights.

Other research indicates that the problem'may be. minimized by increasing

1



the refresh rate without increasing the upda:te'rate, which results in a
.

smaller spatial
separatibnibetween multiple images., This study shows that,

in, the case of line segments, multiple images'would remain detectable-for

refresh rates ofsup to 500 frames/set.' Thus, increasing only the refresh

rate will not alleviate the problem.

a.
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